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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This Annual Report on Form 10-K contains “forward-looking statements,” as that term is defined under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 
(“PSLRA”), Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange 
Act”).  Forward-looking statements include statements about our expectations, beliefs or intentions regarding our product development efforts, business, financial condition, 
results of operations, strategies or prospects, including the potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our businesses, operating results, cash flows and/or financial 
condition. You can identify forward-looking statements by the fact that these statements do not relate strictly to historical or current matters. Rather, forward-looking statements 
relate to anticipated or expected events, activities, trends or results as of the date they are made.  Because forward-looking statements relate to matters that have not yet 
occurred, these statements are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause our actual results to differ materially from any future results expressed or implied by 
the forward-looking statements.  Many factors could cause our actual activities or results to differ materially from the activities and results anticipated in forward-looking 
statements.  These factors include those described in “Item 1A-Risk Factors” of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.  We do not undertake an obligation to update forward-
looking statements, except to the extent required by applicable law. We intend that all forward-looking statements be subject to the safe-harbor provisions of the PSLRA.  These 
forward-looking statements are only predictions and reflect our views as of the date they are made with respect to future events and financial performance.

Risks and uncertainties, the occurrence of which could adversely affect our business, include the following:
  

•changes in economic conditions and consumer confidence in the U.S.;

•if we do not make acquisitions on economically acceptable terms, our future growth may be limited; 

•we may be unable to successfully integrate the acquired operations or otherwise realize the expected benefits from our acquisitions;

•our future growth depends on our ability to successfully implement our organic growth strategies;

•labor, raw materials and building supply shortages and price fluctuations in the construction industry could delay or increase the costs of our store upgrade and remodel 
program and our maintenance capital expenditures;

•significant changes in the current consumption of and regulations related to tobacco and nicotine products; 

•changes in the wholesale prices of motor fuel;

•significant changes in demand for fuel-based modes of transportation; 

•we operate in a highly competitive industry characterized by low entry barriers; 

•negative events or developments associated with branded motor fuel suppliers;

•we depend on several principal suppliers for our gross fuel purchases and two principal suppliers for merchandise; 

•a portion of our revenue is generated under fuel supply agreements with independent dealers that must be renegotiated or replaced periodically;

•the retail sale, distribution and storage of motor fuels is subject to environmental protection and operational safety laws and regulations that may expose us or our 
customers to significant costs and liabilities;

•business disruption and related risks resulting from the outbreak of COVID-19 and variants of the virus, including associated regulatory changes; 

•failure to comply with applicable laws and regulations;

•the loss of key senior management personnel or the failure to recruit or retain qualified personnel; 

•unfavorable weather conditions;

•we may be held liable for fraudulent credit card transactions on our fuel dispensers; 

•payment-related risks that may result in higher operating costs or the inability to process payments;

•significant disruptions of information technology systems or breaches of data security;

•laws, regulations, standards, and contractual obligations related to data privacy and security regulations, and our actual or perceived failure to comply with such 
obligations;

•if we fail to adequately secure, maintain, and enforce our intellectual property rights;



 

•if third parties claim that we infringe upon their intellectual property rights;

•we depend on third-party transportation providers for the transportation of our motor fuel;

•our operations present risks which may not be fully covered by insurance;

•our variable rate debt; 

•the agreements governing our indebtedness have various restrictions and financial covenants;

•the proposed phase out of the London Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”); 

•we incur significant expenses and administrative burdens as a public company;

•our principal stockholders and management control us and their interests may conflict with yours in the future;

•our corporate structure includes Israeli subsidiaries that may have adverse tax consequences and expose us to additional tax liabilities;

•we may not be able to effectively maintain controls and procedures required by Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act;

•the market price and trading volume of our common stock may be volatile and could decline significantly; 

•if securities or industry analysts do not publish research, publish inaccurate or unfavorable research or cease publishing research about us or the convenience store 
industry; and

•sales of a substantial number of shares of our common stock in the public market.
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PART I

Unless the context otherwise requires, all references in this Annual Report on Form 10-K to the “Company,” “ARKO,” “we,” “our,” “ours,” and “us” refer to ARKO 
Corp., a Delaware corporation, including our consolidated subsidiaries.

ITEM 1. BUSINESS

Background

ARKO Corp. was incorporated under the laws of Delaware on August 26, 2020 for the purpose of facilitating the business combination of Haymaker Acquisition 
Corp. II, a Delaware corporation, and ARKO Holdings Ltd., a company organized under the laws of the State of Israel, which we refer to as Arko Holdings. Our shares of 
common stock, $0.0001 par value per share (“common stock”), and publicly-traded warrants were registered to trade on the Nasdaq Capital Market on December 22, 2020 and 
commenced trading on December 23, 2020. Arko Holdings was organized under the laws of Israel on May 4, 1970 and the main activity of Arko Holdings prior to the foregoing 
business combination was its holding, through its subsidiaries, of controlling rights in GPM Investments, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company formed on June 12, 2002, 
which we refer to as GPM. 

Unless the context otherwise requires, all references in this Annual Report on Form 10-K to the “Company,” “ARKO,” “we,” “our,” “ours,” and “us” refer to ARKO 
Corp. including its consolidated subsidiaries.  We maintain a website at www.arkocorp.com.  Information contained on, or accessible through, our website is not a part of and is 
not incorporated by reference into this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

Overview 

We own, indirectly, 100% of GPM, which is our operating entity. Based in Richmond, VA, we are a leading independent convenience store operator and, as of 
December 31, 2021, we were the sixth largest convenience store chain operator in the United States ranked by store count, operating 1,406 retail convenience stores. As of 
December 31, 2021, we operated the stores under 19 regional store brands including 1-Stop, Admiral, Apple Market®, BreadBox, ExpressStop®, E-Z Mart®, fas mart®, 
fastmarket®, Handy Mart, Jiffi Stop®, Li’l Cricket, Next Door Store®, Roadrunner Markets, Rstore, Scotchman®, shore stop®, Town Star, Village Pantry® and Young’s. As of 
December 31, 2021, we also supplied fuel to 1,628 independent dealer locations. We are well diversified geographically and as of December 31, 2021, operated across 33 states 
and the District of Columbia in the Mid-Atlantic, Midwestern, Northeastern, Southeastern and Southwestern United States (“U.S.”). We believe we benefit greatly by using 
established store banners. Our community of brands have been in existence for an average of approximately 50 years. We leverage their long-term community involvement, 
highly recognizable brands and customer loyalty in their respective markets. Our stores derive significant value from the scale, corporate infrastructure and centralized 
marketing programs associated with our large network.

We derive our revenue from the retail sale of fuel, the wholesale distribution of fuel and from the retail sale of a wide array of products offered in our retail stores, 
together with foodservice offerings. 

The Business 

We primarily operate in two business segments: retail and wholesale. Additionally, our third segment, GPMP, engages in the wholesale distribution of fuel.  For the 
year ended December 31, 2021, the retail segment generated total revenues of approximately $4.7 billion, including approximately $1.7 billion of in-store sales and other 
revenues. In addition, the retail segment sold a total of 1,038.6 million gallons of branded and unbranded fuel to its retail customers. As a wholesale distributor of motor fuel, we 
distribute branded and unbranded motor fuel from refiners through third-party transportation providers.  As of December 31, 2021, we distributed fuel to 1,628 independent 
dealer locations and spot and bulk purchasers throughout our footprint. For the year ended December 31, 2021, the wholesale segment sold 978.0 million gallons of fuel, 
generating revenues of approximately $2.7 billion.  Our subsidiary, GPM Petroleum LP, which we refer to as GPMP, distributes motor fuels on a fixed fee per gallon basis to 
both our retail and wholesale sites. For the year ended December 31, 2021, 99.9% of the total fuel gallons distributed by GPMP were to GPM sites. GPM purchases all of its 
fuel from GPMP and we own 100% of the general partner of GPMP and, as of December 31, 2021, 99.8% of the GPMP limited partner units. 

Retail Business 

Our retail convenience stores offer a wide array of cold and hot foodservice, beverages, cigarettes and other tobacco products, candy, salty snacks, grocery, beer and 
general merchandise. Almost all stores sell fuel. We operate our stores under 19 regional store brands, including 1-Stop, Admiral, Apple Market®, BreadBox, ExpressStop®, E-
Z Mart®, fas mart®, fastmarket®, Handy Mart, Jiffi 
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Stop®, Li’l Cricket, Next Door Store®, Roadrunner Markets, Rstore, Scotchman®, shore stop®, Town Star, Village Pantry® and Young’s. 

In October 2017, we entered into an agreement to develop 10 Dunkin’ restaurants in the tri-cities area (Tennessee, Virginia and Kentucky). To date, we have opened 
four sites and plan to open two additional sites in 2022. The current development deadline under the agreement is October 2023. 

We offer foodservice at over 400 company-operated stores. The foodservice category varies by store and includes hot and fresh foods, deli, fried chicken, bakery, 
pizza, roller grill items and other prepared foods. In many stores, we offer value priced food items such as hot dogs and chicken sandwiches. In addition, we operate over 90 
branded quick service restaurants consisting of major national brands, including Dairy Queen, Dunkin’, Sbarro, Subway and Taco Bell. We provide a number of traditional 
convenience store services that generate additional income, including lottery, prepaid products, gift cards, money orders, ATMs, gaming, and other ancillary product and service 
offerings. We also generate revenue from car washes at approximately 90 of our locations. 

Wholesale Business 

The wholesale segment supplies fuel to independent dealers, sub-wholesalers and bulk and spot purchasers, on either a cost plus or consignment basis, as described 
below. 

•Consignment contracts — 229 sites as of December 31, 2021. In arrangements of this type, the Company continues to be the owner of the fuel until the date of sale to 
the final customer (the consumer). In these arrangements, the gross profit which is created from the sale of the fuel is allocated between the Company and the independent 
dealer based on the terms of the relevant agreement with the independent dealer. In certain cases, gross profit is split by a percentage and in others, a fixed fee per gallon 
is paid to the independent dealer. The Company recognizes revenues on the date of the sale to the final customer at the pump. 

•Fuel supply contracts (“Cost Plus”) — 1,399 sites as of December 31, 2021 and bulk and spot purchasers. In arrangements of this type, the independent dealer 
purchases the fuel from the Company. The Company makes final sales to independent dealers (referred to as “lessee-dealers” if the dealers lease the station from us or 
“open-dealers” if they control the site), sub-wholesalers and bulk and spot purchasers on a fixed-fee basis. The Company recognizes revenue upon delivery of the fuel to 
the independent dealer. In arrangements of this type, the sales price to the independent dealer is determined according to the terms of the relevant agreement with the 
independent dealer, which typically reflects our total fuel costs plus the cost of transportation, prompt pay discounts, rebates and a margin, largely eliminating our 
exposure to commodity price movements.   

In October 2020, we consummated our acquisition of the business of Empire Petroleum Partners, LLC, which we refer to as “Empire” and collectively, the “Empire 
Acquisition.” The Empire Acquisition added significant scale to our wholesale segment in terms of fuel gallons sold (including 195 sites on a consignment basis) and materially 
increased our footprint by adding 10 new states and the District of Columbia. 

Trends Impacting Our Business 

We operate within the large and growing U.S. convenience store industry. According to the National Association of Convenience Stores, the U.S. convenience store 
industry has grown in-store sales from $182.4 billion in 2009 to $255.6 billion in 2020, which represents a compound annual growth rate (“CAGR”) of 3.1%. Pretax income for 
the industry also grew from $4.8 billion in 2009 to $16.0 billion in 2020, representing a CAGR of 11.6%.

The U.S. convenience store industry was comprised of 148,026 stores as of December 31, 2021 and remains highly fragmented as single-store operators account for 
approximately 60% of all convenience stores, a 3.1% decrease from 2020, and the 10 largest convenience store retailers account for less than 20% of the store base in the 
United States (as of the end of 2020).  We have achieved strong store growth over the last several years, primarily by implementing a successful acquisition strategy within this 
highly fragmented convenience store industry. From 2013 through 2021, we completed 20 acquisitions. As a result, our site count, including retail and wholesale, has grown 
from 320 sites in 2011 to 3,034 sites as of December 31, 2021. These strategic acquisitions have had, and we expect will continue to have, a significant impact on our reported 
results and can make period to period comparisons of results difficult. With our achievement of significant size and scale, we have added an additional focus of organic growth, 
including implementing company-wide marketing and merchandising initiatives, which we believe will result in significant value accretion to all the assets we have acquired. 
We believe that this complementary strategy will help further our growth through both acquisitions and organically and improve our results of operations.  We also plan to 
pursue accretive opportunities that will help execute our overall strategy.
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There is an ongoing trend in the convenience store industry focused on increasing and improving in-store foodservice offerings, including fresh foods, quick service 
restaurants and proprietary food offerings. We believe consumers may be more likely to patronize convenience stores that include such new and improved food offerings, which 
may also lead to increased inside merchandise sales or fuel sales for such stores. Although our food and beverage sales have been negatively impacted during the COVID-19 
pandemic, we believe this trend will reverse when the effects of the pandemic subside.  

The U.S. convenience store industry has shown resilience to the negative economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, including due to the designation of 
convenience stores as essential businesses during the statewide shutdowns associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, convenience stores drew more “fill-in” visits 
for various food and other grocery items during the COVID-19 pandemic. We believe that convenience retail is a dynamic industry that flexes and evolves with changing 
consumer preference and will continue to do so as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

We believe that we will continue to benefit from several key industry trends and characteristics, including: 

•Continued opportunities to compete more effectively and grow through acquisitions as a result of industry fragmentation and the consolidation trend; 

•Increasing size of retail stores, specifically supermarkets and large format hypermarkets, driving consumers to small box retailers, such as convenience stores, to meet 
their demand for speed and convenience in daily shopping needs; 

•Changing consumer demographics, shopping habits and eating patterns as a result of the continually evolving COVID-19 pandemic, including the spread of variants 
of COVID-19, will require convenience store operators to alter foodservice and product offerings inside the store and this presents an opportunity as we expand 
foodservice offerings to meet changing consumer preferences; 

•While consumption of cigarettes, a major product category for convenience store retailers, has declined nationwide, U.S. convenience store industry in-store sales and 
profits have continued to increase as retailers shift offerings to higher margin products, such as other tobacco products, packaged and dispensed beverages and 
foodservice; 

•U.S. national fuel margin is trending higher from an average of 17.1 cents per gallon from 2009 through 2013 to an average of 22.2 cents per gallon from 2014 
through 2019 and further increasing to an average of 35.2 cents per gallon in 2020, according to OPIS Retail Year in Review—a result of large fuel suppliers exiting 
the convenience store market as well as operators pricing more rationally to recuperate gradually increasing operating costs and declining tobacco sales; 

•Continued investment in new technology platforms and applications to adapt to new consumer preferences including speed of convenience, contactless and order 
ahead service, and home delivery services such as DoorDash and GrubHub; 

•Investments in Electric Vehicle (“EV”) infrastructure, including increased size and availability of government grants and subsidies to install EV chargers;

•Recession resilient nature of the industry as demonstrated by strong sector performance during the 2001 Dot Com Recession, the 2007—2009 Great Recession and 
the 2020 COVID-19 Recession. 

 

Competitive Strengths 

We believe that the following competitive strengths differentiate us from our competitors and contribute to our continued success: 

Leading industry consolidator with a proven track record of integrating acquisitions and generating strong returns on capital. We believe we are one of the 
largest, most active consolidators in the highly-fragmented convenience store industry. Between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2021, we completed 20 acquisitions, 
expanding our retail store count approximately 6.9x. As an experienced acquirer, we have demonstrated the ability to generate strong returns on capital and meaningfully 
improve target performance post-integration through operating expertise and economies of scale. We believe that continued scale advantage has enabled us to become a 
formidable industry player, enhanced our competitiveness, and positioned us as an acquirer of choice within the industry. As a “super-jobber” wholesaler, we believe we are 
better positioned to gain and renew supply contracts from independent dealers in addition to retail convenience store and wholesale fuel portfolios, and we incentivize our 
wholesale sales staff based on renewals. 

Leading Market Position in Highly Attractive, Diversified and Contiguous Markets. As of December 31, 2021, our network consists of approximately 3,034 
locations across 33 states and the District of Columbia. We are well diversified across geographies in the Midwest, Southeast, Mid-Atlantic, Southwest and Northeast regions of 
the United States. We have traditionally acquired a majority of our stores in smaller towns with less concentration of national-chain convenience stores. We believe that our 
focus on 
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secondary and tertiary markets allows us to preserve “local” brand name recognition and aligns local market needs with capital investment. 

Entrenched Local Brands with a Large Store Portfolio. As of December 31, 2021, we operated our stores under 19 regional brand names (which we consider to be 
“a Family of Community Brands”). Upon closing of an acquisition, rather than rebranding a group of stores, we have typically left the existing store name in place to leverage 
customer familiarity and loyalty associated with the local brand. We believe we benefit greatly from the established brand equity in our portfolio of store banners acquired over 
time. Our acquired brands have been in existence for an average of approximately 50 years and each brand, with its respective long-term community involvement, is highly 
recognizable to local customers. These advantages of regional store branding are complemented by the significant value derived from the scale, corporate infrastructure, and 
centralized marketing programs associated with our large store network. These benefits include: 

•Centralized merchandising, marketing and procurement programs; 

•Fuel price optimization and purchasing functions; 

•Comprehensive portfolio of fuel brands with strong consumer recognition through national advertising;

•Common loyalty program under the name fas REWARDS®; 

•Centralized environmental management and environmental practices; and 

•Common IT and point-of-sale platforms. 

Dual Retail and Wholesale Business Model Generates Stable and Diversified Cash Flow. We believe that our business model of operating both retail convenience 
stores and wholesale motor fuel distribution generates stable and diversified cash flows, providing us with advantages over many of our competitors. We are able to take 
advantage of the combined fuel purchasing volumes to obtain attractive pricing and terms while reducing the variability in fuel margins. We believe that operating a wholesale 
business also provides strategic flexibility as we are able to convert certain lower performing company-operated sites to consignment agent and lessee-dealer trade channels. 

Flexibility to Address Consumers Changing Needs. Despite our large size, we believe we are a nimble retail marketer with the ability to alter store offerings quickly 
in the face of changing consumer needs. Our ability to pivot is facilitated by our streamlined and efficient internal decision-making structure and process that allows for the 
rapid implementation of new initiatives. Our flexibility is complemented by deep relationships with a host of manufacturers and suppliers worldwide. By way of example, upon 
the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, we were able to fully stock our stores with essential items, such as hand sanitizer, wipes and face masks, ahead of many of our 
competitors, as well as partner with DoorDash at over 680 of our sites. 

Experienced Management with Significant Ownership. Our management team, led by Arie Kotler, our Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer, has a 
strong track record of revenue growth and profitability improvement. Arie Kotler purchased majority ownership and control of GPM in 2011, when it directly operated or 
supplied fuel to 320 stores and had revenues of approximately $1.2 billion. We have a highly tenured and talented management team across all facets of our organization, 
including operations, marketing, facilities, fuel, environmental, wholesale, real estate, finance and administrative, and have added leaders in key positions intended to enable 
continued business growth.  Our management team has an average tenure with GPM and in the convenience store industry of 16 years and 23 years, respectively. Arie Kotler is 
our largest individual stockholder, currently owning approximately 17% of our issued and outstanding shares of common stock. 

Experienced Board of Directors. Our Board of Directors is comprised of executives with decades of experience in industries highly relevant to our business, 
including convenience stores, quick service restaurants, energy, finance, real estate and marketing. With a majority independent structure guided by strong governance bylaws 
and guidelines, the board adds significant strategic value based upon its view of what is in the best interest of our business and stockholders. 
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Strong Balance Sheet with Capacity to Execute Growth Strategy. As of December 31, 2021, we had significant cash on our balance sheet and capacity available 
under existing lines of credit. In addition, we generally finance inventory purchases on customary trade credit terms, which is aided by relatively quick inventory turnover, 
enabling us to manage the business without large amounts of cash and working capital. As a result of these financial resources, we believe that we will have ample financial 
flexibility to execute on our growth strategy. 

Growth Strategy 

We believe that we have a significant opportunity to increase our sales and profitability by continuing to execute our operating strategy, growing our store base in 
existing and contiguous markets through acquisitions, and enhancing the performance of current stores. With our achievement of significant size and scale, we believe that our 
refocused organic growth strategy, including implementing company-wide marketing and merchandising initiatives, will add significant value to our assets. We believe that this 
complementary strategy will help further enhance our growth and results of operations. We expect to use a portion of the cash available to us to fund our growth strategy. 
Specific elements of our growth strategy include the following: 

Continue to Implement Merchandise and Fuel Initiatives to Drive Profitability and Growth:

Enhanced Marketing Initiatives. We plan to continue to pursue numerous in-store sales growth and margin enhancement opportunities that exist across our 
expansive footprint. The initiatives we are currently implementing or evaluating include, among others: 

•enhanced customer relationship-focused loyalty program and associated promotional activities; 

•enhanced store planogram and product mix optimization with customer centric data-driven placement of top-selling SKUs across all categorizes with select regional 
customization;

•expansion of delivery services in approximately 300 stores, for a total of approximately 975 stores; 

•expansion of bean-to-cup coffee programs across approximately 525 stores;

•strategic partnerships with highly relevant quick service restaurants; and

•new partnership with Sbarro anticipated to provide pizza offerings in approximately 50 stores. 

Foodservice Opportunity. Our current foodservice offering, which varies by store, primarily consists of hot and fresh foods, deli, fried chicken, bakery, pizza, roller 
grill items and other prepared foods. In many stores, we offer value priced food items such as hot dogs and chicken sandwiches. We have historically relied upon a limited 
number of franchised quick service restaurants and in-store delis to drive customer traffic rather than other foodservice offerings. As a result, we believe that our under-
penetration of foodservice presents an opportunity to expand foodservice offerings and margin in response to changing consumer behavior. In addition, we believe that 
continued investment in new technology platforms and applications to adapt to evolving consumer eating preferences, including contactless checkout, order ahead service, and 
delivery will further drive growth in profitability. 

Utilize Real-time Fuel Pricing Analysis. Our fuel pricing software enables real-time insight into street-level pricing conditions across our entire portfolio and 
estimates demand impacts from various pricing alternatives. This allows us to rapidly make pricing decisions intended to satisfy gallon and gross profit targets. Many of our 
competitors are smaller operators who may not have such visibility into their fuel pricing strategies and as a result forego opportunities to optimize total fuel margin.

Pursue Acquisitions in Existing and Contiguous Markets. We have completed 20 acquisitions in the last nine years, adding approximately 1,400 retail stores and 
approximately 1,500 independent dealer locations. We believe that our acquired locations combined with our scalable infrastructure represents a strong platform for future 
growth through acquisitions and organic growth within the highly fragmented convenience store industry. With approximately 70% of the convenience store market composed 
of chains with 50 or fewer locations as of 2020, we believe that there is ample opportunity to continue to consolidate. We have traditionally acquired a majority of our stores in 
smaller towns with less concentration of national-chain convenience stores.  Approximately 45% of all our retail stores are in cities with populations of fewer than 20,000 
people.  Additionally, approximately 17% of all retail stores are in cities with populations between 20,000 and 50,000 people.  We believe that our focus on secondary and 
tertiary markets allows us to preserve “local” brand name recognition and align local market needs with capital investment. We have established a dedicated in-house M&A 
team that focuses on identifying, closing and integrating acquisitions. We have a highly actionable pipeline of potential targets, and we currently focus on existing and 
contiguous markets where demographics and overall market characteristics are similar to our existing markets. In addition, we believe that our unique retail/wholesale business 
model provides us with strategic flexibility to acquire chains with both retail and independent dealer locations. 
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Store Remodel and Organic Growth Opportunities. We believe that we have an expansive, embedded opportunity to enhance our existing store base through 
multiple organic growth initiatives. We have driven significant synergies from acquisitions but have yet to further optimize the performance of certain stores we have 
purchased. Two stores were remodeled in 2021 and we completed a raze-and-rebuild in Rock Hill, South Carolina in November 2021. In addition, six stores are undergoing 
remodeling to be completed in the first half of 2022 and we plan to break ground on a new-to-industry (“NTI”) store in Atlanta, Texas in the fourth quarter of 2022 and have 
identified additional NTI opportunities for which we plan to commence the planning and engineering phase in 2022 with expected construction completed in 2023. As part of 
our history of opening successful quick service restaurants such as Dunkin’ and Sbarro, we opened one new Dunkin’ in 2021 and are planning to open additional new Dunkin’ 
locations in 2022. We also routinely remodel our Dunkin’ locations.

We constantly monitor macroeconomic factors such as rising materials costs, shortages, construction industry price fluctuations and labor shortages and we closely 
analyze key performance indicators in our remodel program. While we plan our pace moving forward, including review of further raze-and-rebuild and NTI opportunities and 
analyze results so far, strategic organic growth strategies that we intend to deploy in 2022 include 50 in-store Sbarro as part of our quick service restaurant partnerships, and a 
combination of improvements, such as bean-to-cup coffee offerings, which will be expanded to 525 stores, and our successful grab-n-go and freezer strategy that was 
implemented in 2021 and to be expanded to even more stores.

Suppliers

We leverage both our relationships with major consumer packaged goods supplier partners and wholesale distributors such as Core-Mark and Grocery Supply 
Company, as well as approximately 700 direct store delivery supplier distributors. 

We purchase motor fuel primarily from large, integrated oil companies and independent refiners under supply agreements. In addition, we purchase unbranded fuel 
from branded and unbranded fuel suppliers to supply 239 unbranded retail fueling locations. As of December 31, 2021, approximately 82% of our retail fuel locations sold 
branded fuel. We sell branded fuel under the Valero®, Marathon®, BP®, Shell®, and Motiva® brand names, plus several other brands. In addition to driving customer traffic, we 
believe that our branded fuel strategy enables us to maintain a secure fuel supply. 

Competition 

We operate in a highly competitive retail convenience market, which includes businesses with operations and services that are similar to ours, primarily the sale of 
convenience items and motor fuels. We face significant competition from other large chain operators, such as: 7-Eleven/Speedway; Circle K; Casey’s; Murphy USA; Quik Trip; 
Royal Farms; Sheetz; and Wawa. In particular, large convenience store chains have expanded their numbers of locations and remodeled their existing locations in recent years, 
enhancing their competitive position. We believe that convenience stores managed by individual operators that offer branded or non-branded fuel are also significant 
competitors in the market. Often, operators of both chains and individual stores compete by selling unbranded fuel at lower retail prices relative to the market. We believe that 
the primary competitive factors influencing the retail segment are: site location; competitive prices; convenient access routes; the quality and configuration of the store and the 
fueling facility; the range of high-quality products and services offered; a convenient store-front; cleanliness; branded fuel; and the degree of capital investment in the store. 

The convenience store industry is also experiencing competition from other retail sectors, including grocery stores, large warehouse retail stores, dollar stores and 
pharmacies. In particular, dollar stores (such as Family Dollar and Dollar General) and pharmacies (such as CVS and Walgreens) have expanded their product offerings to sell 
snacks, beer and wine and other products that have traditionally been sold by convenience stores, while grocery and large warehouse stores (such as Costco and Wal-Mart) have 
expanded their fuel offering adjacent to their stores. In smaller towns and more rural areas, we primarily compete with other local convenience stores, local or regional grocery 
stores, and to some extent, restaurants, and in more heavily populated areas, we often compete with local retailers as well as major national grocery chains, national drug store 
and warehouse retail stores brands like those mentioned above, traditional convenience stores, expanded fuel stations, and discount food retailers.

We believe that the primary barriers to entry in this industry are the significant financial strength required to enter into agreements with suppliers of fuel products 
and competition from other fuel companies and retail chains. 

The wholesale business is also competitive. Our wholesale segment competes with refiners that distribute their own products, as well as other independent third-
party motor fuel distributors. Wholesale fuel distributors typically compete by offering shorter contract commitments, lesser collateral requirements and larger incentives to 
enter into contracts. We distribute fuel sourced from a number of major oil company suppliers which allows us to approach a wide variety of branded and unbranded 
independent dealers in order offer a variety of alternative supply arrangements. 
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In the wholesale segment, we supply fuel to third parties both at sites owned or leased by the third party, sites that we own or have a long-term lease, as well as bulk 
and spot purchasers. In order to mitigate this competition, we typically offer the independent dealers competitive pricing within the framework of our existing fuel supply 
agreements, such as those we have with Valero, BP, Shell, Motiva, Marathon and ExxonMobil. 

Government Regulation 

Our operations are subject to numerous legal and regulatory restrictions and requirements at the federal, state and local levels. With regard to fuel, these restrictions 
and requirements relate primarily to the transportation, storage and sale of petroleum products, including stringent environmental protection requirements. In our wholesale and 
GPMP segments, we are also subject to the Petroleum Marketing Practices Act, which is a federal law that applies to the relationships between fuel suppliers and wholesale 
distributors, as well as between wholesale distributors and independent dealers, regarding the marketing of branded fuel. The law is intended to prevent the arbitrary or 
discriminatory cancellation, or non-renewal, of dealership agreements and stipulates limitations on the cancellation, or non-renewal, of agreements for distribution of branded 
fuel, unless certain conditions are satisfied. 

With regard to non-fuel products, there are legal restrictions at the federal, state and local levels in connection with the sale of food, alcohol, cigarettes and other 
tobacco products, menu labeling, money orders, money transfer services, gaming, lottery, adult magazines and ephedrine. Also, regulatory supervision is exercised by health 
departments at the federal, state and local levels over the food products that are sold in our stores. With respect to data held by us, including credit card information and data 
related to loyalty customers, we are subject to federal, state and local requirements related to the possession, use and disclosure of personally identifiable information, including 
mandated procedures to be followed in the event a data breach were to occur. 

We hold various federal, state, and local licenses and permits, some of which are perpetual, but most of which must be renewed annually. These include general 
business licenses, lottery licenses, licenses and permits in connection with the sale of cigarettes, licenses in connection with the operation of gaming machines, licenses in 
connection with the sale of alcoholic drinks, licenses and permits that are required in connection with the sale of fuel, licenses that are required for the operation of convenience 
stores and licenses to sell food products. 

EMV, which stands for Europay, MasterCard and Visa, is a global standard for credit cards that use computer chips to authenticate and secure chip-card 
transactions. The liability for fraudulent credit card transactions shifted from the credit card processor to us in October 2015 for transactions processed inside the convenience 
stores and shifted to us in April 2021 for transactions at the fuel dispensers. We have upgraded all of our inside point-of-sale machines to be EMV-compliant, and, in connection 
with a limited amount of incentive funds provided by fuel suppliers, we are actively upgrading our fuel dispensers to be EMV-compliant at the fuel dispenser with approximately 
37% of retail locations completed as of December 31, 2021. Both due to the unavailability of the correct software from branded fuel suppliers, the required time and cost 
necessary to upgrade each site, and supply chain constraints, we did not upgrade all of our sites prior to April 2021, but anticipate being approximately 65% complete by the end 
of 2022 and being substantially complete by the end of 2023. Accordingly, we may be subject to liability for fraudulent credit card transactions processed at fuel dispensers. We 
do not believe that this will expose us to material liability. 

Our operations are subject to federal and state laws governing such matters as minimum wage, overtime, working conditions and employment eligibility 
requirements. Proposals have emerged at local, state and federal levels to increase minimum wage rates. 

We are subject to local, state and federal laws and regulations that address our properties and operations, including, without limitation the transportation, storage and 
sale of fuel, which have a considerable impact on our operations, including compliance with the requirements and regulations of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(“EPA”) and comparable state counterparts. We are required to comply with the following regulations, among others: 

•The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 and comparable state and local laws, which imposes strict, and under certain 
circumstances, joint and several, liability, without regard to fault, on the owner and operator as well as former owners and operators of properties where a hazardous 
substance has been released into the environment, including liabilities for the costs of investigation, removal or remediation of contamination and any related damages to 
natural resources. 

•The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”) gives EPA the authority to control hazardous waste from the “cradle-to-grave”. This includes the generation, 
transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste. RCRA also address environmental problems that could result from underground tanks storing fuel and 
other hazardous substances. 

•The Clean Air Act (“CAA”) and comparable state and local laws which imposes requirements on emissions to the air from motor fueling activities in certain areas of the 
country, including those that do not meet state or national ambient air 
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quality standards. These laws may require the installation of vapor recovery systems to control emissions of volatile organic compounds to the air during the motor fueling 
process. Under the CAA and comparable state and local laws, permits are typically required to emit regulated air pollutants into the atmosphere. 

•The federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (“OSHA”) provides protection for the health and safety of workers. In addition, OSHA’s hazard communication 
standards require that information be maintained about hazardous materials used or produced in operations and that this information be provided to employees, state and 
local government authorities and citizens. 

The EPA, and several states, have established regulations concerning the ownership and operation of underground fuel storage tanks (“UST”), the release of 
hazardous substances into the air, water and land, the storage, handling disposal and transportation of hazardous materials, restrictions on exposure to hazardous substances and 
maintaining safety and health of employees who handle or are exposed to such substances. These regulations require UST owners to demonstrate that they have the financial 
capacity to pay for environmental cleanup associating with USTs. Several states in which we conduct business have state-sponsored trust fund programs that allow for the 
sharing and reimbursement of the costs of corrective measures incurred by UST owners. In addition, we are subject to regulations regarding fuel quality and air emissions. 

We are committed to compliance with all applicable environmental laws and regulations. We allocate a portion of our capital expenditure program to compliance 
with environmental laws and regulations and environmental remediation and such capital expenditures were approximately $7.9 million for the year ended December 31, 2021, 
and we anticipate expenditures of approximately $3.0 million for the year ending December 31, 2022. Our environmental department maintains direct interaction with federal, 
state and local environmental agencies for each state in which we operate. As part of our environmental risk management process, we engage environmental consultants and 
service providers to assist in analyzing our exposure to environmental risks by developing remediation plans, providing other environmental services, and taking corrective 
actions as necessary. 

Human Capital Resources 

As of December 31, 2021, we employed 11,236 employees, with 10,197 employed in our stores and 1,039 in corporate and field management positions. As of 
December 31, 2021, none of our employees were represented by a labor union or have terms of employment that are subject to a collective bargaining agreement. We consider 
our relationships with our employees to be good and have not experienced any work stoppages. 

We value our employees and believe that employee development and training are key elements of our effective performance. Through training, we feel that 
improving the skills of current staff increases productivity and boosts our bottom line, at a fraction of the cost of hiring new employees. We offer training based on our 
employees’ specific job requirements and employee levels through the use of training modules and on-the-job training conducted by store managers or our Regional Training 
team. Our Regional Training team conducts the Company and industry-specific training to ensure store management is well-versed in the latest operating policies, standards and 
techniques. Trainings vary based on employee level, but generally focus on topics such as customer service, safety, environmental issues and regulations, as well as our 
operations and policies. We have developed training centers for new employees at certain of our regional offices. Our experienced store managers and our corporate trainers 
conduct the training of store managers from acquired sites in a classroom setting pre- and post-acquisition, as well as on-the-job training. We have also developed designated 
training programs for Store Manager Trainees, Assistant Managers and Food Service Managers. We have developed, and continue to refine, additional training programs for 
store and district managers, focusing on leadership and other “soft skills.” We help identify clear career paths to retain current employees and attract new employees by 
encouraging them to grow with the Company through educational training programs, matching employees with their interests or identifying a career trajectory other employees 
have taken. 

The annual turnover rate of our store employees was approximately 168% in 2021. We seek to recruit and retain qualified personnel to work in our stores. The 
impact from the COVID-19 pandemic on employment trends and the prevailing wage rates in the markets in which we operate, including voluntary increases in wages because 
of current labor market conditions, have increased our costs associated with recruiting and retaining qualified personnel, and may continue to do so in the future.

We seek to promote employee retention by providing attractive employee benefits, raising wages where applicable and by granting sign-on, retention, referral and 
other bonus opportunities to our employees based on their respective roles. By researching and understanding hiring trends, we have adopted mobile technology to simplify the 
application process and, in response to COVID-19, we have invested in additional recruiting resources and implemented virtual recruiting and interviewing methods. We have 
also deployed enhanced recruiting techniques to optimize the selection of our talent pool.
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Intellectual Property 

We rely on trademarks that we own and trademarks we license from third parties to protect our brands and identify the source of our goods and services. We have 
registered or applied to register many of our trademarks with the United States Patent and Trademark Office, including: “E-Z Mart®,” “fas fuel®,” “fas mart®,” “fas 
REWARDS®,” “Scotchman®,” “shore stop®” and “Village Pantry®.” 

We also rely on trademarks that we license from third parties to identify the goods and services that we provide to our customers. We license various marks in 
relation to the branded fuels that we supply, including “ExxonMobil,” “Marathon,” “BP,” “Shell,” and “Valero.” In our quick service food offerings, we license trademarks such 
as “Subway” and “Dunkin’” to use at our applicable franchised or licensed outlets. We also license the “Jetz” trademark for use at certain of our convenience stores in 
Wisconsin. 

We rely on other forms of intellectual property to help establish and maintain our competitive advantage, including proprietary software, trade secrets and other 
proprietary and confidential information. We receive confidential information from our franchise and fuel supply partners, and use it in the operation of our stores under 
agreements that we have with our partners. We also rely on our own proprietary and confidential information, including trade secrets and a limited amount of proprietary 
software, to conduct our business and preserve our position in the market. As a key part of our broader risk management strategy, we use access controls and contractual 
restrictions in an effort to prevent unauthorized use or disclosure of  our proprietary or confidential information. 

Available Information

We are required to file annual, quarterly and current reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC. Information that we file with the SEC is 
available at the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov. We also make available free of charge on or through our website, at www.arkocorp.com, our Annual Reports on Form 10-K, 
Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, Current Reports on Form 8-K and all amendments to those reports as soon as reasonably practicable after such material is electronically filed 
with the SEC. The information on our website is not, and shall not be deemed to be, a part hereof or incorporated into this or any of our other filings with the SEC.

Use of our Website and Social Media to Distribute Material Company Information

We use our website as a channel of distribution for important Company information. We routinely post on our website important information, including press 
releases, investor presentations and financial information, which may be accessed by clicking on the News & Events, Company Info and Governance sections of 
www.arkocorp.com. We also use our website to expedite public access to time-critical information regarding our Company in advance of, or in lieu of, distributing a press 
release or a filing with the SEC disclosing the same information. Therefore, investors should look to the News & Events, Company Info and Governance sections of our website 
for important and time-critical information. Visitors to our website can also register to receive automatic e-mail and other notifications alerting them when certain new 
information is made available on our website.  Information contained on, or accessible through, our website is not a part of and is not incorporated by reference into this Annual 
Report on Form 10-K.

Additionally, we use Twitter to distribute Company information, and you can follow us on our Twitter feed (@ARKOInvestors).  We encourage investors, the media 
and other interested parties to review the information we post on our website and on Twitter, together with the information we file with the SEC and announce via press 
releases, conference calls and webcasts. 

ITEM 1A. RISK FACTORS.

You should carefully consider the risks described below, as well as other information contained in this report, including the consolidated financial statements and the 
notes thereto and “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.”  The occurrence of any of the events discussed below could 
significantly and adversely affect our business, prospects, results of operations, financial condition, and cash flows.

Risks Related to Our Business and Industry 

Changes in economic conditions and consumer confidence in the U.S. could materially adversely affect our business. 

Our operations and the scope of services we provide are affected by changes in the macro-economic situation in the United States, which has a direct impact on 
consumer confidence and spending patterns. A number of key macro-economic factors, such as rising interest rates, inflation and unemployment, could have a negative effect 
on consumer habits and spending, and lead to lower 
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demand for fuel and other products sold at our convenience stores and gas stations. Significant negative developments in the macro-economic environment in the United States 
could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. 

If we do not make acquisitions on economically acceptable terms, our future growth may be limited. Furthermore, any acquisitions we complete are subject to substantial 
risks that could result in losses. 

Our ability to grow depends substantially on our ability to make acquisitions. We intend to expand our retail business and independent dealer distribution network 
through acquisitions. However, we may be unable to take advantage of accretive opportunities for any of the following reasons: 

•We are unable to identify attractive acquisition opportunities;

•We are outbid by competitors; 

•We are unable to reach an agreement regarding the terms of pursued acquisitions; 

•We are unable to raise financing for such acquisitions on economically acceptable terms; or

•We may be limited in our ability to acquire new sites due to antitrust regulations, and regulators may require that we effect divestitures as a condition to completing 
certain acquisitions. Any such required divestitures may be on economically unattractive terms, which could result in losses or otherwise reduce the overall economic 
value of certain acquisitions. 

If we are unable to make acquisitions, our future growth will be limited. In addition, if we complete any future acquisitions, our capitalization and results of 
operations may change significantly. We may complete acquisitions, which, contrary to our expectations, ultimately prove to not be accretive. If any of these events were to 
occur, our future growth would be limited. 

We may make acquisitions that we believe are beneficial, which ultimately result in negative financial consequences. Any acquisition involves potential risks, 
including, among other things: 

•We may not be able to successfully integrate the businesses we acquire; 

•We may not be able to achieve the anticipated synergies and financial improvements from the acquired businesses; 

•We may not be able to retain key personnel from the acquired businesses; 

•We may be unable to discover material liabilities of businesses that we acquire until after the completion of the relevant acquisition; 

•We rely on data from the businesses that we acquire and there may be real or perceived inaccuracies in this data;

•Acquisitions may divert the attention of senior management from focusing on our day-to-day operations; 

•We may experience a decrease in liquidity resulting from our use of a significant portion of cash available for investment or borrowing capacity to finance 
acquisitions; 

•Substantial investments in financial controls, information systems, management resources and human resources may be required in order to support future growth; 
and 

•We may have difficulties in obtaining the required approvals, permits, licenses and consents for the acquired sites. 

We may be unable to successfully integrate acquired operations or otherwise realize the expected benefits from our acquisitions, which could adversely affect the expected 
benefits from our acquisitions and our results of operations and financial condition. 

Any acquisition involves the integration of the business of two companies that have previously operated independently. The difficulties of combining the operations 
of the two businesses include: 

•integrating personnel with diverse business backgrounds; 

•converting customers to new systems; and

•combining different corporate cultures.
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The process of integrating operations could cause an interruption of, or loss of momentum in, the activities of the business, and the loss of key personnel. The 
diversion of management’s attention and any delay or difficulty encountered in connection with the integration of the two companies’ operations could have an adverse effect 
on our business and results of operations. 

The success of our acquisitions will depend, in part, on our ability to realize the anticipated benefits from combining the acquired business with ours. If we are 
unable to successfully integrate an acquired business, the anticipated benefits of such acquisition may not be realized fully or may take longer to realize than expected. For 
example, we may fail to realize the anticipated increase in earnings anticipated to be derived from an acquisition. In addition, as with any acquisition, a significant decline in 
asset valuations or cash flows may also cause us not to realize expected benefits. 

Our future growth depends on our ability to successfully implement our organic growth strategies, a part of which consists of remodeling our convenience stores. 

A part of our organic growth strategy consists of remodeling our convenience stores in order to improve customers’ shopping experience by offering high-quality, 
convenient and efficient facilities. Such large-scale remodeling projects entail significant risks, including shortages of materials or skilled labor, unforeseen engineering, 
environmental and/or geological problems, work stoppages, weather interference, unanticipated cost increases and non-availability of construction equipment. Such risks, in 
addition to potential difficulties in obtaining any required licenses and permits, could lead to significant cost increases and substantial delays in the opening of the remodeled 
convenience stores. Historically, we have not previously undertaken such large-scale remodeling projects. For the limited number of remodeling projects we have completed 
and are in progress, these factors have led to certain delays and increased costs for our remodel program, and although we believe we are successfully navigating these 
challenges, there can be no assurance that we will be able to achieve our growth targets by successfully implementing this strategy. 

Labor, raw materials and building supply shortages and price fluctuations in the construction industry could delay or increase the costs of our store upgrade and remodel 
program and our maintenance capital expenditures, which could adversely affect our operating results.

We rely on many raw materials and skilled labor for our store upgrade and remodel program and our routine maintenance capital expenditures. The construction 
industry has, from time to time, experienced labor and raw material shortages and has been adversely affected by volatility in global commodity prices. In particular, shortages 
and fluctuations in the prices for labor, concrete, steel, drywall, lumber or other important raw materials could result in the continuance of the delays in the start or completion 
of, or further increases to the cost of, our store upgrade and remodel program or routine maintenance expenditures, which in turn could have a material adverse effect on our 
business, financial condition and results of operations.

Significant changes in current consumption of and regulations related to tobacco and other tobacco products could materially adversely affect our business. 

Tobacco and other tobacco products, which accounted for approximately 10% of our total revenues for the year ended December 31, 2021, are a significant revenue 
source for us. Significant increases in wholesale cigarette and other tobacco product prices, current and future tobacco legislation, including restrictions or bans on flavored 
tobacco products, national, state and local campaigns to discourage smoking, reductions in manufacturer rebates for the purchase of tobacco products and increases in, and new, 
taxes on cigarettes and other tobacco products could have a material adverse effect on the demand for tobacco products and, in turn, on our financial condition and results of 
operations. 

Our financial condition and results of operations are influenced by changes in the wholesale prices of motor fuel, which may materially adversely impact our sales, 
customers’ financial condition and the availability of trade credit. 

During the fiscal year ended December 31, 2021, fuel sales were approximately 77% of our total revenues and 48% of our combined fuel and merchandise margin. 
Historically, we have not carried retail fuel inventory on hand for more than nine days in the ordinary course of our business and have not engaged in hedging transactions. Our 
operating results are influenced by prices for motor fuel, variable retail margins and the market for such products. Crude oil and domestic wholesale motor fuel markets are 
volatile. General political conditions, acts of war or terrorism and instability in oil producing regions, particularly in the Middle East, Russia, Africa and South America, could 
significantly affect crude oil supplies and wholesale fuel prices. Significant increases and volatility in wholesale fuel prices could result in substantial increases in the retail price 
of motor fuel products, lower fuel gross margin per gallon, lower demand for such products and lower sales to consumers and independent dealers. This volatility makes it 
extremely difficult to predict the impact future wholesale cost fluctuations will have on our financial condition and results of operations. Increases in fuel prices generally 
compress retail fuel margin because fuel costs typically increase faster than retailers are able to pass them along to customers. In addition, when prices for motor fuel rise, some 
of our independent dealers may have insufficient credit to purchase motor fuel from us at their historical volumes. Furthermore, when motor fuel prices decrease, so do prompt 
payment 
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incentives, which are generally calculated as a percentage of the total purchase price of the motor fuel distributed. Additionally, because the interchange fees we pay when credit 
cards are used to make purchases are based on transaction amounts, higher fuel prices at the pump result in higher credit card expenses. These additional fees increase operating 
expenses. Finally, higher prices for motor fuel may reduce our access to trade credit or worsen the terms under which such credit is available to us, which could have a material 
adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations.

Significant changes in demand for fuel-based modes of transportation could materially adversely affect our business. 

The road transportation fuel and convenience business is generally driven by consumer preferences, growth of road traffic and trends in travel and tourism. 
Automotive, industrial and power generation manufacturers are developing more fuel-efficient engines, hybrid engines, electric vehicles and alternative clean power systems. In 
2021, hybrid and electric vehicles accounted for approximately 8.3% of all light vehicle sales in the United States.  A number of key factors could impact current customer 
behavior and trends with respect to road transportation and fuel consumption. These include new technologies providing increased access to non-fuel dependent means of 
transportation, legislation and regulations focused on fuel efficiency and lower fuel consumption, and the public’s general approach with regard to climate change and the effects 
of greenhouse gas emissions. Significant developments in any of the above-listed factors could lead to substantial changes in the demand for petroleum-based fuel and have a 
material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. 

We operate in a highly competitive industry characterized by low entry barriers. 

We compete with other convenience stores, gas stations, large and small food retailers, quick service restaurants and dollar stores. Since all such competitors offer 
products and services that are very similar to those offered by us, a number of key factors determine our ability to successfully compete in the marketplace. These include the 
location of stores, competitive pricing, convenient access routes, the quality and configuration of stores and fueling facilities, and a high level of service. In particular, many 
large convenience store chains have expanded their number of locations and remodeled their existing locations in recent years, enhancing their competitive position. In addition, 
some of our competitors have greater financial resources and scale than us, which may provide them with competitive advantages in negotiating fuel and other supply 
arrangements. Our inability to successfully compete in the marketplace by continuously meeting customer requirements concerning price, quality and service level could 
adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations. 
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Negative events or developments associated with branded motor fuel suppliers could have a material adverse impact on our revenues. 

The success of our operations is dependent, in part, on the continuing favorable reputation, market value and name recognition associated with the motor fuel brands 
sold at our gas stations and to independent dealers. An event which adversely affects the value of those brands could have a negative impact on the volumes of motor fuel we 
distribute, which in turn could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. 

We depend on several principal suppliers for our gross fuel purchases and two principal suppliers for merchandise. A failure by a principal supplier to renew its supply 
agreement, a disruption in supply or an unexpected change in supplier relationships could have a material adverse effect on our business. 

 We depend on several principal suppliers for our gross fuel purchases. Our fuel supply agreements expire on various dates through June 2031. If any of our 
principal suppliers elects not to renew its contracts with us, we may be unable to replace the volume of motor fuel we currently purchase from such supplier on similar terms or 
at all. We rely upon our suppliers to timely provide the volumes and types of motor fuels for which they contract. We purchase motor fuels from a variety of suppliers under 
term contracts. In times of extreme market demand or supply disruption, we may be unable to acquire enough fuel to satisfy the demand of our customers. Any disruption in 
supply or a significant change in our relationship with our principal fuel suppliers could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of 
operations. 

We depend on two major vendors to supply a majority of our in-store merchandise. Due to COVID-19, driver shortages, and supply chain disruptions, 
manufacturers and our suppliers are currently experiencing stock shortages and shipping delays of both fuel and merchandise. A significant disruption or operational failure 
affecting the operations of our suppliers, including their ability to provide timely deliveries, could materially impact the availability, quality and price of products sold at our 
convenience stores and gas stations, cause us to incur substantial unanticipated costs and expenses, and adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of 
operations.

A portion of our revenue is generated under fuel supply agreements with independent dealers that must be renegotiated or replaced periodically. If we are unable to 
successfully renegotiate or replace these agreements, then our results of operations and financial condition could be adversely affected. 

A portion of our revenue is generated under fuel supply agreements with independent dealers. As these supply agreements expire, they must be renegotiated or 
replaced. Our fuel supply agreements generally have an initial term of 10 years and, as of December 31, 2021, had a volume-weighted average remaining term of approximately 
5.5 years. Our independent dealers have no obligation to renew their fuel supply agreements with us on similar terms or at all. We may be unable to renegotiate or replace our 
fuel supply agreements when they expire, and the terms of any renegotiated fuel supply agreements may not be as favorable as the terms of the agreements they replace. 
Whether these fuel supply agreements are successfully renegotiated or replaced is frequently subject to factors beyond our control. Such factors include fluctuations in motor 
fuel prices, an independent dealer’s ability to pay for or accept the contracted volumes and a competitive marketplace for the services offered by us. If we cannot successfully 
renegotiate or replace our fuel supply agreements, or must renegotiate or replace them on less favorable terms, revenues from these agreements could decline and our results of 
operations and financial condition could be adversely affected. 

The retail sale, distribution and storage of motor fuels is subject to environmental protection and operational safety laws and regulations that may expose us or our 
customers to significant costs and liabilities, which could have a material adverse effect on our business. 

We and our facilities and operations are subject to various federal, state and local environmental, health and safety laws, and regulations. These laws and regulations 
continue to evolve and are expected to increase in both number and complexity over time and govern not only the manner in which we conduct our operations, but also the 
products we sell. For example, international agreements and national, regional, and state legislation and regulatory measures that aim to limit or reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions or otherwise address climate change are currently in various stages of implementation. There are inherent risks that increasingly restrictive environmental and other 
regulation could materially impact our results of operations or financial condition. Most of the costs of complying with existing laws and regulations pertaining to our 
operations and products are embedded in the normal costs of doing business. However, it is not possible to predict with certainty the amount of additional investments in new or 
existing technology or facilities, or the amounts of increased operating costs to be incurred in the future, to prevent, control, reduce or eliminate releases of hazardous materials 
or other pollutants into the environment; remediate and restore areas damaged by prior releases of hazardous materials; or comply with new or changed environmental laws or 
regulations. Although these costs may be significant to the results of operations, we do not presently expect them to have a material adverse effect on our liquidity or financial 
position. Accidental leaks and spills requiring cleanup may occur in the ordinary course of business. We may incur expenses for corrective actions or environmental 
investigations at various owned and previously owned facilities or leased or previously leased and at third-party-owned waste disposal sites used by us. An obligation may arise 
when operations are closed or sold or at non-company sites where company products have been handled or disposed of. Expenditures to fulfill these obligations may relate to 
facilities and sites where past 
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operations followed practices and procedures that were considered acceptable at the time but may require investigative or remedial work or both to meet current or future 
standards. 

We do not physically transport motor fuels. Rather, third-party transporters transport the motor fuels to our retail and independent dealer sites. The transportation of 
motor fuels by third-party transporters, as well as the associated storage of such fuels at locations including convenience stores, are subject to various federal, state and local 
environmental laws and regulations, including those relating to ownership and operation of underground storage tanks, the release or discharge of regulated materials into the 
air, water and soil, the generation, storage, handling, use, transportation and disposal of hazardous materials, the exposure of persons to regulated materials, and the health and 
safety of employees dedicated to such transportation and storage activities. These laws and regulations may impose numerous obligations and restrictions that are applicable to 
motor fuels transportation and storage and other related activities, including acquisition of, or applications for, permits, licenses, or other approvals before conducting regulated 
activities; restrictions on the quality and labeling of the motor fuels that may be sold; restrictions on the types, quantities and concentration of materials that may be released 
into the environment; required capital expenditures to comply with pollution control requirements; and imposition of substantial liabilities for pollution or non-compliance 
resulting from these activities. Numerous governmental authorities, such as the EPA, and analogous state agencies, have the power to monitor and enforce compliance with 
these laws and regulations and the permits, licenses and approvals issued under them, including fines, which can result in increased pollution control equipment costs or other 
actions. Failure to comply with these existing laws and regulations, or any newly adopted laws or regulations, may trigger administrative, civil or criminal enforcement 
measures, including the assessment of monetary penalties or other sanctions, the imposition of investigative, remedial or corrective action obligations, the imposition of 
additional compliance requirements on certain operations or the issuance of orders enjoining certain operations. Moreover, the trend in environmental regulation is for more 
restrictions and limitations on activities that may adversely affect the environment, which aligns with a growing trend in investor sentiment, and such regulation may result in 
increased costs of compliance. 

Where releases of motor fuels or other substances or wastes have occurred, federal and state laws and regulations, and our lease agreements, require that 
contamination caused by such releases be assessed and remediated to meet applicable clean-up standards. Certain environmental laws impose strict, joint and several liability for 
costs required to clean-up and restore sites where motor fuels or other waste products have been disposed or otherwise released. The costs associated with the investigation and 
remediation of contamination, as well as any associated third-party claims for damages or to impose corrective action obligations, could be substantial and could have a material 
adverse effect on us or our customers who transport motor fuels or own or operate convenience stores or other facilities where motor fuels are stored. 

For more information on potential risks arising from environmental and occupational safety and health laws and regulations, please see “Business—Government 
Regulation.” 

Business disruption and related risks resulting from the outbreak of COVID-19 and variants of the virus could have a material adverse effect on our business and results 
of operations. 

In December 2019, Chinese officials reported a novel coronavirus (“COVID-19”) outbreak. COVID-19 has since spread throughout the world, leading the World 
Health Organization to declare on March 11, 2020, that COVID-19 reached the magnitude of a global pandemic. The rapid spread of COVID-19 throughout the U.S. led 
federal, state and local governments to take significant steps in an attempt to reduce exposure to COVID-19 and variants of the virus and control their negative effects on public 
health and the U.S. economy. Such governmental measures remain ongoing, change over time, and vary by locality. While the COVID-19 pandemic has generally impacted our 
results of operations positively, the pandemic negatively impacted our foodservices sales and same store fuel sales volumes, and we have seen shortages in labor and supply 
chain disruptions. Notwithstanding the recent resurgence of economic activity, in light of variant strains of the virus that have emerged, the COVID-19 pandemic could once 
again impact our operations and the operations of our customers and suppliers as a result of quarantines, location closures, illnesses, and travel restrictions. The ultimate 
duration and severity of COVID-19 and variants of the virus, including any future resurgence, remain uncertain, however, a substantial and continuous deterioration in the 
business environment in the United States could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations, including: 

•Significant reductions or volatility in demand for products sold at our convenience stores and gas stations due to substantially lower customer traffic resulting from 
travel restrictions, social distancing measures, and more people working and studying virtually; 

•Significant disruptions of some or all of our operations as a result of government-imposed restrictions on customers and/or employees; 

•Temporary or long-term disruptions and delays to our supply chain in connection with the pandemic’s impact on our network of suppliers and distributors, 
significantly impacting the quantity, quality, variety and pricing of merchandise sold at our sites; 

•Limitations on availability of prospective and active employees;
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•Restrictions on the sale and pricing of certain products; 

•Increased employee healthcare costs related to COVID-19 and variants of the virus;

•Cost to comply with constantly evolving laws and regulations related to COVID-19 and variants of the virus, including additional cleaning and protective equipment 
for employees and administrative costs; and

•Changes to our competitors’ service offerings, including delivery and drive-through options, which we offer on a limited basis.

Failure to comply with applicable laws and regulations could result in liabilities, penalties, costs, or license suspension or revocation that could have a material adverse 
effect on our business. 

Our operations are subject to numerous federal, state and local laws and regulations, including regulations related to the sale of alcohol, tobacco, nicotine products, 
lottery/lotto products, other age-restricted products, operation of gaming machines, various food safety and product quality requirements, environmental laws and regulations, 
and various employment and tax laws. There have been, and we expect will continue to be, frequent changes and variation in local and state regulations in response to COVID-
19 and variants of the virus, including the regulation of in-house dining and capacity restrictions, which vary by jurisdiction and locality. Currently, we have devoted substantial 
resources in order to comply with this changing regulatory environment and have implemented compliance protocols that vary based on local requirements and regulations, and 
expect this to continue as the regulatory environment continues to change. 

Our violation of, or inability to comply with, state laws and regulations concerning the sale of alcohol, tobacco, nicotine products, lottery/lotto products, other age-
restricted products and operation of gaming machines could expose us to regulatory sanctions ranging from monetary fines to the revocation or suspension of our permits and 
licenses for the sale of such products. Such regulatory action could adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations. To the extent we are not able to 
provide such information because owners of our stock do not provide the necessary documentation to comply, we may have those licenses suspended or revoked.

Our failure to comply with applicable labor and employment laws pertaining to, among others, minimum wage, mandated healthcare benefits or paid time-off 
benefits could result in increased regulatory scrutiny, monetary fines and substantial costs and expenses related to legal proceedings. 

Our business, particularly the operation of gas stations, and the storage and transportation of fuel products, is directly affected by numerous environmental laws and 
regulations pertaining, in particular, to the quality of fuel products, the handling and disposal of hazardous wastes and the prevention and remediation of environmental 
contaminations. Such laws and regulations are constantly evolving and have generally become more stringent over time. Our compliance with such evolving regulation requires 
significant and continuously increasing capital expenditures. Our business may also be (indirectly) affected by the adoption of environmental laws and regulations intended to 
address global climate change by limiting carbon emissions and introducing more stringent requirements for the exploration, drilling and transportation of crude oil and 
petroleum products. Increasingly wide-spread implementation of such laws and regulations may lead to a significant increase in the cost of petroleum-based fuels and, in turn, 
lower demand for road transportation fuel. Our failure to comply with applicable environmental laws and regulations, or a significant contamination at one of our sites requiring 
remediation of contaminated soil and groundwater on a large scale, could expose us to substantial fines and penalties, as well as administrative, civil and criminal charges, all of 
which could have a material adverse effect on our business, reputation, financial condition and results of operations. 

We are subject to extensive tax liabilities imposed by multiple jurisdictions, including income taxes, fuel excise taxes, sales and use taxes, payroll taxes, franchise 
taxes, property taxes and tobacco taxes. Many of these tax liabilities are subject to periodic audits by the respective taxing authorities. Substantial changes or reforms in the 
current tax regime could result in increased tax expenses and potentially have a material adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations. 

We rely on a large number of store employees. If we do not effectively manage our workforce, our labor costs and results of operations could be adversely affected.

With over 11,000 store employees, our labor costs represent one of our largest store operating expenses, and our business is dependent on our ability to attract, train, 
and retain the appropriate mix of qualified employees. Most of our store employees are in entry-level or part-time positions, which have historically high turnover rates. The 
impact from the COVID-19 pandemic on employment trends and the prevailing wage rates in the markets in which we operate, including voluntary increases in wages because 
of current labor market conditions, have increased our costs associated with recruiting and retaining qualified personnel, and may 
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continue to do so in the future. Our ability to meet our changing labor needs while controlling our costs is subject to external factors outside of our control such as labor laws 
and regulations, unemployment levels, prevailing wage rates, benefit costs, changing demographics, and our reputation and relevance within the labor market. If we are unable 
to attract and retain qualified personnel to work in our stores, our operations, customer service levels, reputation, and competitiveness could suffer and our results of operations 
could be adversely affected.

The loss of key senior management personnel or the failure to recruit or retain qualified personnel could materially adversely affect our business. 

We are dependent on our ability to recruit and retain qualified individuals to work in and manage our convenience stores, and our operations are subject to federal 
and state laws governing such matters as minimum wages, overtime, working conditions and employment eligibility requirements. Economic factors, such as a decrease in 
unemployment and an increase in mandatory minimum wages at the local, state and federal levels and social benefits, could have a material impact on our results of operations 
if we are required to significantly increase wages and benefits expenditures in order to attract and retain qualified personnel. The ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 
could impact our ability to recruit and retain qualified personnel. Additionally, we are dependent on our senior management to operate our business. The loss of any of our 
executive officers or other key senior management personnel could harm our business.

Unfavorable weather conditions could adversely affect our business. 

Weather conditions have a significant effect on our sales, as retail customer transactions in higher profit margin products generally increase when weather conditions 
are favorable. Consequently, our results are seasonal, and we typically earn more during the warmer second and third quarters of the year. In addition, severe weather 
phenomena, such as hurricanes, may adversely affect our results of operations and could result in significant damage to our gas stations, convenience stores and infrastructure, 
potentially resulting in substantial costs and expenses. Temporary or long-term disruptions to our supply chain in connection with unfavorable weather conditions could impact 
our network of suppliers and distributors, significantly impacting the quality, variety and pricing of merchandise sold at our sites.

We may be held liable for fraudulent credit card transactions on our fuel dispensers. 

Europay, MasterCard and Visa, or EMV, is a global standard for credit cards that uses computer chips to authenticate and secure chip-card transactions. The liability 
for fraudulent credit card transactions shifted from the credit card processor to us in October 2015 for transactions processed inside the convenience stores and shifted to us in 
April 2021 for transactions at the fuel dispensers. We have upgraded all of our inside point-of-sale machines to be EMV-compliant, and, in connection with a limited amount of 
incentive funds provided by fuel suppliers, we are actively upgrading our fuel dispensers to be EMV-compliant at the fuel dispenser with approximately 37% of retail locations 
completed as of December 31, 2021.  Both due to the unavailability of the correct software from branded fuel suppliers, the required time and cost necessary to upgrade each 
site, and supply chain constraints, we do not expect to upgrade all of our sites prior to the end of 2022 and accordingly, may be subject to liability for fraudulent credit card 
transactions processed at fuel dispensers. 

We are subject to payment-related risks that may result in higher operating costs or the inability to process payments, either of which could harm our brand, reputation, 
business, financial condition and results of operations.

We accept a variety of credit cards and debit cards in our convenience stores and at our fuel dispensers and, accordingly, we are, and will continue to be, subject to 
significant and evolving regulations and compliance requirements, including obligations to implement enhanced authentication processes that could result in increased costs and 
liability (see “—We may be held liable for fraudulent credit card transactions on our fuel dispensers”) and reduce the ease of use of certain payment methods. In addition, we 
pay interchange and other fees, which may increase over time. We rely on independent service providers for payment processing, including credit and debit cards. If these 
independent service providers become unwilling or unable to provide these services to us, if the cost of using these providers increases, or if such providers have a data breach 
or mishandle our data, our business could be harmed. We are also subject to payment card association operating rules and agreements, including data security rules and 
agreements and certification requirements which could change or be reinterpreted to make it difficult or impossible for us to comply. In particular, we must comply with the 
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard, or PCI DSS, a set of requirements designed to ensure that all companies that process, store or transmit payment card 
information maintain a secure environment to protect cardholder data. If we fail to comply with any of these rules or requirements, or if our data security systems are breached 
or compromised, we may be liable for losses incurred by card issuing banks or customers, subject to fines and higher transaction fees, lose our ability to accept credit or debit 
card payments from our customers, or process electronic fund transfers or facilitate other types of payments. Any failure to comply with such rules or requirements could 
significantly harm our brand, reputation, business, financial condition and results of operations.
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Significant disruptions of information technology systems, breaches of data security, or compromised data could materially adversely affect our business. 

We rely on multiple information technology systems and a number of third-party vendor platforms (collectively, “IT Systems”) in order to run and manage our daily 
operations, including for fuel pricing, loyalty programs, payroll, accounting, budgeting, reporting, and store operations. Such IT Systems allow us to manage various aspects of 
our business and to provide reliable analytical information to our management. The future operation, success and growth of our business depends on streamlined processes made 
available through our uninhibited access to information systems, global communications, internet activity and other network processes. Like most other companies, despite our 
current security measures and process controls, our information technology systems, and those of our third-party service providers, may be vulnerable to information security 
breaches, ransomware or extortion, mishandled data, acts of vandalism, computer viruses and interruption or loss of valuable business data. Stored data might be improperly 
accessed due to a variety of events beyond our control, including, but not limited to, damage and interruption from power loss or natural disasters, computer system and network 
failures, loss of telecommunications services, physical and electronic loss of access to data and information, terrorist attacks, hackers, security breaches or other security 
incidents, and computer viruses or attacks. We rely on third parties to provide maintenance and support of our IT Systems, and a failure of any of these third parties to provide 
adequate and timely support could adversely affect the operation of our IT Systems. We have technology security initiatives and disaster recovery plans in place to mitigate our 
risk to these vulnerabilities, but these measures may not be adequately designed or implemented to ensure that our operations are not disrupted or the data security breaches do 
not occur.  

Hackers and data thieves are increasingly sophisticated and operate large-scale and complex automated attacks which may remain undetected until after they occur. 
Any breach of our network may result in damage to our reputation, the loss of valuable business data, the misappropriation of our valuable intellectual property or trade secret 
information, misappropriation of our consumers’ or employees’ personal information, key personnel being unable to perform duties or communicate throughout the 
organization, loss of retail sales, significant costs for data restoration and other adverse impacts on our business. Despite our existing security procedures and controls, if our 
network was compromised, or the network of one of our service providers, it could give rise to unwanted media attention, materially damage our customer relationships, harm 
our business, reputation, results of operations, cash flows and financial condition, result in fines or litigation, and may increase the costs we incur to protect against such 
information security breaches, such as increased investment in technology, the costs of compliance with consumer protection laws and costs resulting from consumer fraud. In 
addition, successful cyberattacks, data breaches, or data security incidents, at one of our vendors, other convenience store operators, large retailers or other market participants, 
whether or not we are directly impacted, could lead to a general loss of customer confidence or affect our supply chain which could negatively affect us, including harming the 
market perception of the effectiveness of our security measures or harming the reputation of the industry in general, which could result in reduced use of our products and 
services. 

The costs of mitigating cybersecurity risks are significant and are likely to increase in the future. These costs include, but are not limited to, retaining the services of 
cybersecurity providers; compliance costs arising out of existing and future cybersecurity, data protection and privacy laws and regulations; and costs related to maintaining 
redundant networks, data backups and other damage-mitigation measures. While we maintain cyber liability insurance, our insurance may not be sufficient to protect against all 
losses we may incur if we suffer significant or multiple attacks.

We are subject to evolving laws, regulations, standards, and contractual obligations related to data privacy and security regulations, and our actual or perceived failure to 
comply with such obligations could harm our reputation, subject us to significant fines and liability, or otherwise adversely affect our business.

As a fuel and merchandise retailer, we collect and store large amounts of data on our network, including personal data from customers and other sensitive 
information concerning our employees, customers and vendors. As such, we are subject to, or affected by, a number of federal, state, and local laws and regulations, as well as 
contractual obligations and industry standards, that impose certain obligations and restrictions with respect to data privacy and security, and govern our collection, storage, 
retention, protection, use, processing, transmission, sharing and disclosure of personal and other information including that of our employees, customers, and others. If we are 
found to have breached any such laws or regulations, we may be subject to enforcement actions that require us to change our business practices in a manner which may 
negatively impact our revenue, as well as expose us to litigation, fines, civil and/or criminal penalties and adverse publicity that could cause our customers to lose trust in us, 
negatively impacting our reputation and business in a manner that harms our financial position.

The U.S. Federal Trade Commission (the “FTC”) expects a company’s data security measures to be reasonable and appropriate in light of the sensitivity and volume 
of consumer information it holds, the size and complexity of its business, and the cost of available tools to improve security and reduce vulnerabilities. Our failure to take any 
steps perceived by the FTC as appropriate to protect consumers’ personal information may result in claims by the FTC that we have engaged in unfair or deceptive acts or 
practices in violation of Section 5(a) of the FTC Act. State consumer protection laws provide similar causes of action for unfair or deceptive practices for alleged privacy, data 
protection and data security violations.
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Further, we make public statements about our use and disclosure of personal information through our privacy policies that are posted on our websites and in our 
loyalty applications. The publication of our privacy policies and other statements that provide promises and assurances about data privacy and security can subject us to 
potential government or legal action if they are found to be deceptive, unfair or misrepresentative of our actual practices.

As described above, we are also subject to the PCI DSS, which is a standard designed to protect credit card account data as mandated by payment card industry 
entities. We rely on vendors to handle PCI DSS matters and to ensure PCI DSS compliance. Despite our compliance efforts, we may become subject to claims that we have 
violated the PCI DSS based on past, present, and future business practices.  Our actual or perceived failure to comply with the PCI DSS can subject us to fines, termination of 
banking relationships, and increased transaction fees.  

In addition, numerous states already have, and are looking to expand, data protection legislation requiring companies like ours to consider solutions to meet differing 
needs and expectations of consumers. Similar laws have been proposed at the federal level, reflecting a trend toward more stringent privacy legislation in the United States. The 
enactment of such laws could have potentially conflicting requirements that would make compliance challenging and we may not be able to monitor and react to all 
developments in a timely manner.

Our failure, and/or the failure by the various third-party service providers and partners with which we do business, to comply with applicable privacy policies or 
federal or state laws and regulations or any other obligations relating to privacy, data protection or information security, or any compromise of security that results in the 
unauthorized release of personal data or other user data, or the perception that any such failure or compromise has occurred, could negatively harm our brand and reputation, 
result in a loss sales and/or result in fines and/or proceedings by governmental agencies and/or customers, any of which could have a material adverse effect on our business, 
results of operations and financial condition.

Our business could suffer if we fail to adequately secure, maintain, and enforce our intellectual property rights.

We rely on our trademarks, trade names, and brand names to distinguish our products and services from those of our competitors, and have registered or applied to 
register many of these trademarks. We cannot assure you that our trademark applications will be approved. Third parties may also oppose our trademark applications, or 
otherwise challenge our use of the trademarks. In the event that our trademarks are successfully challenged, we could be forced to rebrand our products or services, which could 
result in loss of brand recognition, and could require us to devote resources advertising and marketing new brands. Further, we cannot assure you that competitors will not 
infringe our trademarks, or that we will have adequate resources to enforce our trademarks. 

We also rely on trademarks that we license from third parties to identify the branded fuels that we supply, including the marks “ExxonMobil,” “Marathon,” “BP,” 
“Shell,” and “Valero.” In our quick service food offerings, we license trademarks such as “Subway,” “Sbarro” and “Dunkin’” to use at our applicable franchised or licensed 
outlets. We also license the “Jetz” trademark for use at certain of our convenience stores in Wisconsin. If we violate the terms of these licenses, we could be liable for damages, 
and the licenses could be terminated. The termination or non-renewal of any of these licenses could require us to rebrand or to replace the licensed goods and services, and 
accordingly could have a material adverse effect on our business, reputation, financial condition and results of operations.

We also rely on unpatented proprietary technology. It is possible that others will independently develop the same or similar technology or otherwise obtain access to 
our unpatented technology. To protect our trade secrets and other proprietary information, we use access controls in an effort to prevent unauthorized use or disclosure of our 
proprietary or confidential information, however, we cannot assure you that these controls will not be circumvented.  We also require employees, consultants, advisors and 
collaborators to enter into confidentiality agreements. We cannot assure you that these agreements will provide meaningful protection for our trade secrets, know-how or other 
proprietary information in the event of any unauthorized use, misappropriation or disclosure of such trade secrets, know-how or other proprietary information. If we are unable 
to maintain the proprietary nature of our technologies, we could be materially adversely affected.

If third parties claim that we infringe upon their intellectual property rights, our operating profits could be adversely affected.

We face the risk of claims that we have infringed third parties’ intellectual property rights.  Any claims of intellectual property infringement, even those without 
merit, could be expensive and time consuming to defend and divert management’s attention, cause us to cease making, licensing or using the products or services that 
incorporate the challenged intellectual property, require us to rebrand our products or services, if feasible, or require us to enter into royalty or licensing agreements in order to 
obtain the right to use a third party’s intellectual property.

Any royalty or licensing agreements, if required, may not be available to us on acceptable terms or at all.  A successful claim of infringement against us of third 
party intellectual property infringement could result in our being required to pay significant 
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damages, enter into costly license or royalty agreements, or stop the sale of certain products, any of which could have a negative impact on our operating profits and harm our 
future prospects.

We depend on third-party transportation providers for the transportation of all of our motor fuel. Thus, a change of providers or a significant change in our relationship 
with these providers could have a material adverse effect on our business. 

All of the motor fuel we distribute is transported from terminals to gas stations by third-party transportation providers. Such providers may suspend, reduce or 
terminate their obligations to us if certain events (such as force majeure) occur. A change of key transportation providers, a disruption or cessation in services provided by such 
providers or a significant change in our relationship with such providers could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.

Our operations present risks which may not be fully covered by insurance. 

We carry comprehensive insurance against the hazards and risks underlying our operations. We believe our insurance policies are customary in the industry; 
however, some losses and liabilities associated with our operations may not be covered by our insurance policies. In addition, there can be no assurance that we will be able to 
obtain similar insurance coverage on favorable terms (or at all) in the future. Significant uninsured losses and liabilities could have a material adverse effect on our financial 
condition and results of operations. Furthermore, our insurance is subject to high deductibles. As a result, certain large claims, even if covered by insurance, may require a 
substantial cash outlay by us, which could have a material adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations. 

Our variable rate debt could adversely affect our financial condition and results of operations. 

Certain of our outstanding term loans and revolving credit facilities bear interest at variable rates, subjecting us to fluctuations in the short-term interest rate. As of 
December 31, 2021, approximately 36% of our debt bore interest at variable rates. Consequently, significant increases in market interest rates would create substantially higher 
debt service requirements, which could have a material adverse effect on our overall financial condition, including our ability to service our indebtedness. 

The agreements governing our indebtedness contain various restrictions and financial covenants that may restrict our business and financing activities. 

We depend on the earnings and cash flow generated by our operations in order to meet our debt service obligations. The operating and financial restrictions and 
covenants in GPM’s credit facilities and our 5.125% Senior Notes due 2029 (the “Senior Notes”), and any future financing agreements, may restrict our ability to finance future 
operations or expand our business activities. For example, certain of GPM’s and GPMP’s credit facilities and our Senior Notes restrict our ability to, among other things: 

•incur additional debt or issue guarantees; 

•incur or permit liens to exist on certain property; 

•pay dividends, redeem stock or make other distributions;

•make certain investments, acquisitions or other restricted payments; 

•enter into certain types of transactions with affiliates;

•agree to certain restrictions on the ability of restricted subsidiaries to make payments to us;

•engage in certain asset sales;

•modify or terminate certain material contracts; and 

•merge or dispose of all or substantially all of its assets. 

In addition, certain of the credit agreements governing GPM’s credit facilities contain covenants requiring GPM to maintain certain financial ratios. See 
“Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations—Contractual Obligations and Indebtedness” for additional information about 
GPM’s credit facilities and our Senior Notes. 

Our ability to comply with these restrictions and covenants is uncertain and will be affected by the levels of cash flow from operations and other events or 
circumstances beyond our control. If market or other economic conditions deteriorate, our ability to comply with these covenants may be impaired. If we violate any provisions 
of our credit facilities or Senior Notes that are not cured or waived within the appropriate time periods provided in the agreements governing such indebtedness, a significant 
portion of our 
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indebtedness may become immediately due and payable, and our lenders’ commitment to make further loans to us under certain of our credit facilities may terminate. We 
might not have, or be able to obtain, sufficient funds to make these accelerated payments. 

If we were unable to repay the accelerated amounts, the lenders under our secured credit facilities could proceed against the collateral granted to them to secure such 
debt. If the payment of our debt is accelerated, our assets may be insufficient to repay such debt in full, which could result in our insolvency. 

The proposed phase out of the London Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) could adversely affect our results of operations and financial condition. 

In 2017, the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority, which regulates LIBOR, announced that it intends to phase out LIBOR by the end of 2021, and 
subsequently extended the phase-out period until June 2023 for the majority of LIBOR rates. In July 2021, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee formally recommended 
the use of the CME’s Group’s forward-looking Secured Overnight Financing Rate (“SOFR”) as a replacement to LIBOR. As of December 31, 2021, approximately 36% of our 
debt bore interest at variable rates. Most of our credit agreements were entered into in the past three years. Such credit agreements, as amended, include mechanisms pursuant to 
which the underlying interest rates will be determined according to an alternative index replacing LIBOR, as customary in the market at such time. Since there is still great 
uncertainty in the market with respect to the elimination of LIBOR and the potential transition to a replacement rate, the impact of such changes on our future debt repayment 
obligations, results of operations and financial condition remains uncertain.

Risks Related to the Business as a Public Company 

We incur significantly increased expenses and administrative burdens as a public company, which could have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition and 
results of operations. 

We incur certain increased legal, accounting, insurance, administrative and other costs and expenses as a public company. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (the 
“Sarbanes-Oxley Act”), including the requirements of Section 404, as well as rules and regulations subsequently implemented by the SEC, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 and the rules and regulations promulgated and to be promulgated thereunder, the PCAOB and the securities exchanges, impose additional 
reporting and other obligations on public companies. Compliance with public company requirements has increased costs and made certain activities more time-consuming. A 
number of those requirements require us to carry out activities we had not done prior to the Merger Transaction. For example, we created new board committees and adopted 
new internal controls and disclosure controls and procedures. In addition, additional expenses associated with SEC reporting requirements have been and will continue to be 
incurred. Furthermore, if any issues in complying with those requirements are identified (for example, if our auditors identify a material weakness or significant deficiency in 
our internal control over financial reporting), we could incur additional costs rectifying those issues, and the existence of those issues could adversely affect our reputation or 
investor perceptions of it. Risks associated with our status as a public company may make it more difficult to attract and retain qualified persons to serve on our board of 
directors or as executive officers. The additional reporting and other obligations imposed by these rules and regulations have increased legal and financial compliance costs and 
the costs of related legal, accounting and administrative activities and may significantly increase such costs in the future. These increased costs have, and will in the future, 
require us to divert a significant amount of money that could otherwise be used to expand our business and achieve certain strategic objectives. Advocacy efforts by 
stockholders and third parties may also prompt additional changes in governance and reporting requirements, which could further increase costs. 

Risks Related to Our Organizational Structure 

Our principal stockholders and management control us and their interests may conflict with yours in the future. 

Our executive officers and directors and significant stockholders beneficially currently own approximately 56% of our outstanding voting stock. Each share of 
common stock entitles its holders to one vote on all matters presented to stockholders generally. Accordingly, those owners, if voting in the same manner, will be able to control 
the election and removal of our directors and thereby determine corporate and management policies, including potential mergers or acquisitions, payment of dividends, asset 
sales, amendment of the certificate of incorporation and bylaws and other significant corporate transactions for so long as they retain significant ownership. This concentration 
of ownership may delay or deter possible changes in control, which may reduce the value of an investment in the common stock. So long as they continue to own a significant 
amount of the combined voting power, even if such amount is less than 50%, they will continue to be able to strongly influence or effectively control our decisions. 
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Our corporate structure includes Israeli subsidiaries that may have adverse tax consequences and expose us to additional tax liabilities. 

Our corporate structure includes Israeli subsidiaries that file tax returns in Israel. Israeli tax authorities may challenge positions taken by such subsidiaries with 
respect to its tax returns. To the extent such a challenge is sustained, this could increase our worldwide effective tax rate and adversely impact our financial position and results 
of operations. In addition, tax law or regulations in Israel may be amended and Israeli tax authorities may change their interpretations of existing tax law and regulations such 
that we may be subject to increased tax liabilities, including upon termination or liquidation of our Israeli subsidiaries. We may face additional tax liabilities in transferring cash 
through our Israeli subsidiaries by means of dividends or otherwise to support us, primarily due to withholding tax requirements imposed pursuant to the provisions of the Israeli 
tax law (which may be reduced under the provisions of the convention between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of Israel with respect to 
Taxes on Income), which could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. 

Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation designates specific courts as the exclusive forum for certain litigation that may be initiated by our stockholders, 
which could limit our stockholders’ ability to obtain a favorable judicial forum for disputes with us. 

Pursuant to our amended and restated certificate of incorporation, unless we consent in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the Court of Chancery of the 
State of Delaware is the sole and exclusive forum for any state law claim for (1) any derivative action or proceeding brought on our behalf; (2) any action asserting a claim of or 
based on a breach of a fiduciary duty owed by any director, officer or other employee of ours to us or our stockholders; (3) any action asserting a claim pursuant to any 
provision of the Delaware General Corporation Law, our amended and restated certificate of incorporation or our bylaws; or (4) any action asserting a claim governed by the 
internal affairs doctrine (the “Delaware Forum Provision”). The Delaware Forum Provision will not apply to any causes of action arising under the Securities Act or the 
Exchange Act. Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation further provides that unless we consent in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the United States 
District Court in Delaware shall be the sole and exclusive forum for resolving any complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the Securities Act (the “Federal Forum 
Provision”). In addition, our amended and restated certificate of incorporation provides that any person or entity purchasing or otherwise acquiring any interest in shares of 
common stock is deemed to have notice of and consented to the Delaware Forum Provision and the Federal Forum Provision; provided, however, that stockholders cannot and 
will not be deemed to have waived our compliance with the federal securities laws and the rules and regulations thereunder. 

We recognize that the Delaware Forum Provision and the Federal Forum Provision in our amended and restated certificate of incorporation may impose additional 
litigation costs on stockholders in pursuing any such claims, particularly if the stockholders do not reside in or near the State of Delaware. Additionally, the forum selection 
clauses in our amended and restated certificate of incorporation may limit our stockholders’ ability to bring a claim in a judicial forum that they find favorable for disputes with 
us or our directors, officers or employees, which may discourage the filing of lawsuits against us and our directors, officers and employees, even though an action, if successful, 
might benefit our stockholders. While the Delaware Supreme Court ruled in March 2020 that federal forum selection provisions purporting to require claims under the Securities 
Act be brought in federal court were “facially valid” under Delaware law, there is uncertainty as to whether courts in other jurisdictions will enforce the Federal Forum 
Provision. If the Federal Forum Provision is found to be unenforceable, we may incur additional costs associated with resolving such matters. The Federal Forum Provision may 
also impose additional litigation costs on stockholders who assert that the provision is not enforceable or invalid. The Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware may also issue 
different judgments than would other courts, including courts where a stockholder considering an action may be located or would otherwise choose to bring the action, and such 
judgments may be more or less favorable to us than our stockholders. 

Risks Related to Our Securities 
If we fail to maintain an effective system of internal control over financial reporting, we may not be able to accurately report our financial results or prevent fraud. As a 
result, stockholders could lose confidence in our financial and other public reporting, which is likely to negatively affect our business and the market price of our common 
stock. 

Effective internal control over financial reporting is necessary for us to provide reliable financial reports and prevent fraud. Any failure to implement required new 
or improved controls, or difficulties encountered in our implementation could cause us to fail to meet our reporting obligations. In addition, any testing conducted by us, or any 
testing conducted by our independent registered public accounting firm, may reveal deficiencies in our internal control over financial reporting that are deemed to be material 
weaknesses or that may require prospective or retroactive changes to our financial statements or identify other areas for further attention or improvement. Inferior internal 
controls could also cause investors to lose confidence in our reported financial information, which is likely to negatively affect our business and the market price of our common 
stock. 

We are required to comply with Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which requires annual management assessments of the effectiveness of our internal control 
over financial reporting and a report by our independent registered public accounting firm on 
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the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting as of year-end. In particular, we are required to perform system and process evaluation and testing of our internal 
controls over financial reporting to allow management to report on the effectiveness of our internal controls over financial reporting, as required by Section 404(a) of the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act. We are also subject to the compliance requirements of Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which has resulted in us incurring substantial expenses 
and expending significant management efforts to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which we will continue. We cannot assure you that we will at all times in the future be 
able to report that our internal controls are effective. Material weaknesses in the design and operation of the internal control over financial reporting of businesses that we 
acquire could have a material adverse effect on our business and operating results. If we are not able to comply with the requirements of Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
or if we identify or our independent registered public accounting firm identifies deficiencies in our internal controls over financial reporting that are deemed to be material 
weaknesses, the market price of our common stock could decline and we could be subject to sanctions or investigations by Nasdaq, the SEC, or other regulatory authorities, 
which would require additional financial and management resources.

The market price and trading volume of our common stock may be volatile and could decline significantly. 

The Nasdaq stock market on which we list our common stock, has from time to time experienced significant price and volume fluctuations. Even if an active, liquid 
and orderly trading market is sustained for our common stock, the market price of our common stock may be volatile and could decline significantly. In addition, the trading 
volume in our common stock may fluctuate and cause significant price variations to occur. If the market price of our common stock declines significantly, you may be unable to 
resell your shares at or above the market price of our common stock as of the date of this Annual Report on Form 10-K. We cannot assure you that the market price of our 
common stock will not fluctuate widely or decline significantly in the future in response to a number of factors, including, among others, the following: 

•the realization of any of the risk factors presented in this Annual Report on Form 10-K; 

•actual or anticipated differences in our estimates, or in the estimates of analysts, for our revenues, results of operations, level of indebtedness, liquidity or financial 
condition; 

•additions and departures of key personnel; 

•failure to comply with the requirements of Nasdaq; 

•failure to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act or other laws or regulations; 

•future issuances, sales or resales, or anticipated issuances, sales or resales, of our common stock; 

•publication of research reports about us, our sites or the convenience store industry generally; 

•the performance and market valuations of other similar companies; 

•broad disruptions in the financial markets, including sudden disruptions in the credit markets; 

•speculation in the press or investment community or trends caused by internet forums; 

•actual, potential or perceived control, accounting or reporting problems; and 

•changes in accounting principles, policies and guidelines. 

In the past, securities class-action litigation has often been instituted against companies following periods of volatility in the market price of their shares. This type 
of litigation could result in substantial costs and divert our management’s attention and resources, which could have a material adverse effect on us. 

If securities or industry analysts do not publish research, publish inaccurate or unfavorable research or cease publishing research about us or the convenience store 
industry, our share price and trading volume could decline significantly. 

The market for our common stock depends in part on the research and reports that securities or industry analysts publish about us, our business or our industry. As a 
new public company, we have had limited coverage from securities and industry analysts. If one or more of the analysts who cover us downgrade their opinions about our 
common stock, publish inaccurate or unfavorable research about us, or cease publishing about us regularly, demand for our common stock could decrease, which might cause 
our share price and trading volume to decline significantly. Additionally, if securities or industry analysts publish negative information regarding the industry generally or 
certain competitors of ours, this may affect the market price of all stocks in our sector, even if unrelated to our performance. 
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Sales of a substantial number of shares of our common stock in the public market could cause the price of our common stock to decline.

As of December 31, 2021, we had approximately 124.4 million shares of common stock outstanding and warrants to purchase approximately 18.4 million shares of 
common stock. We have registered shares of common stock that we may issue under our equity compensation plan. These shares may be sold freely in the public market upon 
issuance, subject to relevant vesting schedules, and applicable securities laws.

Sales of a substantial number of shares of our common stock in the public market or the perception that these sales might occur could depress the market price of our 
common stock and could impair our ability to raise capital through the sale of additional equity securities. We are unable to predict the effect that sales may have on the 
prevailing market price of our common stock. 

Certain provisions in our amended and restated certificate of incorporation may limit stockholders’ ability to affect a change in management or control. 

Our amended and restated certificate of incorporation includes certain provisions which may have the effect of delaying or preventing a future takeover or change in 
control that stockholders may consider to be in their best interests. Among other things, our amended and restated certificate of incorporation provides for a classified board of 
directors serving staggered terms of three years. Our equity plans and our officers’ employment agreements provide certain rights to plan participants and those officers, 
respectively, in the event of a change in control. 

We may not continue to declare cash dividends in the future.

In February 2022, we announced that our board of directors authorized a regular dividend program under we intend to pay quarterly dividends on our common 
stock, subject to quarterly declarations by our board of directors. Any future declarations of dividends, as well as the amount and timing of such dividends, are subject to capital 
availability and the discretion of our board of directors, which must evaluate, among other things, whether cash dividends are in the best interest of our stockholders and are in 
compliance with all applicable laws and any agreements containing provisions that limit our ability to declare and pay cash dividends.

Our ability to pay dividends in the future will depend upon, among other factors, our cash balances and potential future capital requirements, debt service 
requirements, earnings, financial condition, the general economic and regulatory climate, and other factors beyond our control that our board of directors may deem relevant. 
Our dividend payments may change from time to time, and we may not continue to declare dividends in the future. A reduction in or elimination of our dividend payments 
could have a negative effect on our stock price.

ITEM 1B. UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS.

None.

ITEM 2. PROPERTIES.

As of December 31, 2021, we owned 344 properties, including 256 company-operated sites, 48 consignment agent locations, and 40 lessee-dealer sites. 
Additionally, we have long-term control over a leased property portfolio composed of 1,311 locations as of December 31, 2021. Of the leased properties, 1,150 were company-
operated stores, 75 were consignment agent locations, and 86 were lessee-dealer sites. 

ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.

As of the date of this Annual Report on Form 10-K, we were not party to any material legal proceedings other than those arising in the ordinary course of business. 

ITEM 4. MINE SAFETY DISCLOSURES.

Not applicable.  
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PART II

ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGISTRANT’S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER PURCHASES OF EQUITY 
SECURITIES.

Our common stock and publicly-traded warrants are listed on the Nasdaq Capital Market under the symbols “ARKO” and “ARKOW,” respectively.  Our common 
stock was also listed on the TASE under the symbol “ARKO” until we voluntarily delisted from the TASE effective February 13, 2022. Following the delisting, shares of 
common stock that previously traded on the TASE were transferred to Nasdaq.

As of February 23, 2022, there were approximately 22 holders of record of our common stock and 13 holders of record of our publicly-traded warrants to purchase 
one whole share of common stock at a price of $11.50 per share.  

On February 21, 2022, our board of directors declared a quarterly dividend of $0.02 per share of common stock, to be paid on March 29, 2022 to stockholders of 
record as of March 15, 2022, totaling approximately $2.5 million. We have not previously declared or paid any cash dividends on our common stock. The amount and timing of 
dividends payable on our common stock are within the sole discretion of our board of directors, which will evaluate dividend payments on common stock within the context of 
our overall capital allocation strategy on an ongoing basis, giving consideration to our current and forecast earnings, financial condition, cash requirements and other factors. 
There can be no assurance that we will continue to pay such dividends or the amount of such dividends.

We repurchased no shares of common stock during the fourth quarter of the year ended December 31, 2021.

Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities and Use of Proceeds 

All recent sales of unregistered securities were previously reported in a Current Report on Form 8-K or Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. 

Performance Graph

The following graph compares the performance of our common stock during the period beginning December 23, 2020 through December 31, 2021, assuming an 
investment of $100 on December 23, 2020, to that of the total return index for the S&P 500, the Russell 1000 and a Custom Peer Group In calculating total annual stockholder 
return, reinvestment of dividends, if any, is assumed. The indices are included for comparative purposes only. They do not necessarily reflect management’s opinion that such 
indices are an appropriate measure of the relative performance of our common stock.
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 12/23/2020  12/31/2021  
     
ARKO Corp. $ 100  $ 87.70  
S&P 500 100   133.65  
Russell 1000 100   131.80  
Peer Group 100   120.45  
 
1 The Custom Peer Group consists of three industry competitors: Murphy USA, Inc., Alimentation Couche-Tard, Inc., and Casey’s General Stores, Inc. 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

This Annual Report on Form 10-K contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (“PSLRA”), 
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, (the “Securities Act”), and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, (the “Exchange Act”), 
about our expectations, beliefs, plans and intentions regarding our product development efforts, business, financial condition, results of operations, strategies and prospects.  
You can identify forward-looking statements by the fact that these statements do not relate to historical or current matters.  Rather, forward-looking statements relate to 
anticipated or expected events, activities, trends or results.  Because forward-looking statements relate to matters that have not yet occurred, these statements are inherently 
subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause our actual results to differ materially from any future results expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements.  Many 
factors could cause our actual activities or results to differ materially from the activities and results anticipated in forward-looking statements.  These factors include those 
contained in “Item 1A — Risk Factors” of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.  Forward-looking statements reflect our views only as of the date they are made. We do not 
undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements except as required by applicable law.  We intend that all forward-looking statements be subject to the safe 
harbor provisions of PSLRA.  

For purposes of this Management’s Discussion and Analysis, references to the “Company,” “we,” “us” and “our” refer to ARKO Corp. and its consolidated 
subsidiaries.  

Overview 

ARKO Corp. was incorporated under the laws of Delaware on August 26, 2020 for the purpose of facilitating the business combination, which we refer to as the 
Merger Transaction, of Haymaker Acquisition Corp. II, a Delaware corporation (“Haymaker”), and Arko Holdings Ltd., a company organized under the laws of the State of 
Israel, which we refer to as Arko Holdings. Our shares of common stock, $0.0001 par value per share (“common stock”), and publicly-traded warrants are listed on the Nasdaq 
Stock Market (“Nasdaq”). Our common stock has also been listed on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, however, we terminated such listing, and our common stock ceased trading 
on such exchange on February 13, 2022. The main activity of Arko Holdings prior to the Merger Transaction was its holding, through its subsidiaries, of controlling rights in 
GPM Investments, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, which we refer to as GPM. GPM is our operating entity and, upon consummation of the Merger Transaction, 
became our indirect wholly owned subsidiary. For further information on the Merger Transaction, please refer to our audited consolidated financial statements included 
elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K. 

Based in Richmond, VA, we are a leading independent convenience store operator and, as of December 31, 2021, we were the sixth largest convenience store chain 
in the United States (“U.S.”) ranked by store count, operating 1,406 retail convenience stores. As of December 31, 2021, we operated the stores under 19 regional store brands, 
including 1-Stop, Admiral, Apple Market®, BreadBox, ExpressStop, E-Z Mart®, fas mart®, fastmarket®, Handy Mart, Jiffi Stop®, Li’l Cricket, Next Door Store®, 
Roadrunner Markets, Rstore, Scotchman®, shore stop®, Town Star, Village Pantry® and Young’s. As of December 31, 2021, we also supplied fuel to 1,628 independent 
dealers. We are well diversified geographically and, as of December 31, 2021, operated across 33 states and the District of Columbia in the Mid-Atlantic, Midwestern, 
Northeastern, Southeastern and Southwestern United States. 

We derive our revenue from the retail sale of fuel and the products offered in our stores, as well as the wholesale distribution of fuel. Our retail stores offer a wide 
array of cold and hot foodservice, beverages, cigarettes and other tobacco products, candy, salty snacks, grocery, beer and general merchandise. We have foodservice offerings 
at over 400 company-operated stores. The foodservice category includes hot and fresh foods, deli, fried chicken, bakery, pizza, roller grill items and other prepared foods. We 
offer a value food menu consisting of items such as hot dogs and chicken sandwiches.  In addition, we operate over 90 branded quick service restaurants, consisting of major 
national brands. Additionally, we provide a number of traditional convenience store services that generate additional income, including lottery, prepaid products, gift cards, 
money orders, ATMs, gaming, and other ancillary product and service offerings. We also generate revenues from car washes at approximately 90 of our locations.

Description of Segments

Our reportable segments are described below.

Retail Segment

The retail segment includes the operation of a chain of retail stores, which includes convenience stores selling fuel products and other merchandise to retail 
customers. At our convenience stores, we own the merchandise and fuel inventory and employ personnel to manage the store.
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Wholesale Segment

The wholesale segment supplies fuel to independent dealers, on either a cost plus or consignment basis. For consignment arrangements, we retain ownership of the 
fuel inventory at the site, are responsible for the pricing of the fuel to the end consumer and share a portion of the gross profit earned from the sale of fuel by the consignment 
dealers. For cost plus arrangements, we sell fuel to independent dealers and bulk purchasers on a fixed-fee basis. The sales price to the independent dealer is determined 
according to the terms of the relevant agreement with the independent dealer, which typically reflects our total fuel costs plus the cost of transportation, prompt pay discounts, 
rebates and a margin.

GPMP Segment

The GPMP segment includes the operations of GPM Petroleum LP, referred to as GPMP, which primarily sells and supplies fuel to GPM and its fuel-selling 
subsidiaries (both in the retail and wholesale segments) at GPMP’s cost of fuel (including taxes and transportation) plus a fixed margin.

Trends Impacting Our Business

We have achieved strong store growth over the last several years, primarily by implementing a highly successful acquisition strategy. From 2013 through 2021, we 
completed 20 acquisitions. As a result, our store count has grown from 320 sites in 2011 to 3,034 sites as of December 31, 2021, of which 1,406 were operated as retail 
convenience stores and 1,628 were locations at which we supplied fuel to independent dealers. These strategic acquisitions have had, and we expect will continue to have, a 
significant impact on our reported results and can make period to period comparisons of results difficult. In November 2021, we completed our acquisition of 36 Handy Mart 
retail convenience stores, and in May 2021, we completed our acquisition of 60 ExpressStop retail convenience stores (collectively, the “2021 Acquisitions”). In October 2020, 
we completed our acquisition of the business of Empire Petroleum Partners, LLC, which business we refer to as Empire, which was significant and added 84 retail sites and 
1,453 wholesale sites to our business (the “Empire Acquisition”).  The Empire Acquisition was our only business acquisition in 2020.  We completed three acquisitions in 2019 
for a total of 87 sites, including 64 sites acquired in December 2019 (collectively, the “2019 Acquisitions”). With our achievement of significant size and scale, we have 
enhanced our focus on organic growth, including implementing company-wide marketing and merchandising initiatives, which we believe will result in significant value 
accretion to all the assets we have acquired.  

The following table provides a history of our acquisitions, conversions and closings for each of the last three years, for the retail and wholesale segments:
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
Retail Segment  2021   2020   2019  
Number of sites at beginning of period   1,330    1,272    1,215  
Acquired sites   97    84    87  
Newly opened or reopened sites   1    3    1  
Company-controlled sites converted to consignment or
   fuel supply locations, net   (9 )   (14 )   (8 )
Closed, relocated or divested sites   (13 )   (15 )   (23 )
Number of sites at end of period   1,406    1,330    1,272  

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
Wholesale Segment  2021   2020   2019  
Number of sites at beginning of period   1,597    128    126  
Acquired sites   —    1,453    —  
Newly opened or reopened sites   80    31    —  
Consignment or fuel supply locations
   converted from Company-controlled sites, net   9    14    8  
Adjustment   (24 )   (17 )   —  
Closed, relocated or divested sites   (34 )   (12 )   (6 )
Number of sites at end of period   1,628    1,597    128  

 
1  Excludes bulk and spot purchasers.
2  Includes all signed fuel supply agreements irrespective of fuel distribution commencement date.
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3 We regularly review our processes for measuring our key metrics, including number of sites, for accuracy and consistency. In the course of such review, we 
recently discovered an error that caused our reported number of wholesale sites to be overstated for the fourth quarter of 2020 through the third quarter of 2021. 
We have adjusted the number of wholesale sites as of December 31, 2021 and 2020 to account for the error and have corrected the error going forward. To 
provide greater accuracy and transparency, the adjusted numbers of wholesale sites as of December 31, 2020, March 31, 2021, June 30, 2021 and September 30, 
2021 were 1,597 (previously reported 1,614), 1,597 (previously reported 1,625), 1,610 (previously reported 1,647) and 1,633 (previously reported 1,674), 
respectively. There was no impact on our previously reported gallons sold or financial results. For additional information, please see the risk factor included 
under Part II, Item 1A under the heading: “If we do not make acquisitions on economically acceptable terms, our future growth may be limited. Furthermore, any 
acquisitions we complete are subject to substantial risks that could result in losses.”

There has been an ongoing trend in the convenience store industry focused on increasing and improving in-store foodservice offerings, including fresh foods, quick 
service restaurants or proprietary food offerings. We believe consumers may be more likely to patronize convenience stores that include such new and improved food offerings, 
which may also lead to increased inside merchandise sales or fuel sales for such stores. Although our food and beverage sales have been negatively impacted during the COVID-
19 pandemic, we believe this trend will reverse when the effects of the pandemic subside. Our current foodservice offering, which varies by store, primarily consists of hot and 
fresh foods, deli, fried chicken, bakery, pizza, roller grill items and other prepared foods. In select stores, we offer value priced food items such as hot dogs and chicken 
sandwiches. We have historically relied upon a limited number of franchised quick service restaurants and in-store delis to drive customer traffic rather than other types of 
foodservice offerings. As a result, we believe that our under-penetration of foodservice presents an opportunity to expand foodservice offerings and margin in response to 
changing consumer behavior. In addition, we believe that continued investment in new technology platforms and applications to adapt to evolving consumer eating preferences, 
including contactless checkout, order ahead service, and delivery, will further drive growth in profitability.

Our results of operation are significantly impacted by the retail fuel margins we receive on gallons sold. While we expect our same store fuel sales volumes to remain 
stable over time, even though they have been negatively impacted by COVID-19, and the fuel margins we realize on those sales to remain stable, these fuel margins can change 
rapidly as they are influenced by many factors including: the price of refined products; interruptions in supply caused by severe weather; refinery mechanical failures; and 
competition in the local markets in which we operate.

The cost of our main products, gasoline and diesel fuel, is greatly impacted by the wholesale cost of fuel in the United States. We attempt to pass wholesale fuel cost 
changes to our customers through retail price changes; however, we are not always able to do so. The timing of any related increase or decrease in retail prices is affected by 
competitive conditions. As a result, we tend to experience lower fuel margins when the cost of fuel is increasing gradually over a longer period and higher fuel margins when the 
cost of fuel is declining or more volatile over a shorter period of time. For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, we experienced historically high fuel margins as a 
result of the volatile price of gasoline and diesel fuel.

We also operate in a highly competitive retail convenience market that includes businesses with operations and services that are similar to those that we provide. We 
face significant competition from other large chain operators. In particular, large convenience store chains have increased their number of locations and remodeled their existing 
locations in recent years, enhancing their competitive position. We believe that convenience stores managed by individual operators who offer branded or non-branded fuel are 
also significant competitors in the market. The convenience store industry is also experiencing competition from other retail sectors including grocery stores, large warehouse 
retail stores, dollar stores and pharmacies.

We believe that the following competitive strengths differentiate us from our competitors and contribute to our continued success:
•Leading industry consolidator with a proven track record of integrating acquisitions and generating strong returns on capital.
•Leading Market Position in Highly Attractive, Diversified and Contiguous Markets.
•Entrenched Local Brands with a Large Store Portfolio.
•Dual Retail and Wholesale Business Model Generating Stable and Diversified Cash Flow.
•Flexibility to Address Consumers Changing Needs.
•Experienced Management with Significant Ownership.
•Strong Balance Sheet with Capacity to Execute Growth Strategy.

In addition to these competitive strengths, we believe that we have a significant opportunity to increase our sales and profitability by continuing to execute our 
operating strategy, growing our store base in existing and contiguous markets through acquisitions, and enhancing the performance of current stores.
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Business Highlights

Both the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition contributed to the improvement in our results of operations for 2021, primarily in the wholesale segment, as 
compared to 2020. Increased merchandise contribution at same stores combined with an increase in other revenues positively impacted our results of operations in 2021. 
General and administrative expenses increased in 2021, as compared to 2020, primarily as a result of the Empire Acquisition.

COVID-19

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic. Throughout the pandemic, our convenience stores and independent dealers 
have continued to operate and have remained open to the public because convenience store operations and gas stations have been deemed essential businesses by numerous 
federal and state authorities, including the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, and therefore were exempt from many of the closure orders that were imposed on other U.S. 
businesses.

The COVID-19 pandemic has reduced the frequency of customer visits and the number of gallons sold at our sites, however, we have seen increases in fuel margin 
and merchandise basket which more than offset this reduction. Since the beginning of 2021, we have seen an increase in fuel volume as businesses have continued to reopen 
and customer traffic has increased. Additionally, our corporate offices transitioned to remote work, but we believe we have maintained or increased productivity while 
expanding the hiring universe for corporate roles nationwide. However, we have seen shortages in labor and supply chain disruptions which have increased our operating costs, 
however, we have addressed through several hiring initiatives and leveraging our strong partnerships with our suppliers. Notwithstanding the recent resurgence of economic 
activity, in light of variant strains of the virus that have emerged, the COVID-19 pandemic could continue to impact our operations and the operations of our customers and 
suppliers as a result of quarantines, location closures, illnesses, and travel restrictions. The extent to which the COVID-19 pandemic impacts our business, results of operations, 
and financial condition will depend on future developments, which are highly uncertain and cannot be predicted, including, but not limited to, the resumption of high levels of 
infection and hospitalization, new variants of the virus, the resulting impact on our employees, customers, suppliers, and vendors, supply chain disruptions and the remedial 
actions and any stimulus measures adopted by federal, state, and local governments, and to what extent normal economic and operating conditions are impacted. Therefore, we 
cannot reasonably estimate the future impact at this time.

Seasonality 

Our business is seasonal, and our operating income in the second and third quarters has historically been significantly greater than in the first and fourth quarters as a 
result of the generally improved climate and seasonal buying patterns of our customers. Inclement weather, especially in the Midwest and Northeast regions of the U.S. during 
the winter months, can negatively impact our financial results.

Results of Operations for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019

The period-to-period comparisons of our results of operations contained in this Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of 
Operation have been prepared using our audited consolidated annual financial statements and related notes included elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K. The 
following discussion should be read in conjunction with such audited annual consolidated financial statements and related notes.

Consolidated Results

The Merger Transaction was accounted for as a reverse recapitalization for accounting purposes: Haymaker was treated as the acquired company and Arko Holdings 
was considered the accounting acquirer. Because Arko Holdings was deemed the accounting acquirer, upon the consummation of the Merger Transaction, the historical 
financial statements of Arko Holdings became the historical financial statements of the combined company. As a result, the financial statements included in this Annual Report 
on Form 10-K and discussed herein reflect the historical operating results of Arko Holdings prior to December 22, 2020, which was the date on which the Merger Transaction 
closed (the “Merger Closing Date”) and our combined results, including those of Haymaker, following the Merger Closing Date.  
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The table below shows our consolidated results for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, together with certain key metrics.
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
Revenues:  (in thousands)  

Fuel revenue  $ 5,714,333   $ 2,452,401   $ 2,703,440  
Merchandise revenue   1,616,404    1,494,342    1,375,438  
Other revenues, net   86,661    63,489    49,812  

Total revenues   7,417,398    4,010,232    4,128,690  
Operating expenses:          

Fuel costs   5,275,907    2,131,416    2,482,472  
Merchandise costs   1,143,494    1,088,032    1,002,922  
Store operating expenses   630,518    532,422    506,524  
General and administrative expenses   124,667    94,424    69,311  
Depreciation and amortization   97,194    74,396    62,404  

Total operating expenses   7,271,780    3,920,690    4,123,633  
Other expenses, net   3,536    9,228    3,733  

Operating income   142,082    80,314    1,324  
Interest and other financial expenses, net   (71,207 )   (49,905 )   (41,812 )

Income (loss) before income taxes   70,875    30,409    (40,488 )
Income tax (expense) benefit   (11,634 )   1,499    (6,167 )
Income (loss) from equity investment   186    (1,269 )   (507 )

Net income (loss)  $ 59,427   $ 30,639   $ (47,162 )
Less: Net income (loss) attributable to non-controlling interests   229    16,929    (3,623 )
Net income (loss) attributable to ARKO Corp.  $ 59,198   $ 13,710   $ (43,539 )
Less: Accretion and dividends of Series A redeemable preferred stock   (5,735 )   (3,277 )   —  
Net income (loss) attributable to common shareholders  $ 53,463   $ 10,433   $ (43,539 )
Fuel gallons sold   2,019,206    1,207,296    1,108,155  
Fuel margin, cents per gallon   21.7    26.6    19.9  
Merchandise contribution  $ 472,910   $ 406,310   $ 372,516  
Merchandise margin   29.3 %   27.2 %   27.1 %
Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses  $ 256,575   $ 183,392   $ 78,159  

 
1  Calculated as fuel revenue less fuel costs divided by fuel gallons sold.
2  Calculated as merchandise revenue less merchandise costs.
3  Calculated as merchandise contribution divided by merchandise revenue.
4  Refer to “Use of Non-GAAP Measures” below for discussion of this non-GAAP performance measure and related reconciliation.

For the year ended December 31, 2021 compared to the year ended December 31, 2020

For the year ended December 31, 2021, fuel revenue increased by $3,261.9 million, or 133%, compared to the year ended December 31, 2020. The increase in fuel 
revenue was primarily attributable to incremental gallons sold related to the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition, as well as an increase in the average price of fuel in 
2021 as compared to 2020, which was partially offset by fewer gallons sold at same stores in 2021 compared to 2020, primarily due to the COVID-19 pandemic, as the 
pandemic did not have a significant impact on our results until the second half of March 2020.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, merchandise revenue increased by $122.1 million, or 8.2%, compared to the year ended December 31, 2020, primarily due 
to an increase in same store merchandise sales and the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, other revenues, net increased by $23.2 million, or 36.5%, compared to the year ended December 31, 2020, primarily related 
to the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition and increased income from lottery commissions and a temporary allowance for skill gaming machines in Virginia. 
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For the year ended December 31, 2021, total operating expenses increased by $3,351.1 million, or 85.5%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020.  Fuel 
costs increased $3,144.5 million as compared to 2020 due to fuel sold at a higher average cost and higher volumes.  Merchandise costs increased $55.5 million, or 5.1%, as 
compared to 2020, primarily due to the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition, as well as a corresponding increase in same store merchandise sales. For the year ended 
December 31, 2021, store operating expenses increased $98.1 million, or 18.4%, as compared to 2020 primarily due to incremental expenses related to the 2021 Acquisitions 
and the Empire Acquisition and an increase in expenses at same stores.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, general and administrative expenses increased $30.2 million, or 32.0%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020, 
primarily due to expenses associated with the Empire Acquisition, annual wage increases, incentive accruals and stock compensation expenses.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, depreciation and amortization expenses increased $22.8 million, or 30.6%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 
2020 primarily due to assets acquired during 2021 and 2020, particularly those acquired in the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, other expenses, net decreased by $5.7 million, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020 primarily due to $0.5 
million of additional income recorded for the fair value adjustments of contingent consideration, a $4.7 million reduction in losses on disposal of assets and impairment charges 
in 2021 and a $0.6 million decrease in acquisition costs.

Operating income was $142.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2021, as compared to $80.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2020.  The increase 
was primarily due to strong fuel and merchandise results, along with incremental income from the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition, partially offset by an increase 
in general, administrative, depreciation and amortization expenses, as described above.  

For the year ended December 31, 2021, interest and other financing expenses, net increased by $21.3 million compared to the year ended December 31, 2020 
primarily related to higher interest expense for outstanding debt, $6.3 million of deferred financing costs written off due to the early repayment of debt, $4.5 million additional 
interest for the early redemption of the Bonds (Series C) and $6.0 million for interest expense related to fair value adjustments for the Company’s public warrants and private 
warrants assumed from Haymaker in the Merger Transaction, partially offset by $1.0 million of income related to fair value adjustments for a put option granted to Ares (as 
defined below) on the Merger Closing date and Deferred Shares (as defined in the business combination agreement governing the Merger Transaction) and a net period-over-
period increase in foreign currency gains recorded of $8.1 million.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, we incurred income tax expense of $11.6 million compared to a benefit of $1.5 million for the year ended December 31, 
2020. The Company’s effective tax rates for the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020 were 16.3% and (5.1%), respectively.  The increase in the effective tax rate by 21.4% 
was primarily the result of the tax impact of the non-controlling interest in partnership recorded for the year ended December 31, 2020, and the release of valuation allowances 
from various jurisdictions in both 2021 and 2020. Additionally, the Company directed certain subsidiaries to make entity classification elections for tax purposes effective 
March 2021.  These elections resulted in taxes on the income, gains, losses and deductions of certain foreign subsidiaries in both in the U.S. and the foreign jurisdiction.   

Net income attributable to non-controlling interests primarily represented minority interests prior to the Merger Closing Date. 

For the year ended December 31, 2021, net income attributable to common shareholders was $53.5 million compared to $10.4 million for the year ended December 
31, 2020.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses was $256.6 million, as compared to $183.4 million for the year ended 
December 31, 2020. The 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition contributed approximately $78 million of incremental Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses. 
Increased merchandise contribution at same stores also positively impacted 2021, which was partially offset by a slight decrease in gallons sold and fuel profit at same stores, as 
well as higher credit card fees related to an increase in the retail price of fuel. An increase in general and administrative expenses primarily related to annual wage increases and 
incentive accruals, also reduced Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses, for the year ended December 31, 2021. Refer to “Use of Non-GAAP Measures” below for 
discussion of this non-GAAP performance measure and related reconciliation to our financial results reported in accordance with GAAP.
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For the year ended December 31, 2020 compared to the year ended December 31, 2019

For the year ended December 31, 2020, fuel revenue decreased by $251.0 million, or 9.3%, compared to the year ended December 31, 2019. The decrease in fuel 
revenue was attributable to the decrease in the average retail price of fuel in 2020 as compared to 2019, as well as a reduction in the number of gallons sold, primarily as a result 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, which was offset by incremental gallons sold related to the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, merchandise revenue increased by $118.9 million, or 8.6%, compared to the year ended December 31, 2019, primarily due 
to the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions, as well as due to an increase in same store merchandise sales.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, other revenues, net increased by $13.7 million, or 27.5%, compared to the year ended December 31, 2019, primarily related 
to the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions and increased income from lottery commissions and a temporary allowance for skill gaming machines in Virginia.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, total operating expenses decreased by $202.9 million, or 4.9%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019.  Fuel 
costs decreased $351.1 million, or 14.1%, as compared to 2019 due to fuel sold at a lower average cost.  Merchandise costs increased $85.1 million, or 8.5%, as compared to 
2019, primarily due to the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions, as well as a corresponding increase in same store merchandise sales.  Store operating expenses 
increased $25.9 million, or 5.1%, as compared to 2019 primarily due to incremental expenses related to the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions, which were partially 
offset by a decrease in expenses at same stores.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, general and administrative expenses increased $25.1 million, or 36.2%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019, 
primarily due to annual wage increases, expenses to support the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions, and certain costs related to the Merger Transaction that could 
not be capitalized.  General and administrative expenses for 2020 also included $7.8 million in incremental bonuses earned in 2020 due to our performance.

 For the year ended December 31, 2020, depreciation and amortization expenses increased $12.0 million, or 19.2%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 
2019 primarily due to assets acquired during 2020 and 2019 related largely to the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, other expenses, net increased by $5.5 million, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019 primarily due to a gain on 
sale-leaseback and bargain gain of $6.5 million recognized in 2019 and an additional $1.2 million in losses on disposal of assets and impairment charges in 2020, partially offset 
by a decrease in acquisition costs of $0.4 million and an adjustment to contingent consideration of $1.3 million.

Operating income was $80.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, as compared to $1.3 million for the year ended December 31, 2019.  The increase in 
2020 was primarily due to strong fuel and merchandise results, which also benefited from the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions, partially offset by increased 
general, administrative, depreciation and amortization expenses in 2020, as described above.  

For the year ended December 31, 2020, interest and other financing expenses, net increased by $8.1 million compared to the year ended December 31, 2019 
primarily related to higher interest expense from greater debt outstanding in 2020 and $0.5 million in deferred financing costs written off, which was partially offset by a net 
period-over-period decrease in foreign currency losses recorded of $3.4 million primarily as all NIS denominated loans previously provided by Arko Holdings to GPM were 
paid off in February 2020.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, income tax was a benefit of $1.5 million compared to expense of $6.2 million in the year ended December 31, 2019. In 
2019, a valuation allowance was recorded on the deferred tax assets of the US subsidiaries based on cumulative three-year loss.  In 2020, this valuation allowance was released 
due to forecasted taxable income and actual 2020 results.  

Net income (loss) attributable to non-controlling interests represented minority interests prior to the Merger Closing Date.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, net income attributable to common shareholders was $10.4 million, compared to a loss of $43.5 million for the year ended 
December 31, 2019.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses was $183.4 million, as compared to $78.2 million for the year ended 
December 31, 2019. The Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions contributed approximately 
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$16 million of incremental Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses in 2020. Although the impact of COVID-19 reduced gallons sold in 2020, the significant increase in 
fuel profit compared to the same period in 2019 contributed to increased Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses in 2020. Increased merchandise contribution at same 
stores combined with a reduction in expenses also positively impacted 2020. These increases were partially offset by an increase in general and administrative expenses to 
support the recent acquisitions and increased incentive accruals for bonuses due to our performance in 2020 and certain costs related to the Merger Transaction that could not be 
capitalized. Refer to “Use of Non-GAAP Measures” below for discussion of this non-GAAP performance measure and related reconciliation to our financial results reported in 
accordance with GAAP.  

For the year ended December 31, 2020, our redeemable preferred stock was accreted to its full redemption value, which reduced net income attributable to common 
shareholders by $3.1 million.

Segment Results

Retail Segment

The table below shows the results of the retail segment for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, together with certain key metrics for the segment.
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
Revenues:  (in thousands)  

Fuel revenue  $ 3,048,893   $ 1,940,303   $ 2,537,455  
Merchandise revenue   1,616,404    1,494,342    1,375,438  
Other revenues, net   63,271    53,424    43,882  

Total revenues   4,728,568    3,488,069    3,956,775  
Operating expenses:          

Fuel costs   2,750,940    1,684,611    2,369,137  
Merchandise costs   1,143,494    1,088,032    1,002,922  
Store operating expenses   593,901    515,426    494,262  

Total operating expenses   4,488,335    3,288,069    3,866,321  
Operating income  $ 240,233   $ 200,000   $ 90,454  
Fuel gallons sold   1,038,561    937,095    1,039,993  
Same store fuel gallons sold decrease (%)   (1.3 %)   (16.5 %)   (1.8 %)
Fuel margin, cents per gallon   33.7    31.9    20.7  
Same store merchandise sales increase (%)   1.6 %   3.5 %   1.0 %
Same store merchandise sales excluding cigarettes increase (%)   4.8 %   4.6 %   1.7 %
Merchandise contribution  $ 472,910   $ 406,310   $ 372,516  
Merchandise margin   29.3 %   27.2 %   27.1 %

 
1  Same store is a common metric used in the convenience store industry. We consider a store a same store beginning in the first quarter in which the store had a full quarter of 
activity in the prior year. Refer to “Use of Non-GAAP Measures” below for discussion of this measure.
2  Calculated as fuel revenue less fuel costs divided by fuel gallons sold; excludes the estimated fixed margin paid to GPMP for the   cost of fuel.
3  Calculated as merchandise revenue less merchandise costs.
4  Calculated as merchandise contribution divided by merchandise revenue.

For the year ended December 31, 2021 compared to the year ended December 31, 2020

Retail Revenues

For the year ended December 31, 2021, fuel revenue increased by $1,108.6 million, or 57.1%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020. The 2021 
Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition contributed an incremental aggregate of 125.2 million additional gallons sold, or approximately $408.5 million in fuel revenue for the 
year ended December 31, 2021. The increase in fuel revenue was also attributable to a $0.87 per gallon increase in the average retail price of fuel in the year ended December 
31, 2021 over the year ended December 31, 2020. However, gallons sold at same stores decreased approximately 1.3%, or 11.3 million gallons, primarily due to the COVID-19 
pandemic combined with managing both volume and margin to optimize fuel margin. Additionally, underperforming retail stores, which were closed or converted to 
independent dealers in order to optimize profitability, negatively impacted gallons sold. 
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For the year ended December 31, 2021, merchandise revenue increased by $122.1 million, or 8.2%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020. The 2021 
Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition contributed an additional $123.0 million of merchandise revenue. Same store merchandise sales increased $23.8 million, or 1.6%, for 
the year ended December 31, 2021 as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020. Same store merchandise sales increased primarily due to higher grocery, packaged 
beverages, center-store items, grab-n-go and other tobacco products revenue from benefits of planogram, assortment and marketing initiatives and fact-based data to react to 
changing consumer needs.  Offsetting these increases was a lower reliance on cigarette, foodservice and essential product sales and a decrease in merchandise revenue from 
underperforming retail stores closed or converted to independent dealers.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, other revenues, net increased by $9.8 million, or 18.4%, from the year ended December 31, 2020, primarily related to the 
2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition, higher lottery commissions and a temporary allowance for skill gaming machines in Virginia.

Retail Operating Income

For the year ended December 31, 2021, fuel margin increased as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020, primarily related to incremental fuel profit from 
the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition of approximately $53.9 million, which was offset by a decrease in same store fuel profit of $0.8 million (excluding 
intercompany charges by GPMP). Fuel margin per gallon at same stores for 2021 was higher at 32.2 cents per gallon, as compared to 31.9 cents per gallon for 2020.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, merchandise contribution increased $66.6 million, or 16.4%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020, and 
merchandise margin increased to 29.3% in 2021 as compared to 27.2% in 2020.  The increase was due to $36.8 million in incremental merchandise contribution from the 2021 
Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition and an increase in merchandise contribution at same stores of $33.8 million. Merchandise contribution at same stores increased in 
2021 primarily due to a shift in product mix away from cigarettes and with greater contributions from grocery, packaged beverages, grab-n-go, other tobacco products and other 
center-store items, as well as improved purchasing economics. The year ended December 31, 2020 was negatively impacted by a change in sales mix that began in March 2020, 
as consumers pantry loaded lower margin items due to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Merchandise margin at same stores was 29.0% in 2021 compared to 27.2% in 
2020. 

For the year ended December 31, 2021, store operating expenses increased $78.5 million, or 15.2%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020, primarily 
due to approximately $60.2 million of incremental expenses related to the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition and an increase in expenses at same stores, including 
higher credit card fees due to higher retail prices. Store operating expenses were reduced from underperforming stores closed or converted to independent dealers.

For the year ended December 31, 2020 compared to the year ended December 31, 2019

Retail Revenues

For the year ended December 31, 2020, fuel revenue decreased by $597.2 million, or 23.5%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019. The Empire 
Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions contributed an aggregate of 78.3 million additional gallons sold. However, gallons sold at same stores decreased by approximately 
16.5%, or 167.7 million, primarily due to the COVID-19 pandemic and managing both volume and margin to optimize fuel margin. Additionally, retail stores closed during the 
year negatively impacted gallons sold. The decrease in fuel revenue was also attributable to a $0.37 per gallon decrease in the average retail price of fuel in 2020 as compared to 
2019.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, merchandise revenue increased by $118.9 million, or 8.6%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019. The Empire 
Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions contributed an additional $92.4 million in merchandise revenue. Same store merchandise sales increased $47.1 million, or 3.5%, for 2020 
as compared to 2019, with an increase of 4.5% in the period from April through December 2020, as compared to the same period in 2019. Same store merchandise sales 
increased primarily due to higher grocery, packaged beverages, other tobacco products, cigarettes and beer and wine revenue from benefits of planogram initiatives and fact-
based data to react to changing consumer needs along with the introduction of high demand essential products such as face masks and hand sanitizer.  In addition, there was an 
overall increase in the consumer market basket as stay at home orders related to COVID-19 began to be eased in May 2020 and consumer demand shifted from other retail 
channels to convenience stores. Offsetting these increases was a decrease in merchandise revenue from underperforming stores closed or converted to independent dealers.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, other revenues, net increased by $9.5 million, or 21.7%, from the year ended December 31, 2019 primarily related to the 
Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions and higher lottery commissions and a temporary allowance for skill gaming machines in Virginia.
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Retail Operating Income

For the year ended December 31, 2020, fuel margin increased over the year ended December 31, 2019 due to an increase in same store fuel profit of $59.9 million 
(excluding intercompany charges by GPMP) combined with incremental fuel profit from the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions. Fuel margin per gallon at same 
stores for 2020 was significantly higher at 31.8 cents per gallon, as compared to 20.7 cents per gallon for 2019, partly due to the impact of lower fuel costs, which dropped 
significantly at the beginning of March 2020 and continued through the end of April 2020, and remained lower throughout the year, as compared to 2019, together with less 
competitive pressure on fuel retail prices due to reductions in fuel volume, which allowed for margin expansion.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, merchandise contribution increased $33.8 million, or 9.1%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019, and 
merchandise margin was 27.2% in 2020, as compared to 27.1% in 2019.  The increase was due to incremental merchandise contribution from the Empire Acquisition and the 
2019 Acquisitions and an increase in merchandise contribution at same stores of $14.2 million. Merchandise contribution at same stores increased over the course of the 
second, third and fourth quarters of 2020 due to merchandising and marketing initiatives implemented.  These increases were partially offset by lower merchandise revenues and 
a change in sales mix in March 2020 through mid-May 2020 as consumers pantry loaded lower margin items due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Merchandise margin at same 
stores was 27.1% in 2020 compared to 27.0% in 2019. 

For the year ended December 31, 2020, store operating expenses increased $21.2 million, or 4.3%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019 due to 
incremental expenses related to the Empire Acquisition and the 2019 Acquisitions, which were partially offset by a decrease in expenses at same stores, particularly from lower 
credit card expenses and maintenance costs. Store operating expenses were also reduced from underperforming stores closed or converted to independent dealers. 

Wholesale Segment

The table below shows the results of the wholesale segment for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, together with certain key metrics for the 
segment.

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
Revenues:  (in thousands)  

Fuel revenue  $ 2,659,706   $ 508,175   $ 159,597  
Other revenues, net   22,298    9,335    5,264  

Total revenues   2,682,004    517,510    164,861  
Operating expenses:          

Fuel costs   2,620,102    499,371    156,663  
Store operating expenses   39,904    14,616    8,146  

Total operating expenses   2,660,006    513,987    164,809  
Operating income  $ 21,998   $ 3,523   $ 52  
Fuel gallons sold - fuel supply locations   814,628    210,085    36,502  
Fuel gallons sold - consignment agent locations   163,391    57,224    28,255  
Fuel margin, cents per gallon  - fuel supply locations   5.8    4.5    5.8  
Fuel margin, cents per gallon  - consignment agent locations   25.4    21.9    13.4  

 
1  Calculated as fuel revenue less fuel costs, divided by fuel gallons sold; excludes the estimated fixed margin paid to GPMP for the cost of fuel.

For the year ended December 31, 2021 compared to the year ended December 31, 2020

Wholesale Revenues

For the year ended December 31, 2021, fuel revenue increased by $2.2 billion compared to the year ended December 31, 2020, primarily due to approximately $2.1 
billion of incremental fuel revenues from the Empire Acquisition, which contributed incremental sales of 699.7 million gallons.  Wholesale revenues also benefited from an 
increase in the average price of fuel in 2021 as compared to 2020.  Of the total increase in fuel revenue, approximately $1.8 billion of the increase was attributable to fuel supply 
locations.
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Wholesale Operating Income

For the year ended December 31, 2021, fuel contribution increased by $66.5 million (excluding intercompany charges by GPMP) with the Empire Acquisition 
accounting for approximately $65.9 million of the increase.  At fuel supply locations, fuel contribution increased by $37.4 million (excluding intercompany charges by GPMP), 
and fuel margin increased over the year ended December 31, 2020 primarily due to greater prompt pay discounts received by the Company and higher fuel rebates. At 
consignment agent locations, fuel contribution increased $29.1 million (excluding intercompany charges by GPMP) and fuel margin also increased during the year ended 
December 31, 2021 primarily due to greater prompt pay discounts received by the Company, higher fuel rebates and improved rack-to-retail margins. 

For the year ended December 31, 2021, store operating expenses increased $25.3 million compared to the year ended December 31, 2020 primarily due to the 
Empire Acquisition.

For the year ended December 31, 2020 compared to the year ended December 31, 2019

Wholesale Revenues

For the year ended December 31, 2020, fuel revenue increased by $348.6 million, or 218.4%, compared to 2019.  Wholesale gallons sold increased by 202.6 million 
due to an incremental 210.6 million gallons from the Empire Acquisition. This increase was offset by a reduction in gallons sold due to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic 
and a decrease in the average price of fuel in 2020 as compared to 2019.  For the year ended December 31, 2020, approximately $389.1 million of fuel revenue was attributable 
to fuel supply locations.

Wholesale Operating Income

For the year ended December 31, 2020, although fuel contribution increased by $16.1 million (excluding intercompany charges by GPMP), fuel margin decreased 
over 2019 primarily due to the mix of wholesale fuel supply contracts acquired in the Empire Acquisition, which was partially offset by the impact of fuel costs which dropped 
significantly at the beginning of March 2020 and continued through the end of April 2020 and less competitive pressure on fuel retail prices due to reductions in fuel volume 
which allowed for margin expansion. 

For the year ended December 31, 2020, store operating expenses increased $6.5 million, or 79.4%, compared to the year ended December 31, 2019 primarily due to 
the Empire Acquisition.

GPMP Segment

The table below shows the results of the GPMP segment for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, together with certain key metrics for the segment.
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
Revenues:  (in thousands)  

Fuel revenue - inter-segment  $ 4,384,227   $ 1,706,233   $ 2,042,714  
Fuel revenue - external customers   5,734    3,923    6,388  
Other revenues, net   1,092    897    784  

Total revenues   4,391,053    1,711,053    2,049,886  
Operating expenses:          

Fuel costs   4,289,092    1,653,667    1,999,386  
General and administrative expenses

  2,970    2,977    2,568  
Depreciation and amortization   7,372    7,373    4,373  

Total operating expenses   4,299,434    1,664,017    2,006,327  
Other expenses, net   —    —    59  

Operating income  $ 91,619   $ 47,036   $ 43,500  
Fuel gallons sold - inter-segment   2,015,907    1,200,658    1,102,863  
Fuel gallons sold - external customers   2,626    2,892    3,405  
Fuel margin, cents per gallon   5.0    4.7    4.5  

 
1 Calculated as fuel revenue less fuel costs divided by fuel gallons sold.
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For the year ended December 31, 2021 compared to the year ended December 31, 2020

GPMP Revenues

For the year ended December 31, 2021, fuel revenue increased by $2,679.8 million, or 156.7%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020. The increase in 
fuel revenue was attributable to an increase in gallons sold and an increase in the average price of fuel in 2021, as compared to 2020.

For the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, other revenues, net were $1.1 million and $0.9 million, respectively and primarily related to rental income from 
certain sites leased to independent dealers.

GPMP Operating Income

Fuel margin increased by $44.4 million for the year ended December 31, 2021, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2020, primarily due to additional 
gallons sold to the retail and wholesale segments at a fixed margin, which increased from 4.5 cents per gallon to 5.0 cents per gallon in the fourth quarter of 2020.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, total general, administrative, depreciation and amortization expenses were similar with those in the prior year.

For the year ended December 31, 2020 compared to the year ended December 31, 2019

GPMP Revenues

For the year ended December 31, 2020, fuel revenue decreased by $338.9 million, or 16.5%, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019. The decrease in fuel 
revenue was attributable to a decrease in the average price of fuel in 2020, as compared to 2019 which was partially offset by a slight increase in gallons sold.

For the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, other revenues, net were $0.9 million and $0.8 million, respectively and primarily related to rental income from 
certain sites leased to independent dealers.

GPMP Operating Income

Fuel margin increased by $6.8 million for the year ended December 31, 2020, as compared to the year ended December 31, 2019, primarily due to additional gallons 
sold to the retail and wholesale segments at a fixed margin, which increased from 4.5 cents per gallon to 5.0 cents per gallon in the fourth quarter of 2020.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, total general, administrative, depreciation and amortization expenses increased by $3.4 million, as compared to the year 
ended December 31, 2019, primarily due to amortization expenses for intangible assets from the Empire Acquisition.

Use of Non-GAAP Measures

We disclose non-GAAP measures on a “same store basis,” which exclude the results of any store that is not a “same store” for the applicable period. A store is 
considered a same store beginning in the first quarter in which the store had a full quarter of activity in the prior year. We believe that this information provides greater 
comparability regarding our ongoing operating performance. Neither this measure nor those described below should be considered an alternative to measurements presented in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States (“GAAP”) and are non-GAAP financial measures.

We define EBITDA as net income (loss) before net interest expense, income taxes, depreciation and amortization. Adjusted EBITDA further adjusts EBITDA by 
excluding the gain or loss on disposal of assets, impairment charges, acquisition costs, other non-cash items, and other unusual or non-recurring charges. Adjusted EBITDA, net 
of incremental bonuses further adjusts Adjusted EBITDA by excluding incremental bonuses incurred for 2020 based on 2020 performance. Each of EBITDA, Adjusted 
EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses is a non-GAAP financial measure. 

We use EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses for operational and financial decision making and believe these measures 
are useful in evaluating our performance because they eliminate certain items that we do not consider indicators of our operating performance. EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and 
Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses are also used by many of our investors, securities analysts, and other interested parties in evaluating our operational and financial 
performance across reporting periods. We believe that the presentation of EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted 
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EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses provides useful information to investors by allowing an understanding of key measures that we use internally for operational decision-
making, budgeting, evaluating acquisition targets, and assessing our operating performance. 

EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses are not recognized terms under GAAP and should not be considered as a substitute 
for net income (loss) or any other financial measure presented in accordance with GAAP. These measures have limitations as analytical tools, and should not be considered in 
isolation or as substitutes for analysis of our results as reported under GAAP. We strongly encourage investors to review our financial statements and publicly filed reports in 
their entirety and not to rely on any single financial measure.

Because non-GAAP financial measures are not standardized, same store measures, EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses, 
as defined by us, may not be comparable to similarly titled measures reported by other companies. It therefore may not be possible to compare our use of these non-GAAP 
financial measures with those used by other companies.

The following table contains a reconciliation of net income (loss) to EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses for the years 
ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019. 

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  

Net income (loss)  $ 59,427   $ 30,639   $ (47,162 )
Interest and other financing expenses, net   71,207    49,905    41,812  
Income tax expense (benefit)   11,634    (1,499 )   6,167  
Depreciation and amortization   97,194    74,396    62,404  
EBITDA   239,462    153,441    63,221  
Non-cash rent expense (a)   6,359    7,051    7,582  
Acquisition costs (b)   5,366    6,031    6,395  
Gain on bargain purchase (c)   —    —    (406 )
Loss (gain) on disposal of assets and impairment charges (d)   1,384    6,060    (1,291 )
Share-based compensation expense (e)   5,804    1,891    516  
(Income) loss from equity investment (f)   (186 )   1,269    507  
Non-beneficial cost related to potential initial public offering
   of master limited partnership (g)   —    —    121  
Settlement of pension fund claim (h)   —    —    226  
Merchandising optimization costs (i)   —    —    1,000  
Fuel taxes paid in arrears (j)   —    819    —  
Adjustment to contingent consideration (k)   (1,740 )   (1,287 )   —  
Other (l)   126    302    288  

Adjusted EBITDA  $ 256,575   $ 175,577   $ 78,159  
Incremental bonuses (m)   —    7,815    —  
Adjusted EBITDA, net of incremental bonuses  $ 256,575   $ 183,392   $ 78,159  

 
(a)Eliminates the non-cash portion of rent, which reflects the extent to which our GAAP rent expense recognized exceeds (or is less than) our cash rent payments. The GAAP 
rent expense adjustment can vary depending on the terms of our lease portfolio, which has been impacted by our recent acquisitions. For newer leases, our rent expense 
recognized typically exceeds our cash rent payments, while for more mature leases, rent expense recognized is typically less than our cash rent payments.

(b)Eliminates costs incurred that are directly attributable to historical business acquisitions and salaries of employees whose primary job function is to execute our acquisition 
strategy and facilitate integration of acquired operations.

(c)Eliminates the gain on bargain purchase recognized as a result of the Town Star acquisition in 2019.

(d)Eliminates the non-cash loss (gain) from the sale of property and equipment, the loss (gain) recognized upon the sale of related leased assets, including $6.0 million related to 
the sale of eight stores in 2019, and impairment charges on property and equipment and right-of-use assets related to closed and non-performing stores.

(e)Eliminates non-cash share-based compensation expense related to the equity incentive program in place to incentivize, retain, and motivate our employees, certain non-
employees, and members of our Board.

(f)Eliminates our share of (income) loss attributable to our unconsolidated equity investment.
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(g)Eliminates non-beneficial cost related to potential initial public offering of a master limited partnership.

(h)Eliminates the impact of mainly timing differences related to amounts paid in settlement of a pension fund claim filed against GPM.

(i)Eliminates the one-time expense associated with our global merchandising optimization efforts in 2019.

(j)Eliminates the payment of historical fuel tax liabilities owed for multiple prior periods.

(k)Eliminates fair value adjustments to the contingent consideration owed for the 2020 Empire Acquisition and owed by the seller in the 2019 Riiser Acquisition.

(l)Eliminates other unusual or non-recurring items that we do not consider to be meaningful in assessing operating performance.

(m)Eliminates incremental bonuses based on 2020 performance.

Liquidity and Capital Resources 

Our primary sources of liquidity are cash flows from operations, availability under our credit facilities and our cash balances.  Our principal liquidity requirements 
are the financing of current operations, funding capital expenditures, including acquisitions, and servicing debt.  We finance our inventory purchases primarily from customary 
trade credit aided by relatively rapid inventory turnover, as well as cash generated from operations. This turnover allows us to conduct operations without the need for large 
amounts of cash and working capital. We largely rely on internally generated cash flows and borrowings, which we believe are sufficient to meet our liquidity needs for the 
foreseeable future.

Our ability to meet our debt service obligations and other capital requirements, including capital expenditures, as well as the cost of acquisitions, will depend on our 
future operating performance, which, in turn, will be subject to general economic, financial, business, competitive, legislative, regulatory and other conditions, many of which 
are beyond our control. As a normal part of our business, depending on market conditions, we will from time to time consider opportunities to repay, redeem, repurchase or 
refinance our indebtedness. Changes in our operating plans, lower than anticipated sales, increased expenses, acquisitions, or other events may cause us to seek additional debt 
or equity financing in future periods. There can be no guarantee that financing will be available on acceptable terms or at all. Debt financing, if available, could impose 
additional cash payment obligations and additional covenants and operating restrictions. 

In June 2021, we refinanced our credit agreement with M&T Bank to increase the aggregate principal amount of real estate loans to $35.0 million (from $23.2 
million, the majority of which was due in December 2021), and added a three-year $20.0 million line of credit for purchases of equipment, of which $12.3 million remained 
available as of December 31, 2021.

In October 2021, we issued and sold $450.0 million aggregate principal amount of 5.125% Senior Notes due 2029. We used a portion of the net proceeds from the 
offering of the Senior Notes to repay in full the outstanding balance under our Ares Credit Agreement (as defined below) and partially repay our Capital One Line of Credit, 
which increased our availability under this line by $200 million.

As of December 31, 2021, we were in a strong liquidity position of approximately $754 million, consisting of cash and short-term investments of approximately 
$310 million and approximately $444 million of availability under our lines of credit. This liquidity position currently provides us with adequate funding to satisfy our 
contractual and other obligations, from our existing cash balances.  As of December 31, 2021, we had no outstanding borrowings under our $140.0 million PNC Line of Credit 
(as defined below), $12.3 million of unused availability under the M&T equipment line of credit and $301.0 million of unused availability under our $500.0 million Capital 
One Line of Credit, which we can seek to increase up to $700.0 million, subject to obtaining additional financing commitments from current lenders or other banks, and subject 
to certain other terms.

On February 23, 2022, we announced that our board of directors declared a quarterly dividend of $0.02 per share of common stock, to be paid on March 29, 2022 to 
stockholders of record as of March 15, 2022, totaling approximately $2.5 million, and that our board of directors has authorized a share repurchase program for up to an 
aggregate amount of $50 million of our outstanding shares of common stock. The amount and timing of dividends payable on our common stock are within the sole discretion 
of our board of directors, which will evaluate dividend payments within the context of our overall capital allocation strategy on an ongoing basis, giving consideration to our 
current and forecast earnings, financial condition, cash requirements and other factors. There can be no assurance that we will continue to pay such dividends or the amount of 
such dividends. The share repurchase program does not have a stated expiration date. Whether and the extent to which we repurchase shares depends on a number of factors, 
including our financial condition, capital requirements, cash flows, results of operations, future business prospects and other factors management may deem relevant. The 
timing, volume, and nature of repurchases are subject to market conditions, applicable securities laws and other factors and may be amended, suspended or discontinued at any 
time. Repurchases may be effected from time to time through open market 
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purchases, including pursuant to a pre-set trading plan meeting the requirements of Rule 10b5-1(c) of the Exchange Act, privately negotiated transactions, pursuant to 
accelerated share repurchase agreements entered into with one or more counterparties, or otherwise.

To date, we have funded capital expenditures primarily through funds generated from operations, funds received from vendors, sale-leaseback transactions, the 
issuance of debt, and existing cash. Future capital required to finance operations, acquisitions, and raze-and-rebuild, remodel and update stores is expected to come from cash on 
hand, cash generated by operations, availability under lines of credit, and additional long-term debt and equipment leases, as circumstances may dictate. In both the short-term 
and long-term, we currently expect that our capital spending program will be primarily focused on expanding our store base through acquisitions, remodeling and updating 
stores, and maintaining our owned properties and equipment, including upgrading all fuel dispensers to be EMV-compliant. We expect to spend a total of approximately $15 
million in subsequent years to upgrade all our fuel dispensers to be EMV-compliant. We do not expect such capital needs to adversely affect liquidity.

Cash Flows for the Years Ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities, investing activities and financing activities for the periods presented were as follows: 
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  

Net cash provided by (used in):  (in thousands)  
Operating activities  $ 159,191   $ 173,842   $ 43,297  
Investing activities   (171,777 )   (407,551 )   (73,040 )
Financing activities   (26,384 )   491,048    31,693  
Effect of exchange rates   (1,464 )   2,875    1,263  

Total  $ (40,434 )  $ 260,214   $ 3,213  
 

Operating Activities 

Cash flows provided by operations are our main source of liquidity. We have historically relied primarily on cash provided by operating activities, supplemented as 
necessary from time to time by borrowings on our credit facilities and other debt or equity transactions to finance our operations and to fund our capital expenditures. Cash flow 
provided by operating activities is primarily impacted by our net income and changes in working capital. 

For the year ended December 31, 2021, cash flows provided by operating activities were $159.2 million compared to $173.8 million for the year ended December 
31, 2020. The 2021 decrease was primarily the result of approximately $15.4 million of higher net tax payments, approximately $12.4 million of higher net interest payments, 
including approximately $5.2 million related to the early redemption of the Bonds (Series C), changes in working capital balances primarily due to greater fuel volumes at a 
higher average cost, and the payment of approximately $13.6 million of annual incentives. These decreases were partially offset by an increase in Adjusted EBITDA primarily 
generated from an increase in merchandise contribution at same stores and as a result of the 2021 Acquisitions and the Empire Acquisition.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, cash flows provided by operating activities was $173.8 million compared to $43.3 million for the year ended December 31, 
2019. The 2020 increase was primarily the result of the operating cash flow generated from an increase in segment operating income of approximately $120 million primarily 
generated from the increase in fuel margin and merchandise contribution at same stores combined with a reduction in expenses, as well as from the Empire Acquisition and the 
2019 Acquisitions. These benefits were partially offset by $9.9 million of higher net interest payments.

Investing Activities 

Cash flows used in investing activities primarily reflect capital expenditures for acquisitions and replacing and maintaining existing facilities and equipment used in 
the business.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, cash used for investing activities decreased by $235.8 million to $171.8 million from $407.6 million for the year ended 
December 31, 2020. For the year ended December 31, 2021, capital expenditures were approximately $73 million, representing $226.2 million for capital expenditures, net of 
approximately $152.9 million of proceeds paid by Oak Street Real Estate Capital Net Lease Property Fund, LP (“Oak Street”) for two transactions accounted for as sale-
leasebacks, and the purchase of certain fee properties. The net consideration paid for the Handy Mart Acquisition was $110.7 million, of which 
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Oak Street paid $93.2 million, reflecting a net cash outflow from the Company of $17.5 million, which amount included approximately $5.0 million of cash and inventory in 
stores on the closing date. The net consideration paid by the Company for the ExpressStop Acquisition was $60.1 million, which included the amounts paid by an U.S. real 
estate fund, of which two funds were involved in the ExpressStop Acquisition (the “Real Estate Funds”). $44.2 million paid from the second Real Estate Fund in connection 
with the ExpressStop Acquisition was included in financing activity, reflecting a net cash outflow of $15.9 million by the Company, which included approximately $7.8 million 
of cash and inventory in stores on the closing date. In addition, we converted cash on hand into approximately $27.1 million of investments.

For the year ended December 31, 2020, cash used for investing activities increased by $334.6 million to $407.6 million from $73.0 million for the year ended 
December 31, 2019. For the year ended December 31, 2020, we spent $44.6 million for capital expenditures, including purchasing certain fee properties and building a new 
Dunkin’ location and $363.7 million for the Empire Acquisition. 

Financing Activities 

Cash flows from financing activities primarily consist of increases and decreases in the principal amount of our lines of credit and debt, and distributions to non-
controlling interests as well as issuance of common and preferred stock.

For the year ended December 31, 2021, financing activities consisted primarily of net payments of $47.7 million for long-term debt, including the issuance of the 
Senior Notes, offset by the full repayment of the Ares Credit Agreement, the partial repayment of the Capital One Line of Credit, and the early redemption of the Bonds (Series 
C). In addition, financing activities consisted of repayments of $8.1 million for financing leases, $5.9 million for dividend payments on the Series A redeemable preferred stock, 
$4.8 million of issuance costs related to the Merger Transaction and the payment of additional consideration in connection with the Empire Acquisition of approximately $3.8 
million, which were offset by $44.2 million in consideration paid by a Real Estate Fund for the ExpressStop Acquisition. 

For the year ended December 31, 2020, financing activities consisted primarily of net proceeds of $423.4 million for long-term debt and lines of credit (primarily to 
fund the Empire Acquisition), net proceeds from the issuance of rights of $11.3 million, investment of non-controlling interest in subsidiary of $19.3 million, repayments of 
$8.1 million for financing leases and $8.7 million in distributions to non-controlling interests.  In addition, as part of the Merger Transaction and the transactions with the GPM 
Minority, we received net proceeds from the issuance of our common stock of $58.0 million and net proceeds from the issuance of redeemable preferred stock of $96.9 million 
which were offset by the $99.0 million purchase of the non-controlling in interest in GPMP.

Contractual Obligations and Indebtedness 

Contractual Obligations 

The table below presents our significant contractual obligations as of December 31, 2021: 
 
  Obligations due by Period  

Contractual Obligations (1)  Total   
Less than

1 year   1-3 years   3-5 years   
More than

5 years  
  (in thousands)  
Debt obligations (2)  $ 939,041   $ 73,996   $ 268,134   $ 76,064   $ 520,847  
Additional and contingent consideration related to
   the Empire Acquisition (non-discounted)   

22,492
   9,144    9,922    3,426    —  

Other financial obligations (3)   68,952    3,020    6,222    6,555    53,155  
Operating lease obligations   1,845,093    130,841    263,730    264,588    1,185,934  
Financing lease obligations   555,160    23,388    42,611    41,418    447,743  
   $ 3,430,738   $ 240,389   $ 590,619   $ 392,051   $ 2,207,679  
Purchase commitments (in gallons) (4)   2,481,634    664,954    942,638    520,542    353,500  
 

(1)Excludes asset retirement obligations due to the uncertain nature of the timing of these liabilities.

(2)Includes principal and interest payments. Assumes an interest rate of 3.4% on the $198.3 million of the GPMP Capital One Line of Credit utilized as of December 31, 
2021 and a zero balance on the PNC Line of Credit. 

(3)Includes financial liability related to the ExpressStop Acquisition, assuming purchase option is not exercised.
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(4)Our fuel vendor agreements with suppliers require minimum volume purchase commitments of branded and unbranded gasoline and distillates annually. The future 
minimum volume purchase requirements under the existing supply agreements are based on gallons, with a purchase price at prevailing market rates for wholesale 
distribution.

Credit Facilities and Senior Notes

Senior Notes Offering

On October 21, 2021, the Company completed a private offering of $450 million aggregate principal amount of 5.125% Senior Notes due 2029 (the “Senior Notes”). 
The Senior Notes are guaranteed, on an unsecured senior basis, by certain of the Company's wholly owned domestic subsidiaries (the “Guarantors”). The indenture governing 
the Senior Notes contains customary restrictive covenants that, among other things, generally limit the ability of the Company and substantially all of its subsidiaries to (i) 
create liens, (ii) pay dividends, acquire shares of capital stock and make payments on subordinated debt, (iii) place limitations on distributions from certain subsidiaries, (iv) 
issue or sell the capital stock of certain subsidiaries, (v) sell assets, (vi) enter into transactions with affiliates, (vii) effect mergers and (viii) incur indebtedness. The Senior Notes 
and the guarantees rank equally in right of payment with all of the Company’s and the Guarantors’ respective existing and future senior unsubordinated indebtedness and are 
effectively subordinated to all of the Company’s and the Guarantors’ existing and future secured indebtedness to the extent of the value of the collateral securing such 
indebtedness; and are structurally subordinated to any existing and future obligations of subsidiaries of the Company that are not Guarantors.

Ares Credit Agreement

GPM entered into a credit agreement with Ares Capital Corporation (including any of its affiliates, any investment fund solely managed or controlled by any of 
them, or any affiliate of such investment fund, “Ares”) to provide financing in a total amount of up to $225 million (the “Ares Credit Agreement”): an Initial Term Loan of $162 
million, which was drawn on February 28, 2020, and the Delayed Term Loan A of $63 million, which was drawn on October 6, 2020 in order to fund the Empire Acquisition. 
We repaid in full our outstanding obligations under, and terminated, the Ares Credit Agreement in October 2021 with a portion of the proceeds from the issuance of the Senior 
Notes.

Financing Agreements with PNC

GPM and certain subsidiaries have a financing arrangement with PNC Bank National Association (“PNC”), pursuant to that certain credit agreement, dated 
February 28, 2020, by and among GPM, and certain of its subsidiaries as borrowers and guarantors, the lenders from time to time party thereto and PNC, as lender and as agent 
(as amended, the “PNC Credit Agreement”), to provide term loans as well as a line of credit for purposes of financing working capital (the “PNC Line of Credit”). The PNC 
Line of Credit has an aggregate principal amount of up to $140 million.

The PNC Line of Credit bears interest, as elected by GPM at: (a) LIBOR plus a margin of 1.75% or (b) a rate per annum equal to the alternate base rate plus a 
margin of 0.5%, which is equal to the greatest of (i) the PNC base rate, (ii) the overnight bank funding rate plus 0.5%, and (iii) LIBOR plus 1.0%, subject to the definitions set 
in the agreement. Every quarter, the LIBOR margin rate and the alternate base rate margin rate are updated based on the quarterly average undrawn availability of the line of 
credit.

The calculation of the availability under the PNC Line of Credit is determined monthly subject to terms and limitations as set forth in the PNC Credit Agreement, 
taking into account the balances of receivables, inventory and letters of credit, among other things. As of December 31, 2021, $8.0 million of letters of credit were outstanding 
under the PNC Credit Agreement.

On October 14, 2021, GPM entered into a fifth amendment to the PNC Credit Agreement, which became effective on the closing of the Senior Notes offering. This 
fifth amendment (i) permitted the Company to issue the Senior Notes and GPM and certain of the other guarantors to guarantee the Senior Notes, (ii) modified certain of the 
covenants, including the indebtedness covenant, investment covenant, restricted payments covenant and payment of junior indebtedness covenant, in connection with permitting 
the Senior Notes and the transactions related to the offering, issuance and sale of the Senior Notes, (iii) removed references to the Ares Credit Agreement, which was repaid 
using a portion of the proceeds from the issuance of the Senior Notes, and (iv) limited the collateral granted as security under the PNC Credit Agreement to a first priority lien 
on only receivables, inventory and deposit accounts. The Company did not incur additional debt or receive any proceeds in connection with this fifth amendment.
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GPMP also has a term loan with PNC in the total amount of $32.4 million (the “GPMP PNC Term Loan”). The GPMP PNC Term Loan is secured by U.S. Treasury 
or other investment grade securities equal to approximately 98% of the outstanding principal amount of the GPMP PNC Term Loan.

Financing agreements with M&T Bank

On June 24, 2021 (the “M&T Closing Date”), the Company entered into (i) a Second Amended, Restated and Consolidated Credit Agreement, by and among GPM, 
certain of its subsidiaries as co-borrowers and M&T Bank (the “A&R M&T Credit Agreement”) and (ii) a Second Amended and Restated Master Covenant Agreement, by and 
between GPM and M&T Bank (the “A&R M&T Master Covenant Agreement”). 

The A&R M&T Credit Agreement amended and restated in its entirety that certain Amended and Restated Consolidated Credit Agreement, dated December 21, 
2016, as amended, by and among GPM, M&T Bank and the other parties thereto and (i) added a three-year $20.0 million line of credit for purchases of equipment, which line 
may be borrowed in tranches, as described below, and (ii) increased the aggregate principal amount of real estate loans thereunder to $35.0 million (the “New Term Loan”) 
from approximately $23.2 million outstanding as of the M&T Closing Date. On the M&T Closing Date, GPM refinanced the entirety of the existing $23.2 million of real estate 
loans, of which $20.0 million was due to mature in December 2021, using the proceeds from the New Term Loan, which GPM drew in its entirety, resulting in approximately 
$10.7 million in net proceeds to GPM after paying costs and expenses. On the M&T Closing Date, approximately $2.5 million of outstanding equipment loans from M&T Bank 
were converted to become a part of the $20.0 million line of credit, of which approximately $12.3 million was available as of December 31, 2021.

Additionally, the real estate loans, which were originally at fixed interest rates ranging from 3.06% to 5.06% were converted to floating rate loans at LIBOR plus 
3.00%. The real estate loans mature in June 2026 and are payable in monthly installments based on a fifteen-year amortization schedule, with the balance of the loans payable at 
maturity. The A&R M&T Credit Agreement provides that each additional equipment loan tranche will have a three-year term, payable in level monthly payments of principal 
plus interest, and will accrue a fixed rate of interest equal to M&T Bank’s three-year cost of funds as of the applicable date of such tranche, plus 3.00%.

On October 14, 2021, GPM entered into an amendment to each of the A&R M&T Credit Agreement and the A&R M&T Master Covenant Agreement (the “M&T 
Credit Amendments”). The M&T Credit Amendments (i) permitted the Company to issue the Senior Notes and GPM and certain of the other guarantors to guarantee the Senior 
Notes, (ii) modified and introduced certain definitions in connection with permitting the Senior Notes and the transactions related to the offering, issuance and sale of the Senior 
Notes and (iii) removed references to the Ares Credit Agreement, which was repaid using a portion of the proceeds from the issuance of the Senior Notes.

Financing agreement with a syndicate of banks led by Capital One, National Association (“Capital One”)

In July 2019, GPMP entered into a credit agreement for a revolving credit facility with a syndicate of banks led by Capital One, National Association (the “Capital 
One Credit Facility”), in an aggregate principal amount, as amended in 2020, of up to $500 million (the “Capital One Line of Credit”). At GPMP’s request, the Capital One Line 
of Credit can be increased up to $700 million, subject to obtaining additional financing commitments from current lenders or from other banks, and subject to certain terms as 
detailed in the Capital One Line of Credit. $200 million of outstanding obligations under the Capital One Line of Credit was repaid in October 2021 with a portion of the 
proceeds from the issuance of the Senior Notes. At December 31, 2021, approximately $198.3 million was drawn on the Capital One Line of Credit, and approximately $301.0 
million was available thereunder.

The Capital One Line of Credit bears interest, as elected by GPMP at: (a) LIBOR plus a margin of 2.25% to 3.25% or (b) a rate per annum equal to base rate plus a 
margin of 1.25% to 2.25%, which is equal to the greatest of (i) Capital One’s prime rate, (ii) the one-month LIBOR plus 1.0%, and (iii) the federal funds rate plus 0.5%, subject 
to the definitions set in the agreement. The margin is determined according to a formula in the Capital One Line of Credit that depends on GPMP’s leverage. As of December 
31, 2021, $0.7 million of letters of credit were outstanding under the Capital One Credit Facility.

Critical Accounting Estimates 

The preparation of financial statements and related disclosures in conformity with GAAP and the Company’s discussion and analysis of its financial condition and 
operating results require the Company’s management to make judgments, assumptions and estimates that affect the amounts reported. Note 2, “Summary of Significant 
Accounting Policies,” of the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements in Part II, Item 8 of this Annual Report on Form 10-K describes the significant accounting policies and 
methods used in the preparation of the Company’s consolidated financial statements. Management bases its estimates on historical experience and on various other assumptions 
it believes to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which form the basis for making 
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judgments about the carrying values of assets and liabilities. We believe the following critical accounting estimates affect our more significant judgments and estimates used in 
the preparation of our consolidated financial statements.

Application of ASC 842, Leases (“ASC 842”)

The lease liabilities and right-of-use assets are significantly impacted by the following:

•Our determination of whether it is reasonably certain that an extension option will be exercised.

•Our determination of whether it is reasonably certain a purchase option will be exercised.

•Some of the lease agreements include an increase in the consumer price index coupled with a multiplier and a percentage increase cap effectively assures the cap will 
be reached each year. We determine, based on past experience and consumer price index increase expectations, if these types of variable payments are in-substance 
fixed payments, in which case such payments are included in the lease payments and measurement of the lease liabilities.

•The discount rates used in the calculations of the right-of-use assets and lease liabilities are based on our incremental borrowing rates and are primarily affected by 
economic environment, differences in the duration of each lease and the nature of the leased asset.

Environmental provision and reimbursement assets

We estimate the anticipated environmental costs with respect to contamination arising from the operation of gasoline marketing operations and the use of 
underground storage tanks as well as the costs of other exposures and recognize a liability when these losses are anticipated and can be reasonably estimated.  Reimbursement 
for these expenses from various state underground storage tank trust funds or from insurance companies is recognized as an asset and included in other current assets or non-
current assets, as appropriate. The scope of the reimbursement asset and liability is estimated by a third party at least twice a year and adjustments are made according to past 
experience, changing conditions and changes in governmental policies.

Liability for dismantling and removing underground storage tanks and restoring the site on which the underground storage tanks are located 

The liability is based on our estimates with respect to the external costs which will be necessary to remove the underground storage tanks in the future, regulatory 
requirements, discount rate and an estimate of the length of the useful life of the underground storage tanks.

Property and equipment and amortizable intangible assets

We evaluate property and equipment and amortizable intangible assets for impairment when facts and circumstances indicate that the carrying values of such assets 
may not be recoverable. When evaluating for impairment, we first compare the carrying value of the asset to the asset’s estimated future undiscounted cash flows. If the 
estimated undiscounted future cash flows are less than the carrying value of the asset, we determine if we have an impairment loss by comparing the carrying value of the asset 
to the asset's estimated fair value and recognize an impairment charge when the asset’s carrying value exceeds its estimated fair value. The adjusted carrying amount of the asset 
becomes its new cost basis and is depreciated over the asset’s remaining useful life. 

Impairment of goodwill

We evaluate the need for impairment with regard to goodwill once a year or with greater frequency if there are indicators of impairment exist.  Goodwill is tested for 
impairment by first comparing the fair value of a reporting unit with its carrying amount, including goodwill. The fair value of a reporting unit is determined according to 
assumptions and computations we set.

We perform an annual assessment to evaluate whether an impairment of goodwill exists. We performed the evaluation with the assistance of independent assessor 
which, for purposes of determining the fair value of the retail and GPMP reporting units to which the goodwill was attributed, utilized the income approach, namely, the present 
value of the future cash flows forecasted to be derived from the reporting units, as well as the market approach. 

For the 2021 annual impairment test, the data used for the income approach was directly linked to our internal projections for 2022 through 2026.  The long-term 
growth rate used in the terminal year was (1.0%) for the GPMP reporting unit, and was 2.4% for the retail reporting unit, in accordance with the relevant weighted average long-
term nominal growth rate.  The cash flows used assumed an unlevered, debt-free basis with no deduction for interest of debt principal to present the cash flows available for debt 
and equity holders.  The discount rate for each reporting unit was determined based on the risk profile of each of the reporting units, and 
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was derived from its weighted average cost of capital (“WACC”) as assessed by management with the assistance of an independent assessor.  The WACC took into account 
both debt and equity.  The discount rate applied to the cash flow projections for the GPMP and the retail reporting units was approximately 6.5% and 8.3%, respectively. 

The impairment review was sensitive to changes in the key assumptions used.  Our key assumptions included revenue and profit growth, capital expenditures, 
external industry data and past experiences.  The major assumptions that could result in significant sensitivities were the discount rate, the long-term growth rate and capital 
expenditures.  Sensitivity analyses were performed by applying various reasonable scenarios whereby the long-term growth rate and discount rate were adjusted within a 
reasonable range.  None of the sensitivity scenarios indicated a potential impairment in any of the reporting units.  

Deferred tax assets

We account for income taxes and the related accounts in accordance with FASB ASC Topic 740, Income Taxes (“ASC 740”). Deferred tax liabilities and assets are 
determined based on the difference between the financial statement and tax basis of assets and liabilities using enacted rates expected to be in effect during the year in which the 
differences reverse. Deferred tax assets are recognized for future tax benefits and credit carryforwards to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profit will be available 
against which the temporary differences can be utilized. We periodically assess the likelihood that we will be able to recover our deferred tax assets and reflect any changes in 
estimates in the valuation allowance. Deferred tax assets are reduced by a valuation allowance when, in the opinion of management, it is more likely than not that some portion, 
or all, of the deferred tax assets will not be realized. 

We are required to make judgments, estimates and assumptions to establish the amount of deferred tax assets to be recognized based on timing differences, the 
expected taxable income and its sources and the tax planning strategy. 

Item 7A. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk 
Commodity Price Risk 

We have limited exposure to commodity price risk as a result of the payment and volume-related discounts in certain of our fuel supply contracts with our fuel 
suppliers, which are based on the market price of motor fuel. We do not engage in any fuel price hedging. Significant increases in fuel prices could result in significant increases 
in the retail price of fuel and in lower sales to consumers and independent dealers. When fuel prices rise, some of our independent dealers may have insufficient credit to 
purchase fuel from us at their historical volumes. In addition, significant and persistent increases in the retail price of fuel could also diminish consumer demand, which could 
subsequently diminish the volume of fuel we distribute. A significant percentage of our sales are made with the use of credit cards. Because the interchange fees we pay when 
credit cards are used to make purchases are based on transaction amounts, higher fuel prices at the pump and higher gallon movements result in higher credit card expenses. 
These additional fees increase operating expenses.

Interest Rate Risk 
We may be subject to market risk from exposure to changes in interest rates based on our financing, investing, and cash management activities. In connection with 

the issuance and the sale of the Senior Notes, we repaid in full our outstanding obligations under the Ares Credit Agreement and repaid $200 million of our outstanding 
obligations under the Capital One Line of Credit. The Senior Notes bear a fixed interest rate, therefore, an increase or decrease in prevailing interest rates has no impact on our 
debt service.  As of December 31, 2021, the interest rate on the full amount of our Capital One Line of Credit was 3.4%, the interest rate on the full amount of the GPMP PNC 
Term Loan was 0.6% and the interest rate on the full amount of the New Term Loan was 3.1%. The LIBOR interest rate as of December 31, 2021 was very low, therefore, our 
exposure was not significant. As of December 31, 2020, we had fixed the interest rate on the full amount of our Capital One Line of Credit at 3.40%, fixed the interest rate on 
the full amount of the term loans under the Ares Credit Agreement at 6.25%, and fixed the interest rate on the full amount of GPMP PNC Term Loan at 0.65%. The LIBOR 
interest rate as of December 31, 2020 was only approximately 0.15%, therefore, our exposure was low. If our applicable interest rates increase by 1%, then our debt service on 
an annual basis would increase by approximately $2.6 million. Interest rates on commercial bank borrowings and debt offerings could be higher than current levels, causing our 
financing costs to increase accordingly. Although this could limit our ability to raise funds in the debt capital markets, we expect to remain competitive with respect to 
acquisitions and capital projects, as our competitors would likely face similar circumstances. 

In 2017, the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority, which regulates LIBOR, announced that it intends to phase out LIBOR by the end of 2021. However, 
in March 2021, the Ice Benchmark Administration announced that it will continue to publish the U.S. overnight, one-month, three-month, six-month and 12-month LIBOR 
through at least June 30, 2023. In July 2021, the Alternative Reference Rates Committee formally recommended the use of the CME’s Group’s forward-looking SOFR as a 
replacement to LIBOR. As of December 31, 2021, approximately 36% of our debt bore interest at variable rates, compared to approximately 96% as of  December 31, 2020. 
Most of our credit agreements were entered into in the past three years. Such credit agreements, as amended, 
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include mechanisms pursuant to which the underlying interest rates will be determined according to an alternative index replacing LIBOR, as customary in the market at such 
time. Since there is still great uncertainty in the market with respect to the elimination of LIBOR and the potential transition to a replacement rate, the impact of such changes on 
our future debt repayment obligations, results of operations and financial condition remains uncertain.

Exchange Rate Risk 

Our obligation to repay on March 30, 2021 the redemption amount to the holder of our Bonds (Series C), which were denominated in New Israeli Shekel (“NIS”), 
(approximately $79 million as of March 8, 2021) exposed us to unfavorable exchange rate fluctuations between the NIS and the U.S. dollar prior to redemption. As of 
December 31, 2020, approximately $38.3 million of our cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash with respect to the Company's bonds was denominated in NIS, therefore, 
our exposure was low. As of December 31, 2021, and following the early redemption in March 2021 of the Bonds (Series C), our exposure to unfavorable exchange rate 
fluctuations between the NIS and the U.S. dollar was minimal.
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ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE

None.

ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures 

We maintain disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Rule 13a-15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”)), that 
are designed to ensure that information that would be required to be disclosed in Exchange Act reports is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods 
specified in the SEC’s rules and forms, and that such information is accumulated and communicated to our management, including the Chief Executive Officer and Chief 
Financial Officer, as appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. 

We carried out an evaluation, under the supervision, and with the participation of our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial 
Officer, of the effectiveness of the design and operation of our disclosure controls and procedures as of December 31, 2021. Based on this evaluation, our Chief Executive 
Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures were effective as of December 31, 2021, and designed to provide reasonable 
assurance that information required to be disclosed by us in reports that we file or submit under the Exchange Act, is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the 
time periods specified in the rules and forms of the SEC and that such information is accumulated and communicated to our management, including our Chief Executive 
Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. 

Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting

There have been no changes in our internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the last fiscal quarter that have materially affected, or are reasonably 
likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.

Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting, as such term is defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 
15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act. Our internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial 
reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. All internal control systems, no matter 
how well designed, have inherent limitations. Therefore, even those systems determined effective could provide only reasonable assurance with respect to financial statement 
preparation and presentation.

Management under the supervision of, and with the participation of the Company’s principal executive and principal financial officer, conducted an evaluation of the 
effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2021 based on the framework and criteria established in Internal Control — Integrated 
Framework (2013) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. This evaluation included review of the documentation of controls, 
evaluation of the design effectiveness of controls, testing of the operating effectiveness of controls and a conclusion on this evaluation. Based on the foregoing, management 
concluded that the Company’s internal control over financial reporting was effective as of December 31, 2021 based on the specified criteria.

Our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2021 has been audited by Grant Thornton LLP, an independent registered public accounting firm, 
as stated in their report, which appears in Item 8. “Financial Statements and Supplementary Data.”

 
ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION

On February 18, 2022, the Company entered into a purchase agreement with Quarles Petroleum Inc. (“Quarles”), pursuant to which Quarles has agreed to sell to the 
Company certain assets, including:

•121 proprietary Quarles-branded cardlock sites and management of 64 third party cardlock sites for fleet fueling operations; and

•49 independent dealer locations, including certain lessee-dealer sites.  
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The total consideration for the transaction, as set forth in the purchase agreement, is approximately $170 million plus the value of inventory on the closing date. The 
Company intends to finance from its own sources approximately $40 million plus the value of inventory on the closing date and Oak Street, pursuant to the Program Agreement 
(as described in Note 8 to the consolidated financial statements contained in this Annual Report on Form 10-K), has agreed to pay the remaining consideration for the fee simple 
ownership in 39 sites. At the closing, pursuant to the Program Agreement, the Company plans to amend one of its master leases with Oak Street to add the sites Oak Street has 
agreed to acquire in the transaction under customary lease terms.

The closing of the transaction is subject to fulfillment of customary conditions precedent and the completion of various transition planning matters. The Company 
currently expects the closing to occur during the second quarter of 2022. There is no certainty that the transaction will close.  
 
ITEM 9C. DISCLOSURE REGARDING FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS THAT PREVENT INSPECTIONS

Not applicable.  
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PART III

ITEM 10. DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
 
The information about directors required for this item is incorporated by reference from our Proxy Statement to be filed in connection with our 2022 Annual 

Meeting of Stockholders.

We have adopted a code of business conduct and ethics, called the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, that applies to all of our directors, officers, including our 
principal executive, financial and accounting officers, and employees. The full text of the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics is available in the Governance section of our 
website at www.arkocorp.com under the tab “Governance” and is available in print to any stockholder who requests it. We intend to provide amendments or waivers to our 
Code of Business Conduct and Ethics for any of our directors and principal officers on our website within four business days after such amendment or waiver. The reference to 
our website address does not constitute incorporation by reference of any of the information contained on the website, and such information is not a part of this Annual Report 
on Form 10-K.

ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
 
The information required for this item is incorporated by reference from our Proxy Statement to be filed in connection with our 2022 Annual Meeting of 

Stockholders.

ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED SHAREHOLDER MATTERS

The information required for this item is incorporated by reference from our Proxy Statement to be filed in connection with our 2022 Annual Meeting of 
Stockholders.

ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE

The information required for this item is incorporated by reference from our Proxy Statement to be filed in connection with our 2022 Annual Meeting of 
Stockholders.

ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND SERVICES

The information required for this item is incorporated by reference from our Proxy Statement to be filed in connection with our 2022 Annual Meeting of 
Stockholders.
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PART IV. 

Item 15. EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES.

(a) (1) Financial Statements:  See Part II, Item 8 of this report.

Schedule I - Condensed Financial Information of Registrant.  Additionally, the financial statement schedule entitled “Schedule II – Valuation and 
Qualifying Accounts” has been omitted since the information required is included in the consolidated financial statements and notes thereto.  Other 
schedules are omitted because they are not required.

(2) Exhibits:  See below.
 
Exhibit No.  Description
2.1  Business Combination Agreement, dated as of September 8, 2020, by and among Haymaker Acquisition Corp. II, ARKO Corp., Punch US Sub, Inc., Punch Sub 

Ltd. and ARKO Holdings Ltd. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on December 31, 2020). 
2.2  Consent and Amendment No. 1 to the Business Combination Agreement, dated as of November 18, 2020, by and among Haymaker, New Parent, Merger Sub I, 

Merger Sub II and Arko (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed with the SEC on November 19, 2020 by Haymaker 
Acquisition Corp. II (File No. 001-38931)).

2.3  Equity Purchase Agreement, dated as of September 8, 2020, by and among ARKO Corp. and each of the persons or entities listed on Exhibit B thereto 
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2.2 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on September 9, 2020 (9:31 a.m.), by Haymaker Acquisition Corp. II (File No. 
001-38931)). 

3.1  Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation of ARKO Corp. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on 
December 31, 2020).

3.2  Bylaws of ARKO Corp. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.2 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on December 31, 2020). 
4.1  Warrant Assignment, Assumption and Amendment Agreement, dated as of December 22, 2020, by and among Haymaker, ARKO Corp. and Continental Stock 

Transfer & Trust Company (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on December 31, 2020). 
4.2  Registration Rights and Lock-up Agreement, dated as of December 22, 2020, by and among ARKO Corp. and each of the persons or entities listed on Schedule A 

thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on December 31, 2020).
4.3  Form of ARKO Corp. Warrant (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.4 to the proxy statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed with the SEC on November 6, 

2020). 
4.4  Description of Registrant’s Securities Registered Pursuant to Section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.4 to the 

Annual Report on Form 10-K, filed on March 25, 2021).
4.5  Warrant Agreement, dated June 6, 2019, by and between the Haymaker Acquisition Corp. II and Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company, as warrant agent, 

(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed with the SEC on June 12, 2019, by Haymaker Acquisition Corp. II (File No. 
001-38931)).

4.6  Indenture, dated October 21, 2021, by and among ARKO Corp., the Guarantors party thereto and U.S. Bank National Association, as Trustee (incorporated by 
reference to Exhibit 4.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on October 26, 2021).

4.7  Form of 5.125% Senior Note due 2029 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.2 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on October 26, 2021).
10.1  Form of Indemnification for Directors and Officers (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed with the Commission on 

December 31, 2020).
10.2  ARKO Corp. 2020 Incentive Compensation Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.4 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed with the Commission on 

December 31, 2020).
10.3**  Employment Agreement, dated as of September 8, 2020, by and between ARKO Corp. and Arie Kotler (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.11 to the proxy 

statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed with the SEC on November 6, 2020).
10.4  Amended and Restated Credit Agreement, dated July 15, 2019, by and among GPM Petroleum LP, the guarantors party thereto, Capital One, National 

Association, Keybank National Association, Santander Bank, N.A., and the lenders party thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.18 to the proxy 
statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed with the SEC on November 6, 2020). 
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10.5  Increase Agreement and Amendment, dated March 31, 2020, by and among the incremental lenders party thereto, the lenders party thereto, GPM Petroleum LP, 

the guarantors party thereto, and Capital One, National Association (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.19 to the proxy statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, 
filed with the SEC on November 6, 2020). 

10.6  Term Loan and Security Agreement, dated January 12, 2016, by and among GPM Petroleum LP, the borrowers party thereto, the lenders party thereto, and PNC 
Bank, National Association (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.21 to the proxy statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed with the SEC on November 6, 
2020). 

10.7  First Amendment to Term Loan and Security Agreement, dated November 17, 2017, by and among GPM Petroleum LP, the borrowers party thereto, the lenders 
party thereto, and PNC Bank, National Association (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.22 to the proxy statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed with the 
SEC on November 6, 2020). 

10.8  Second Amendment to Term Loan and Security Agreement, dated December 22, 2017, by and among GPM Petroleum LP, the borrowers party thereto, the 
lenders party thereto, and PNC Bank, National Association (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.23 to the proxy statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed 
with the SEC on November 6, 2020). 

10.9  Third Amendment to Term Loan and Security Agreement, dated July 15, 2019, by and among GPM Petroleum LP, the borrowers party thereto, the lenders party 
thereto, and PNC Bank, National Association (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.24 to the proxy statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed with the SEC 
on November 6, 2020). 

10.10  Fourth Amendment to Term Loan and Security Agreement, dated April 1, 2020, by and among GPM Petroleum LP, the borrowers party thereto, the lenders party 
thereto, and PNC Bank, National Association (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.25 to the proxy statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed with the SEC 
on November 6, 2020). 

10.11  Letter Agreement dated June 15, 2018, by and between Grocery Supply Company and GPM Southeast, LLC (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.45 to the 
proxy statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed with the SEC on November 6, 2020). 

10.12  Third Amended and Restated Agreement of Limited Partnership of GPM Petroleum LP, dated December 3, 2019 by and among GPM Petroleum GP, LLC and 
the limited partners party thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.55 to the proxy statement/prospectus on Form S-4/A, filed with the SEC on November 
6, 2020). 

10.13**  Form of Restricted Stock Unit Agreement under the Company’s 2020 Incentive Compensation Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Current 
Report on Form 8-K, filed on March 8, 2021 (filed at 4:58 p.m. EST)).

10.14**  Form of Director Restricted Stock Unit Agreement under the Company’s 2020 Incentive Compensation Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the 
Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on March 8, 2021 (filed at 4:58 p.m. EST)).

10.15**  Form of Performance-Based RSU Award Agreement under the Company’s 2020 Incentive Compensation Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to the 
Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on March 8, 2021 (filed at 4:58 p.m. EST)).

10.16**  Nonqualified Stock Option Agreement with Arie Kotler under the Company’s 2020 Incentive Compensation Plan (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.4 to 
the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on March 8, 2021 (filed at 4:58 p.m. EST)).

10.17**  Employment Agreement, dated as of January 3, 2020, by and between GPM INVESTMENTS, LLC and Maury Bricks. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 
10.53 to the Annual Report on Form 10-K, filed on March 25, 2021).

10.18**  Amended and Restated Employment Agreement, dated as of August 4, 2020, by and between GPM INVESTMENTS, LLC and Donald Polk Bassell 
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.54 to the Annual Report on Form 10-K, filed on March 25, 2021).

10.19  Fourth Amendment to Third Amended, Restated and Consolidated Revolving Credit and Security Agreement, dated April 30, 2021, by and among GPM 
Investments, LLC and certain of its subsidiaries as other borrowers and guarantors thereto, the lenders party thereto and PNC Bank, National Association 
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on May 6, 2021 (filed at 4:36 p.m. EDT)).

10.20*  Standby Real Estate Purchase, Designation and Lease Program, dated as of May 3, 2021, by and between GPM Investments, LLC and Oak Street Real Estate 
Capital Net Lease Property Fund, LP. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on May 6, 2021 (filed at 4:30 p.m. 
EDT))

10.21  Master Supply Agreement, dated as of May 24, 2021, by and between GPM Investments, LLC and Core-Mark International, Inc (incorporated by reference to 
Exhibit 10.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on May 27, 2021).

10.22  Second Amended, Restated and Consolidated Credit Agreement, dated June 24, 2021, by and among GPM Investments, LLC, and the other borrowers party 
thereto and M&T Bank (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on June 24, 2021).

10.23  Second Amended and Restated Master Covenant Agreement, dated June 24, 2021, by and between GPM Investments, LLC and M&T Bank (incorporated by 
reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on June 24, 2021).

10.24  Purchase Agreement, dated October 14, 2021 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 1.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on October 18, 2021).
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10.25  Fifth Amendment to Third Amended, Restated and Consolidated Revolving Credit and Security Agreement, dated October 14, 2021, by and among GPM 

Investments, LLC and certain of its subsidiaries as other borrowers and guarantors thereto, the lenders party thereto and PNC Bank, National Association 
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on October 18, 2021).

10.26  Amendment to Second Amended, Restated and Consolidated Credit Agreement, dated October 14, 2021, by and among GPM Investments, LLC, and the other 
borrowers party thereto and M&T Bank (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on October 18, 2021).

10.27  Amendment to Second Amended and Restated Master Covenant Agreement, dated October 14, 2021, by and between GPM Investments, LLC and M&T Bank 
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to the Current Report on Form 8-K, filed on October 18, 2021).

10.28**  Amended and Restated Employment Agreement, dated as of January 1, 2020, by and between GPM INVESTMENTS, LLC and Eyal Nuchamovitz. 
21.1  List of Subsidiaries
23.1  Consent of Grant Thornton LLP
31.1  Certification of Principal Executive Officer of ARKO Corp. pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
31.2  Certification of Principal Financial Officer of ARKO Corp. pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley act of 2002
32.1  Certification of Principal Executive Officer of ARKO Corp. pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
32.2  Certification of Principal Financial Officer of ARKO Corp. pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley act of 2002
101.INS  Inline XBRL Instance Document
101.SCH  Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document
101.CAL  Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document
101.DEF  Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document
101.LAB  Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document
101.PRE  Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document
104  Inline XBRL for the cover page of this Annual Report on Form 10-K, included in the Exhibit 101 Inline XBRL Document Set.
 
*  Pursuant to Item 601(b)(10)(iv) of Regulation S-K, portions of this exhibit have been omitted because the Company customarily and actually treats the omitted portions as 
private or confidential, and such portions are not material and would likely cause competitive harm to the Company if publicly disclosed. The Company will supplementally 
provide a copy of an unredacted copy of this exhibit to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.
** Indicates management contract or compensatory plan arrangement.

ITEM 16. FORM 10-K SUMMARY

None.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

Board of Directors and Shareholders
ARKO Corp.

Opinion on the financial statements 
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of ARKO Corp. and subsidiaries (the “Company”) as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the related consolidated 
statements of operations, comprehensive income (loss), changes in equity, and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2021, and the related 
notes and financial statement schedule I included under item 15(a) (collectively referred to as the “financial statements”). In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, 
in all material respects, the financial position of the Company as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the three years 
in the period ended December 31, 2021, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (“PCAOB”), the Company’s internal control over 
financial reporting as of December 31, 2021, based on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the Treadway Commission (“COSO”), and our report dated February 25, 2022 expressed an unqualified opinion.

Basis for opinion 
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s financial statements based on our 
audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal 
securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB. 

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material 
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test 
basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates 
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Critical audit matters
Critical audit matters are matters arising from the current period audit of the financial statements that were communicated or required to be communicated to the audit 
committee and that: (1) relate to accounts or disclosures that are material to the financial statements and (2) involved our especially challenging, subjective, or complex 
judgments. We determined there are no critical audit matters.

/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP

We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2003.

Charlotte, North Carolina
February 25, 2022
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

Board of Directors and Shareholders
ARKO Corp.

Opinion on internal control over financial reporting
We have audited the internal control over financial reporting of ARKO Corp. and subsidiaries’ (the “Company”) as of December 31, 2021, based on criteria established in the 
2013 Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (“COSO”). In our opinion, the Company 
maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31,  2021, based on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control—
Integrated Framework issued by COSO.

We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (“PCAOB”), the consolidated financial statements 
of the Company as of and for the year ended December 31, 2021, and our report dated February 25, 2022 expressed an unqualified opinion on those financial statements.

Basis for opinion
The Company’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over 
financial reporting included in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
Company’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audit. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with 
respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the 
PCAOB.

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects.

Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, testing and evaluating the design 
and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk, and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe 
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Definition and Limitations of internal control over financial reporting
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of 
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting  principles. A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those 
policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the 
company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as  necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the company; 
and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material 
effect on the financial statements.

Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to 
future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures 
may  deteriorate.

/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP

Charlotte, North Carolina
February 25, 2022
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ARKO Corp.

Consolidated Balance Sheets 
(in thousands) 

 
  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  

Assets       
Current assets:       

Cash and cash equivalents  $ 252,141   $ 293,666  
Restricted cash with respect to bonds   —    1,230  
Restricted cash   20,402    16,529  
Short-term investments   58,807    —  
Trade receivables, net   62,342    46,940  
Inventory   197,836    163,686  
Other current assets   92,095    87,355  

Total current assets   683,623    609,406  
Non-current assets:       

Property and equipment, net   548,969    491,513  
Right-of-use assets under operating leases   1,064,982    961,561  
Right-of-use assets under financing leases, net   192,378    198,317  
Goodwill   197,648    173,937  
Intangible assets, net   185,993    218,132  
Investments   —    31,825  
Non-current restricted cash with respect to bonds   —    1,552  
Equity investment   2,998    2,715  
Deferred tax asset   41,047    40,655  
Other non-current assets   24,637    10,196  

Total assets  $ 2,942,275   $ 2,739,809  
Liabilities       
Current liabilities:       

Long-term debt, current portion  $ 40,384   $ 40,988  
Accounts payable   172,918    155,714  
Other current liabilities   137,488    133,637  
Operating leases, current portion   51,261    48,878  
Financing leases, current portion   6,383    7,834  

Total current liabilities   408,434    387,051  
Non-current liabilities:       

Long-term debt, net   676,625    708,802  
Asset retirement obligation   58,021    52,964  
Operating leases   1,076,905    973,695  
Financing leases   229,215    226,440  
Deferred tax liability   2,546    2,816  
Other non-current liabilities   136,853    96,621  

Total liabilities   2,588,599    2,448,389  
       
Commitments and contingencies - see Note 13       
Series A redeemable preferred stock (no par value) - authorized: 1,000 shares; issued and outstanding: 1,000 shares and 
1,000 shares, respectively; redemption value: $100,000 and $100,000, in the aggregate respectively   100,000    100,000  
       
Shareholders' equity:       

Common stock (par value $0.0001) - authorized: 400,000 shares; issued and
   outstanding: 124,428 and 124,132 shares, respectively   12    12  
Additional paid-in capital   214,776    212,103  
Accumulated other comprehensive income   9,119    9,119  
Accumulated earnings (deficit)   29,545    (29,653 )

Total shareholders' equity   253,452    191,581  
Non-controlling interest   224    (161 )

Total equity   253,676    191,420  
Total liabilities, redeemable preferred stock and equity  $ 2,942,275   $ 2,739,809  
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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ARKO Corp.

Consolidated Statements of Operations 
(in thousands, except per share data) 

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
Revenues:          

Fuel revenue  $ 5,714,333   $ 2,452,401   $ 2,703,440  
Merchandise revenue   1,616,404    1,494,342    1,375,438  
Other revenues, net   86,661    63,489    49,812  

Total revenues   7,417,398    4,010,232    4,128,690  
Operating expenses:          

Fuel costs   5,275,907    2,131,416    2,482,472  
Merchandise costs   1,143,494    1,088,032    1,002,922  
Store operating expenses   630,518    532,422    506,524  
General and administrative expenses   124,667    94,424    69,311  
Depreciation and amortization   97,194    74,396    62,404  

Total operating expenses   7,271,780    3,920,690    4,123,633  
Other expenses, net   3,536    9,228    3,733  

Operating income   142,082    80,314    1,324  
Interest and other financial income   3,005    1,768    1,451  
Interest and other financial expenses   (74,212 )   (51,673 )   (43,263 )

Income (loss) before income taxes   70,875    30,409    (40,488 )
Income tax (expense) benefit

  (11,634 )   1,499    
(6,167

)
Income (loss) from equity investment   186    (1,269 )   (507 )

Net income (loss)  $ 59,427   $ 30,639   $ (47,162 )
Less: Net income (loss) attributable to non-controlling interests   229    16,929    (3,623 )
Net income (loss) attributable to ARKO Corp.  $ 59,198   $ 13,710   $ (43,539 )
Accretion of redeemable preferred stock   —    (3,120 )    
Series A redeemable preferred stock dividends   (5,735 )   (157 )    
Net income attributable to common shareholders  $ 53,463   $ 10,433     
Net income per share attributable to common shareholders - basic  $ 0.43   $ 0.15   $ (0.65 )
Net income per share attributable to common shareholders - diluted  $ 0.42   $ 0.15   $ (0.65 )
Weighted average shares outstanding:          

Basic   124,412    71,074    66,701  
Diluted   125,437    71,074    66,701  

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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ARKO Corp.

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income (Loss)
(in thousands) 

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
Net income (loss)  $ 59,427   $ 30,639   $ (47,162 )
Other comprehensive income:          
Foreign currency translation adjustments   —    4,675    4,520  

Total other comprehensive income   —    4,675    4,520  
Comprehensive income (loss)  $ 59,427   $ 35,314   $ (42,642 )
Less: Comprehensive income (loss) attributable to non-controlling
   interests   229    16,929    (3,623 )
Comprehensive income (loss) attributable to ARKO Corp.  $ 59,198   $ 18,385   $ (39,019 )
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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ARKO Corp.

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity  
(in thousands) 

 
  Common Stock                    
 

 Shares   Par Value   

Additional
Paid-in
Capital   

Accumulated
Other

Comprehensive
Income
(Loss)   

Retained 
Earnings
(Deficit)   

Total
Shareholders'

Equity   

Non-
Controlling

Interests   
Total

Equity  
Balance at December 31, 2018   65,453   $ 6   $ 94,602   $ (76 )  $ (5,135 )  $ 89,397   $ 134,772   $ 224,169  
Cumulative effect of adoption of 
  new accounting standard - ASC 842   —    —    —    —    5,311    5,311    2,289    7,600  
Balance at January 1, 2019 after adjustments   65,453   $ 6   $ 94,602   $ (76 )  $ 176   $ 94,708   $ 137,061   $ 231,769  
Share-based compensation   —    —    516    —    —    516    —    516  
Vesting and exercise of restricted share units   85    —    —    —    —    —    —    —  
Conversion of convertible bonds   3    —    16    —    —    16    —    16  
Transactions with non-controlling interests   —    —    9,552    —    —    9,552    4,341    13,893  
Distributions to non-controlling interests   —    —    —    —    —    —    (8,662 )   (8,662 )
Other comprehensive income   —    —    —    4,520    —    4,520    —    4,520  
Net loss   —    —    —    —    (43,539 )   (43,539 )   (3,623 )   (47,162 )
Balance at December 31, 2019   65,541   $ 6   $ 104,686   $ 4,444   $ (43,363 )  $ 65,773   $ 129,117   $ 194,890  
Share-based compensation   —    —    1,891    —    —    1,891    —    1,891  
Vesting and exercise of restricted share units   187    —    —    —    —    —    —    —  
Issuance of shares to employees   200    —    —    —    —    —    —    —  
Conversion of convertible bonds   29    —    137    —    —    137    —    137  
Issuance of rights   5,749    1    11,324    —    —    11,325    —    11,325  
Transactions with non-controlling interests   —    —    6,361    —    —    6,361    11,469    17,830  
Purchase of non-controlling interest in GPMP   —    —    (19,092 )   —    —    (19,092 )   (73,982 )   (93,074 )
Distributions to non-controlling interests   —    —    —    —    —    —    (8,710 )   (8,710 )
Issuance of shares - Merger Transaction 
   and purchase of GPM Minority, net of
    $41.8 million issuance costs, of 
    which $10.4 million was paid in 
    the form of common stock   52,426    5    110,073    —    —    110,078    (74,984 )   35,094  
Accretion and accrued dividends on redeemable preferred 
stock   —    —    (3,277 )   —    —    (3,277 )   —    (3,277 )
Other comprehensive income   —    —    —    4,675    —    4,675    —    4,675  
Net income   —    —    —    —    13,710    13,710    16,929    30,639  
Balance at December 31, 2020   124,132   $ 12   $ 212,103   $ 9,119   $ (29,653 )  $ 191,581   $ (161 )  $ 191,420  
Share-based compensation   —    —    5,804    —    —    5,804    —    5,804  
Transactions with non-controlling interests   —    —    (396 )   —    —    (396 )   396    —  
Distributions to non-controlling interests   —    —    —    —    —    —    (240 )   (240 )
Dividends on redeemable preferred stock   —    —    (5,735 )   —    —    (5,735 )   —    (5,735 )
Issuance of shares   296    —    3,000    —    —    3,000    —    3,000  
Net income   —    —    —    —    59,198    59,198    229    59,427  
Balance at December 31, 2021   124,428   $ 12   $ 214,776   $ 9,119   $ 29,545   $ 253,452   $ 224   $ 253,676  

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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ARKO Corp.

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows 
(in thousands) 

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  

Cash flows from operating activities:          
Net income (loss)  $ 59,427   $ 30,639   $ (47,162 )
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash provided by
   operating activities:          

Depreciation and amortization   97,194    74,396    62,404  
Deferred income taxes   4,848    (4,747 )   4,299  
Gain on bargain purchase   —    —    (406 )
Loss (gain) on disposal of assets and impairment charges   1,384    6,060    (1,291 )
Foreign currency (gain) loss

  
(1,320

)   6,754    
10,158

 
Amortization of deferred financing costs, debt discount and
   premium   9,304    2,236    522  
Amortization of deferred income   (10,327 )   (7,650 )   (8,848 )
Accretion of asset retirement obligation   1,705    1,359    1,549  
Non-cash rent   6,359    7,051    7,582  
Charges to allowance for credit losses   601    260    91  
(Income) loss from equity investment   (186 )   1,269    507  
Share-based compensation   5,804    1,891    516  
Fair value adjustment of financial assets and liabilities   3,821    (1,014 )   —  
Other operating activities, net   677    115    —  
Changes in assets and liabilities:          

Increase in trade receivables   (16,003 )   (24,010 )   (1,692 )
(Increase) decrease in inventory   (21,816 )   6,618    (7,302 )
(Increase) decrease in other assets   (5,421 )   (7,864 )   7,212  
Increase in accounts payable   16,813    26,893    8,830  
Increase in other current liabilities   7,867    46,303    5,064  
Decrease in asset retirement obligation   (130 )   (393 )   (450 )
(Decrease) increase in non-current liabilities   (1,410 )   7,676    1,714  

Net cash provided by operating activities  $ 159,191   $ 173,842   $ 43,297  
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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ARKO Corp.

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (cont’d)
(in thousands) 

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
Cash flows from investing activities:          
Purchase of property and equipment  $ (226,205 )  $ (44,646 )  $ (58,261 )
Purchase of intangible assets   (246 )   (30 )   —  
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment   284,854    1,302    18,982  
Business acquisitions, net of cash   (203,070 )   (363,988 )   (33,587 )
Purchase of investments   (27,110 )   —    —  
Loans to equity investment   —    (189 )   (174 )
Net cash used in investing activities   (171,777 )   (407,551 )   (73,040 )
Cash flows from financing activities:          
Lines of credit, net   —    (83,515 )   34,893  
Repayment of related-party loans   —    (4,517 )   (850 )
Buyback of long-term debt   —    (1,995 )   —  
Receipt of long-term debt, net   484,089    570,207    50,934  

Repayment of debt   (531,834 )   (58,792 )   (18,079 )
Payment of Provision - Pension Fund   —    —    (17,500 )
Principal payments on financing leases   (8,094 )   (8,116 )   (9,051 )
Proceeds from failed sale-leaseback   44,188    —    —  
Proceeds from issuance of rights, net   —    11,332    —  
Purchase of non-controlling interest in GPMP   —    (99,048 )   —  
Investment of non-controlling interest in subsidiary   —    19,325    —  
Payment of Additional Consideration   (3,828 )   —    —  
Payment of Merger Transaction issuance costs   (4,773 )   —    —  
Issuance of shares in Merger Transaction   —    57,997    —  
Issuance of redeemable preferred stock, net   —    96,880    —  
Dividends paid on redeemable preferred stock   (5,892 )   —    —  
Distributions to non-controlling interests   (240 )   (8,710 )   (8,654 )
Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities   (26,384 )   491,048    31,693  
Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents and
   restricted cash   (38,970 )   257,339    1,950  
Effect of exchange rate on cash and cash equivalents and restricted
   cash   (1,464 )   2,875    1,263  
Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash, beginning of year   312,977    52,763    49,550  
Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash, end of year  $ 272,543   $ 312,977   $ 52,763  
Reconciliation of cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash          
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year  $ 293,666   $ 32,117   $ 29,891  
Restricted cash, beginning of year   16,529    14,423    13,749  
Restricted cash with respect to bonds, beginning of
   year   2,782    6,223    5,910  
Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash, beginning of year  $ 312,977   $ 52,763   $ 49,550  
Cash and cash equivalents, end of year  $ 252,141   $ 293,666   $ 32,117  
Restricted cash, end of year   20,402    16,529    14,423  
Restricted cash with respect to bonds, end of year   —    2,782    6,223  
Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash, end of year  $ 272,543   $ 312,977   $ 52,763  
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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ARKO Corp.

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (cont’d)
(in thousands) 

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
Supplementary cash flow information:          
Cash received for interest  $ 428   $ 1,323   $ 1,809  
Cash paid for interest   51,495    40,026    30,622  
Cash received for taxes   226    1,856    3,445  
Cash paid for taxes   14,912    1,163    2,784  
Supplementary noncash activities:          
Prepaid insurance premiums financed through notes payable   8,210    7,224    2,941  
Purchases of equipment in accounts payable and accrued expenses   7,569    4,805    5,017  
Purchase of property and equipment under leases   23,730    29,625    16,893  
Disposals of leases of property and equipment   4,465    7,593    2,129  
Issuance of shares   3,000    —    —  
Receipt of related-party receivable payment offset by related-party
   loan payments   —    7,133    —  
Ares Put Option   —    9,201    —  
Payment to the pension fund by use of funds held in the
   indemnification escrow account   —    —    1,500  
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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ARKO Corp.

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

1. General

ARKO Corp. (the “Company”) is a Delaware corporation whose common stock, par value $0.0001 per share (“common stock”) and publicly-traded warrants are listed 
on the Nasdaq Stock Market (“Nasdaq”). Our common stock had also been listed on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (“TASE”), however, following delisting procedures 
initiated by the Company, the common stock was delisted from the TASE on February 13, 2022 and the Company’s common stock traded on the TASE was transferred to 
Nasdaq.

On September 8, 2020, the Company (then a newly-formed company) entered into a business combination agreement, as amended on November 18, 2020 (the 
“Merger Agreement”), together with Arko Holdings Ltd. (“Arko Holdings”), Haymaker Acquisition Corp. II, a Delaware corporation and a special purpose acquisition 
company (“Haymaker”), and additional newly-formed wholly owned subsidiaries of Haymaker that were formed in order to enable the consummation of the merger 
transaction, as described below (the “Merger Transaction”). Arko Holdings is a corporation incorporated in Israel, whose securities were listed on the TASE prior to the 
consummation of the Merger Transaction and which held approximately 67.99% of the equity rights in GPM Investments, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 
(“GPM”). On December 22, 2020 (the “Merger Closing Date”), the Merger Transaction was consummated, following which Arko Holdings and Haymaker became wholly 
owned subsidiaries of the Company. Concurrently with the execution of the Merger Agreement, the third parties who held approximately 32% of the equity rights in GPM 
(collectively, the “GPM Minority”) entered into an agreement with the Company and Haymaker for the sale of all of the GPM Minority’s rights, directly or indirectly, in GPM, 
such that, upon the consummation of the Merger Transaction, the Company indirectly held full ownership and control of GPM. 

The Company’s operations are primarily performed by its subsidiary, GPM. GPM is engaged directly and through fully owned and controlled subsidiaries (directly or 
indirectly) in retail activity, which includes the operations of a chain of convenience stores, most of which include adjacent gas stations, and in wholesale activity, which 
includes the supply of fuel to gas stations operated by third parties. As of December 31, 2021, GPM’s activity included the self-operation of 1,406 sites and the supply of fuel 
to 1,628 gas stations operated by independent dealers, throughout 33 states and the District of Columbia in the Mid-Atlantic, Midwestern, Northeastern, Southeastern and 
Southwestern United States (“US”).  

As of December 31, 2021, GPM, directly and through certain subsidiaries wholly owned and controlled by it, held approximately 99.8% of the limited partnership 
interests in GPM Petroleum LP (“GPMP”) and all of the rights in the general partner of GPMP. For additional information, see Note 3 below. 

The Company has three reporting segments: retail, wholesale and GPMP.  Refer to Note 22 below for further information with respect to the segments.

Accounting Treatment of the Merger Transaction

The Merger Transaction was accounted for as a reverse recapitalization. For accounting purposes, Haymaker was treated as the “acquired” company and Arko 
Holdings was considered the accounting acquirer. The Merger Transaction was treated as the equivalent of Arko Holdings’ issuing stock in exchange for the net assets of 
Haymaker, accompanied by a recapitalization. The net assets of Arko Holdings and Haymaker were stated at historical cost. No goodwill or intangible assets were recorded in 
connection with the Merger Transaction.

Because Arko Holdings was deemed the accounting acquirer, upon the consummation of the Merger Transaction, the historical financial statements of Arko Holdings 
became the historical financial statements of the combined company. As a result, the financial statements included in this Annual Report on Form 10-K reflect the historical 
operating results of Arko Holdings prior to the Merger Closing Date and the combined results of the Company, including those of Haymaker, following the Merger Closing 
Date.  Additionally, the Company’s equity structure has been reclassified in all comparative periods up to the Merger Closing Date to reflect the number of shares of the 
Company’s common stock issued to Arko Holdings’ stockholders in connection with the recapitalization transaction. As such, the share counts, corresponding common stock 
amounts and earnings per share related to Arko Holdings’ common stock prior to the Merger Transaction have been retroactively reclassified as shares reflecting the exchange 
ratio established in accordance with the Merger Agreement. 
 

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 

Basis of Presentation 

All significant intercompany balances and transactions have been eliminated in the consolidated financial statements, which are prepared in conformity with 
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America (“U.S. GAAP”). 
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Use of Estimates 

In the preparation of consolidated financial statements, management may make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and 
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting 
period. Actual results could differ from those estimates. Significant estimates include right-of-use assets and lease liabilities; impairment of goodwill, intangible, right-of-use 
and fixed assets; environmental assets and liabilities; deferred tax assets; and asset retirement obligations. 

Foreign Currency Translation

Transactions and balances that are denominated in currencies that differ from the functional currencies have been remeasured into US dollars in accordance with 
principles set forth in ASC 830, Foreign Currency Matters. At each balance sheet date, monetary items denominated in foreign currencies are translated at exchange rates in 
effect at the balance sheet date.  All exchange gains and losses from the remeasurement mentioned above are reflected in the statement of operations as financial expenses or 
income, as appropriate. 

The revenues of the Company and most of its subsidiaries are generated in US dollars. In addition, most of the costs of the Company and most of its subsidiaries are 
incurred in US dollars. The Company’s management believes that the US dollar is the primary currency of the economic environment in which the Company and most of its 
subsidiaries operate. Thus, the functional currency of the Company and most of its subsidiaries is the US dollar.

For subsidiaries whose functional currency has been determined to be other than the US dollar, assets and liabilities are translated at year-end exchange rates, and 
statement of operations items are translated at average exchange rates prevailing during the year. Resulting translation differences are recorded as a separate component of 
accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) in equity.

Cash and Cash Equivalents 

The Company considers all highly liquid investments with a maturity of three months or less at the time of purchase, which are not restricted, to be cash equivalents, 
of which there were $0.7 million and $102.4 million at December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively.  As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, $0.7 million and $35.5 million of 
cash and cash equivalents, respectively, were denominated in New Israeli Shekels (“NIS”). Cash and cash equivalents are maintained at financial institutions. 

Restricted Cash 

The Company classifies as restricted cash any cash and cash equivalents that are currently restricted from use in order to comply with agreements with third parties, 
including cash related to net lottery proceeds. 

Restricted Cash with Respect to Bonds

The Company classified designated cash for specific use only in accordance with the provisions as established in the deed of trust governing the Bonds (Series C), as 
defined in Note 12 below, as restricted cash with respect to bonds. These amounts were deposited in a financial institution as Reserved Principal and Interest and were 
intended for use according to the deed of trust governing the Bonds (Series C). The designated cash was classified as current assets and non-current assets according to the date 
on which the Company was expected to use the balances or according to the nature of the assets to which they were designated. As of December 31, 2020, $2.8 million of 
restricted cash with respect to the bonds was denominated in NIS. On March 30, 2021, Arko Holdings exercised its right to fully redeem the Bonds (Series C). 

Trade Receivables

The majority of trade receivables are typically from independent dealers, customer credit accounts and credit card companies in the ordinary course of business. 
Balances due in respect of credit cards processed through the Company’s fuel suppliers and other providers are collected within two to three days depending upon the day of 
the week of the purchase and time of day of the purchase.  Receivables from independent dealers and customer credit accounts are typically due within two to 10 days and 
are stated as amounts due. Accounts that are outstanding longer than the payment terms are considered past due.

At each balance sheet date, the Company recognizes a loss allowance for expected credit losses on trade receivables. The amount of expected credit losses is updated 
at each reporting date to reflect changes in credit risk since initial recognition of the respective financial instrument.  The expected credit losses on trade receivables are 
estimated based on historical credit loss experience, adjusted for factors that are specific to the debtors, general economic conditions and an assessment of both the current 
as well as the forecasted direction of conditions at the reporting date, including time value of money where appropriate. The expected credit loss is estimated as the 
difference between all contractual cash flows that are due to the Company in accordance with the 
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contract and all the cash flows that the Company expects to receive, discounted at the original effective interest rate, as long as the discount impact is material. The 
Company records an impairment gain or loss in profit or loss for all financial instruments with a corresponding adjustment to their carrying amount through a loss allowance 
account. 

The Company writes off receivable amounts when there is information indicating that the debtor is in severe financial difficulty and there is no realistic prospect of 
recovery, e.g. when the debtor has been placed under liquidation or has entered into bankruptcy proceedings. Financial assets written off may still be subject to enforcement 
activities under the Company’s recovery procedures, taking into account legal advice where appropriate. Any recoveries made are recognized in profit or loss. The 
Company has not experienced significant write-offs for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019.

Inventory 

Inventory is stated at the lower of cost or net realizable value. Inventory cost is determined using the average cost, net of vendor rebates or discounts in the event that 
they can be attributed to inventory, using the first-in, first-out (FIFO) basis, which approximates the actual cost of the inventory. The net realizable value is an estimate of the 
sales price in the ordinary course of business less an estimate of the costs required in order to execute the sale.  The Company periodically reviews inventory for obsolescence 
and records a charge to merchandise costs for any amounts required to reduce the carrying value of inventories to net realizable value.  

Investments

Investments consist primarily of US Treasury and other investment grade securities with maturities no longer than one year and certain interest-bearing cash 
deposits. Investments are considered held-to-maturity and carried at amortized cost. When applicable, the cost of securities sold will be based on the specific identification 
method. Approximately $31.8 million investments at December 31, 2021 and 2020 secured 98% of the outstanding principal amount of the GPMP PNC Term Loan as 
defined and described in Note 12 below, and will secure this balance until the loan is fully repaid. As a result, this amount was classified as a current asset at December 31, 
2021 and a non-current asset at December 30, 2020. 

Property and Equipment 

Property and equipment are carried at cost or, if acquired through a business combination, at the fair value of the assets as of the acquisition date, less accumulated 
depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. Expenditures for maintenance and repairs are charged directly to expense when incurred and major improvements are 
capitalized. Depreciation is recognized using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the related assets as follows:
 

  Range in Years  
Buildings and leasehold improvements  15 to 40  
Signs  5 to 15  
Other equipment (primarily office equipment)  5 to 7  
Computers, software and licenses  3 to 5  
Motor vehicles   7  
Fuel equipment  5 to 30  
Equipment in convenience stores  5 to 15  

 
Amortization of leasehold improvements is recorded using the straight-line method based upon the shorter of the remaining terms of the leases including renewal 

periods that are reasonably assured or the estimated useful lives.  

Impairment of Long-lived Assets 

The Company reviews its long-lived assets, including property and equipment, right-of-use assets and amortizable intangible assets, for impairment whenever events 
or circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable. If a review indicates that the assets will not be recoverable, based on the expected 
undiscounted net cash flows of the related asset, an impairment loss is recognized to the extent carrying value of the assets exceeds their estimated fair value and the asset’s 
carrying value is reduced to fair value. Impairment losses related to property and equipment and right-of-use assets of $3.2 million, $4.7 million and $5.1 million were 
recorded in relation to closed and non-performing sites as an expense within other expenses, net in the consolidated statements of operations during the years ended December 
31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, respectively.  No impairment was recognized for long-lived intangible assets during the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019. 

Business Combinations

The Company applies the provisions of ASC 805, Business Combinations, and allocates the fair value of purchase consideration to the tangible and intangible assets 
acquired, and liabilities assumed based on their estimated fair values. When determining the fair 
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values of assets acquired and liabilities assumed, management makes significant estimates and assumptions, especially with respect to intangible assets.  The excess of the 
fair value of purchase consideration over the fair values of these identifiable assets and liabilities is recorded as goodwill. In subsequent periods, the goodwill is measured at 
cost less accumulated impairment losses.

If, after reassessment, the net of the acquisition-date amounts of the identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed exceeds the sum of the consideration 
transferred, the excess is recognized immediately within other expenses, net in the consolidated statements of operations as a gain on bargain purchase.

When the consideration transferred in a business combination includes assets or liabilities resulting from a contingent consideration arrangement, the contingent 
consideration is measured at its acquisition-date fair value and included as part of the consideration transferred in a business combination.

Goodwill and Intangible Assets 

Goodwill represents the excess of cost over fair value of net assets of businesses acquired. For the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill is allocated to each 
reporting unit (or groups of reporting units) expected to benefit from the synergies of the business combination.  Intangible assets acquired in a business combination are 
recorded at fair value as of the date acquired. Amortization of finite lived intangible assets is provided using the straight-line method of amortization over the estimated 
useful lives of the intangible assets as follows:
 

  Range in Years
Goodwill  Indefinite life
Trade names  5
Wholesale fuel supply contracts  9 to 14
Option to acquire ownership rights  6 to 15
Option to develop stores  5
Liquor licenses  Indefinite life
Franchise rights  9 to 20

 
Goodwill is reviewed annually for impairment, or more frequently if indicators of impairment exist, such as disruptions in the business, unexpected significant 

declines in operating results or a sustained market capitalization decline.  In the goodwill impairment test, the reporting unit’s carrying amount (including goodwill) and its 
fair value are compared.  If the estimated fair value of a reporting unit is less than its carrying amount, an impairment charge is recognized for the deficit up to the amount of 
goodwill recorded.  

 
The Company has historically tested goodwill for impairment as of December 31 for each fiscal year; however, in 2021, the Company changed the date of its annual 

goodwill impairment test to October 1 for operational expediency and to align its testing date with the convention of its public company peers. The Company does not 
believe that this change in goodwill impairment testing date represents a material change in accounting principle as the change did not have a material effect to the 
consolidated financial statements in light of the continuing requirement to assess goodwill impairment in the presence of certain indicators.

 
The Company completed the annual impairment analyses for goodwill for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, and no impairment was recognized. 

Non-controlling Interest

These consolidated financial statements reflect the application of ASC 810, Consolidation, which establishes accounting and reporting standards that require: (i) the 
ownership interest in subsidiaries held by parties other than the parent to be clearly identified and presented in the consolidated balance sheet within shareholders’ equity, 
but separate from the parent’s equity, (ii) the amount of consolidated net income attributable to the parent and the non-controlling interest to be clearly identified and 
presented on the face of the consolidated statements of operations, and (iii) changes in a parent’s ownership interest while the parent retains its controlling financial interest 
in its subsidiary to be accounted for consistently.

The Company’s investments in GPM (until the purchase of the GPM Minority on the Merger Closing Date as described in Note 1 above) and GPMP (until the 
purchase of the third parties’ interests in GPMP on December 21, 2020 as described in Note 3 below) were accounted for under the method of accounting referred to as the 
hypothetical liquidation at book value method for allocating the profits and losses. In accordance with this method, profits and losses are allocated between the Company 
and the non-controlling interest assuming at the end of the reporting period, GPM and GPMP would liquidate or distribute its assets and redeem its liabilities at their book 
value.
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Until December 21, 2020, due to the terms of GPMP’s Agreement of Limited Partnership, and the preference provided to the one of the third party investors in the 
monthly distributions of GPMP as well as in liquidation, the investor’s investment was classified in the consolidated statements of changes in equity as ‘Non-controlling 
interests.’ A non-controlling interest was also recorded for the interests owned by the seller of the Fuel USA sites and the seller of the Riiser sites (the “Riiser Seller”).

Equity Investment

For equity investments that are not required to be consolidated, the Company evaluates the level of influence it is able to exercise over an entity’s operations to 
determine whether to use the equity method of accounting. Equity investments for which the Company determines that the Company has significant influence are accounted 
for as equity method investment. The Company evaluates its equity method investment presented for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that 
the carrying amounts of such investment may be impaired.

Since January 2014, the Company has held joint control (50%) of Ligad Investments and Construction Ltd. (“Ligad”), which is presented on the Company’s books 
using the equity method of accounting. As of December 31, 2021, Ligad owed the Company approximately $1.0 million, bearing interest at the prime rate plus 1%, and 
payable on December 31, 2022.  

In September 2020, Ligad entered into an agreement with a third party for the lease of the properties held by it for a period of three years beginning March 1, 2021, in 
consideration of an annual payment of approximately $0.4 million and granted another third party an option, exercisable until September 2022, to purchase the leased 
properties for consideration for approximately $8.5 million plus value-added taxes, from which the lease payments received will be deducted.   

Fair Value Measurements 

Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement 
date (exit price).  These valuation techniques involve some level of management estimation and judgment, the degree of which is dependent on the item being valued. 

Significant estimates of fair value include, among other items, tangible and intangible assets acquired and liabilities assumed through business combinations, certain 
leases, contingent consideration in business combinations, the Public Warrants (as defined below), the Private Warrants (as defined below), the Deferred Shares (as defined 
below) and the Ares Put Option (as defined below). The Company also uses fair value measurements to routinely assess impairment of long-lived assets, intangible assets and 
goodwill. 

Revenue Recognition 

Revenue is recognized when control of the promised goods or services is transferred to the customers. This requires the Company to identify contractual performance 
obligations and determine whether revenue should be recognized at a single point in time or over time, based on when control of goods and services transfers to a customer. 
Control is transferred to the customer over time if the customer simultaneously receives and consumes the benefits provided by the Company’s performance. If a 
performance obligation is not satisfied over time, the Company satisfies the performance obligation at a single point in time. 

Revenue is recognized in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the Company expects to be entitled in exchange for goods or services.

When the Company satisfies a performance obligation by transferring control of goods or services to the customer, revenue is recognized against contract assets in the 
amount of consideration for which the Company is entitled. When the consideration amount received from the customer exceeds the amounts recognized as revenue, the 
Company recognizes a contract liability for the excess.  

An asset is recognized related to the costs incurred to obtain a contract (i.e. sales commissions) if the costs are specifically identifiable to a contract, the costs will result 
in enhancing resources that will be used in satisfying performance obligations in future and the costs are expected to be recovered. These capitalized costs are recorded as a 
part of other current assets and other non-current assets and are amortized on a systematic basis consistent with the pattern of transfer of the goods or services to which such 
costs relate. The Company expenses the costs to obtain a contract, as and when they are incurred, in cases where the expected amortization period is one year or less. 

The Company evaluates if it is a principal or an agent in a transaction to determine whether revenue should be recorded on a gross or a net basis. In performing this 
analysis, the Company considers first whether it controls the goods before they are transferred to the customers and if it has the ability to direct the use of the goods or obtain 
benefits from them. The Company also considers the following indicators: (1) the primary obligor, (2) the latitude in establishing prices and selecting suppliers, and (3) the 
inventory risk borne by the Company before and after the goods have been transferred to the customer. When the Company acts as principal, revenue is recorded on a gross 
basis. When the Company acts as agent, revenue is recorded on a net basis.
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Certain fuel and sales taxes are invoiced by fuel suppliers or collected from customers and remitted to governmental agencies either directly, or through suppliers, by 
the Company. Whether these taxes are presented on a gross or net basis is dependent on whether the Company is acting as a principal or agent in the sales transaction. Fuel 
excise taxes are presented on a gross basis for fuel sales because the Company is acting as the primary obligor, has pricing latitude, and is also exposed to inventory and 
credit risks.  Fuel revenue and fuel cost of revenue included fuel taxes of $1,004.8 million, $584.6 million and $500.1 million for 2021, 2020 and 2019, respectively.  

Revenue recognition patterns are described below by reportable segment:

Retail

•Fuel revenue and merchandise revenue—Revenues from the sale of merchandise and fuel less discounts given and returns are recognized upon delivery, which is the 
point at which control and title is transferred, the customer has accepted the product and the customer has significant risks and rewards of owning the product. The 
Company typically has a right to payment once control of the product is transferred to the customer. Transaction prices for these products are typically at market rates for 
the product at the time of delivery. Payment terms require customers to pay shortly after delivery and do not contain significant financing components. 

•Customer loyalty program—The customer loyalty program provides the Company’s customers rights to purchase products at a lower price or at no cost in future 
periods.  The sale of products in accordance with the loyalty program are recognized as multiple performance obligations. The consideration for the sale is allocated to 
each performance obligation identified in the contract (the actual purchases and the future purchases) on a relative stand-alone selling price basis.  Revenue for the rights 
granted is deferred and recognized on the date on which the Company completes its obligations in respect thereof or when it expires. The related contract liability for the 
customer loyalty program was approximately $1.5 million and $1.2 million as of December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020, respectively, and was included in other 
current liabilities on the consolidated balance sheets.

•Commissions on sales of lottery products, money orders and prepaid value cards—The Company recognizes a commission on the sale of lottery products, money 
orders, and sales of prepaid value cards (gift or cash cards) at the time of the sale to the consumer. 

GPMP

•GPMP recognizes revenue upon delivery of the fuel to GPM and its subsidiaries selling fuel (both in the retail and wholesale segments) and is eliminated in 
consolidation.

Wholesale

•Consignment arrangements—In arrangements of this type, the Company continues to be the owner of the fuel until the date of sale to the final customer (the consumer). 
In these arrangements, the gross profit which is created from the sale of the fuel is allocated between the Company and the independent dealer based on the terms of the 
relevant agreement with the independent dealer. The Company recognizes revenues on the date of the sale to the final customer (namely, upon dispensing of the fuel by the 
consumer which is the date of transfer of control, risks and rewards to the final customer). 

•Fuel supply arrangements (“Cost Plus”)—In arrangements of this type, the independent dealer purchases the fuel from the Company.  The Company recognizes 
revenue upon delivery of the fuel to the independent dealer (executed by an outside delivery company) which is the date of transfer of ownership of the fuel to the 
independent dealer. In arrangements of this type, the sales price to the independent dealer is determined according to the terms of the relevant agreement with the 
independent dealer, which generally includes a stated price of the fuel plus the cost of transportation, prompt pay discounts, rebates and a margin.  

Refer to Note 22 for disclosure of the revenue disaggregated by segment and product line, as well as a description of the reportable segment operations.

Fuel Costs and Merchandise Costs

The Company records discounts and rebates received from suppliers as a reduction of inventory cost if the discount or rebate is based upon purchases or to 
merchandise costs if the discount relates to product sold.  Discounts and rebates conditional upon the volume of the purchases or on meeting certain other goals are included 
in the consolidated financial statements on a basis relative to the progress toward the goals required to obtain a discount or rebate, as long as receiving the discounts or 
rebates is reasonably assured and its amount can be reasonably estimated.  The estimate of meeting the goals is based, among other things, on contract terms and historical 
purchases/sales as compared to required purchases/sales. 
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The Company includes in fuel costs all costs incurred to acquire fuel, including the costs of purchasing and transporting inventory prior to delivery to customers.  
The Company does not own transportation equipment and utilizes third-party carriers to transport fuel inventory to the retail location.  Fuel costs do not include any 
depreciation of property and equipment as there are no significant amounts that could be attributed to fuel costs.  Accordingly, depreciation is separately classified in the 
consolidated statements of operations.  

The Company recognizes merchandise vendor rebates based upon the period of time in which it has completed the unit purchases and/or sales as specified in the 
merchandise vendor agreements.  The Company records such rebates as a reduction of merchandise costs.  

Certain upfront amounts paid by merchandise suppliers are presented as a liability and are recorded to operations as a reduction of merchandise costs on a straight-
line basis relative to the period of the agreement.  In the event that the Company does not comply with the conditions of the agreement with the supplier, the Company may 
be required to repay the unamortized balance of the amount received based on the amortization schedule as defined in each agreement with the merchandise suppliers. These 
amounts are classified in other non-current liabilities, except for the current maturity which is classified in other current liabilities.

Amounts paid to the Company by fuel suppliers for renovation and upgrade costs associated with the rebranding of gas stations are presented as a liability and are 
recorded to operations as a periodic reduction of fuel costs on a straight-line basis relative to the period of the agreement.  In the event that the Company does not comply 
with the conditions of the agreement with the supplier, the Company may be required to repay the unamortized balance of the grant to the supplier, based on the amortization 
schedule as defined in each applicable agreement. These grants are classified in other non-current liabilities, except for the current maturity which is classified in other 
current liabilities.

Total purchases from suppliers who accounted for 10% or more of total purchases for the periods presented were as follows: 
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  
Fuel products - Supplier A  $ 776,314   $ 312,231   $ 420,805  
Fuel products - Supplier B   638,928    256,606    401,657  
Merchandise products - Supplier C   645,257    653,994    610,685  

Environmental Costs 

Environmental expenditures related to existing conditions, resulting from past or current operations and from which no current or future benefit is discernible, are 
expensed.  A liability for environmental matters is established when it is probable that an environmental obligation exists and the cost can be reasonably estimated. If there is 
a range of reasonably estimated costs, the most likely amount will be recorded, or if no amount is most likely, the minimum of the range is used. Related expenditures are 
charged against the liability.  Expenditures that extend the life of the related property or prevent future environmental contamination are capitalized. 

Advertising Costs 

Advertising costs are expensed as incurred. Advertising costs, net of co-op advertising reimbursement from certain vendors/suppliers, for the years ended December 
31, 2021, 2020 and 2019 were $4.4 million, $3.8 million and $4.0 million, respectively, and were included in store operating and general and administrative expenses in the 
consolidated statements of operations. 

Income Taxes 

Income taxes are accounted for under the provisions of ASC 740, Income Taxes. Current and deferred taxes are recognized in profit or loss, except when they arise 
from the initial accounting for a business acquisition, in which case the tax effect is included in the accounting for the business acquisition. The current tax is calculated 
using tax rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance sheet date.  Deferred tax is provided using the asset and liability method on temporary 
differences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts.  Deferred tax assets are recognized for future tax benefits and credit 
carryforwards to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profit will be available against which the temporary differences can be utilized.  The carrying amount of 
deferred tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date.  Deferred tax liabilities are not recognized if the temporary difference arises from the initial recognition of 
goodwill.  Deferred tax liabilities and assets are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply in the period in which the liability is settled or the asset realized, based 
on the tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted by the end of the reporting periods.  After determining the total amount of deferred tax assets, a determination is made 
as to whether it is more likely than not that some portion of the deferred tax assets will not be realized.  
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If it is determined that a deferred tax asset is not likely to be realized, a valuation allowance is established. Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset if the 
Company had a legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets against current tax liabilities and the deferred tax relates to the same taxable entity and the same tax 
authority.  

GPM is taxed as a partnership for US federal and certain state jurisdiction for income tax purposes.  Certain subsidiaries of GPM are taxed as a corporation for US 
federal and state income tax purposes. The taxable income and loss from all activities of GPM, excluding the activities of GPM’s subsidiaries which are taxed as a 
corporation for US federal purposes, are included in the taxable income or loss of GPM’s members, including Arko Convenience Stores, LLC (“ACS”), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Arko Holdings. As a result, current and deferred taxes reflected in the consolidated financial statements until the Merger Closing Date did not include the 
income or loss allocated to GPM members other than ACS. 

Uncertain tax positions meeting the more likely than not recognition threshold are measured and recognized in the consolidated financial statements at the largest 
amount of benefit that has a greater than 50% likelihood of being realized upon settlement. 

The Company classifies interest and penalties related to income tax matters as a component of income tax expense in the consolidated statements of operations.  

Earnings Per Share

Basic earnings per share are calculated in accordance with ASC 260, Earnings Per Share, by dividing net income (loss) attributable to the Company by the weighted 
average number of common shares outstanding during the year. Diluted earnings per share are calculated, if applicable, by adjusting net income (loss) attributable to the 
Company and the weighted average number of common shares, taking into effect all potential dilutive common shares.

Share-Based Compensation

ASC 718, Compensation – Stock Compensation, requires the cost of all share-based payments to employees to be recognized in the statement of operations and 
establishes fair value as the measurement objective in accounting for share-based payment arrangements. ASC 718 requires the use of a valuation model to calculate the fair 
value of stock-based awards on the date of grant. 

Restricted share units are valued based on the fair market value of the underlying stock on the date of grant. The Company records compensation expense for these 
awards based on the grant date fair value of the award, recognized ratably over the vesting period of the award. 

The Company recognizes compensation expense related to stock-based awards with graded vesting on a straight-line basis over the vesting period. The Company’s 
share-based compensation expense is adjusted for forfeitures when they are incurred.

Employee Benefits

The Company has a 401(k) retirement plan for its employees who may contribute up to 75% of eligible wages as defined in the plan, subject to limitations defined in 
the plan and applicable law. The Company matches a percentage of employee contributions according to the plan, subject to applicable law.  The expense for matching 
contributions was approximately $1.4 million, $0.2 million and $0.2 million for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, respectively. 

Leases 

The Company as Lessee

The Company assesses whether a contract is, or contains, a lease at inception of the contract. A contract contains a lease on the basis of whether the Company has 
the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in exchange for consideration.  While assessing whether a contract conveys the right to control the use 
of an identified asset, the Company assesses whether, throughout the period of use, it has both of the following:

•the right to obtain substantially all of the economic benefits from use of the identified assets; and 

•the right to direct the use of the identified asset.

The lease term is the non-cancellable period of a lease together with periods covered by an option to extend the lease if the Company is reasonably certain it will 
exercise that option. 

In assessing the lease term, the Company takes into account extension options that, at initial recognition, it is reasonably certain that it will exercise. The likelihood 
of the exercise of the extension options is examined considering, among other things, the lease payments during the extension periods in relation to the market prices, 
significant improvements in the leased properties that are 
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expected to have a significant economic benefit during the extension period, actual profitability characteristics and expected profitability of the sites, the remaining non-
cancellable period, the number of years under the extension periods, location of the leased property and the availability of suitable alternatives. 

Because the interest rate implicit in the lease cannot be readily determined, the Company generally utilizes the incremental borrowing rates of the Company. These 
rates are defined as the interest rates that the Company would have to pay, on the commencement date of the lease, to borrow, over a similar term and with a similar security, 
the funds necessary to obtain an asset of a similar value to the right-of-use asset in the lease agreement and in a similar economic environment. 

Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability consist of:

•fixed lease payments (including in-substance fixed payments), including those in extension option periods which are reasonably certain to be exercised; 

•variable lease payments that depend on an index, initially measured using the index at the commencement date; and

•the exercise price of purchase options, if the Company is reasonably certain it would exercise the options.  

Variable rents that do not depend on an index or rate and which are not in-substance fixed lease payments (for example, payments that are determined as a 
percentage of sales) are not included in the measurement of the lease liability and the right-of-use asset. The related payments are recognized as an expense in the period in 
which the event or condition that triggers those payments occurs and are included in store operating expenses in the statements of operations. 

For variable lease payments that depend on an index or a rate (such as the consumer price index or a market interest rate), on the commencement date, the lease 
payments were initially measured using the index or rate at the commencement date. The Company does not remeasure the lease liability for changes in future lease 
payments arising from changes in an index or rate unless the lease liability is remeasured for another reason. Therefore, after initial recognition, such variable lease 
payments are recognized in statements of operations as they are incurred.

The Company determines if the lease is an operating lease or a financing lease and recognizes right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for all leases, except for short-
term leases (lease term of one year or less) and leases of low value assets. For these leases, the Company recognizes lease expense on a straight-line basis over the lease 
term. 

At the commencement date, the lease liability is measured at the present value of future lease payments that are not paid at that date (not including payments made 
at the commencement date of the lease), discounted generally using the relevant incremental borrowing rate, and presented as a separate line item in the consolidated 
balance sheets. The operating lease liability is subsequently remeasured each period at the present value of future lease payments that are not paid at that date. The financing 
lease liability is subsequently measured by increasing the carrying amount to reflect interest on the lease liability (using the effective interest method) and by reducing the 
carrying amount to reflect the lease payments made. 

Some of the lease agreements include an increase in the consumer price index coupled with a multiplier and a percentage increase cap effectively assures the cap 
will be reached each year.  The Company determined, based on past experience and consumer price index increase expectations, that these types of variable payments are 
in-substance fixed payments and such payments are included in the measurement of the lease liabilities as of the date of the initial lease liability measurement.

The Company remeasures the lease liability (and makes corresponding adjustments to the related right-of-use asset) whenever the following occurs:

•the lease term has changed as a result of, among other factors, a change in the assessment of exercising an extension option or a purchase option that results 
from the occurrence of a significant event or a significant change in circumstances that is within the Company’s control, in which case the lease liability is 
remeasured by discounting the revised lease payments using a revised discount rate; or

•a lease contract is modified and the lease modification is not accounted for as a separate lease, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the 
revised lease payments using a revised discount rate. For lease modifications that decrease the scope of the lease, the lessee recognizes in profit or loss any gain 
or loss relating to the partial or full termination of the lease. 

The right-of-use asset is measured at cost and presented as a separate line item in the consolidated balance sheets. The cost of the right-of-use asset comprises the 
initial measurement of the corresponding lease liability, lease payments made at or before the commencement date, and any initial direct costs.  In business combinations, 
the amount is adjusted to reflect favorable or unfavorable terms of the lease relative to market terms.  Subsequently, the right-of-use asset under operating leases is measured 
at the carrying amount of the lease liability, adjusted for prepaid or accrued lease payments, unamortized lease incentives received and accumulated 
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impairment losses.  The right-of-use asset under financing leases is measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. 

Whenever the Company incurs an obligation for costs (either on the commencement date or consequently) to dismantle and remove a leased asset, restore the site on 
which it is located, or restore the underlying asset to the condition required by the terms and conditions of the lease, a provision is recognized. The costs are included in the 
related right-of-use asset.

Right-of-use assets under financing leases are depreciated based on the straight-line method over the shorter period of lease term and the useful life of the 
underlying asset, with weighted average depreciation periods are as follows:
 

  Years  
Leasehold improvements, buildings and real estate assets   28  
Equipment   6  

 
If the lease transfers ownership of the underlying asset to the Company by the end of the lease term or if the cost of the right-of-use asset reflects that the Company 

will exercise a purchase option, the Company will depreciate the right-of-use asset from the commencement date to the end of the useful life of the underlying asset.

The Company adjusts the right-of-use asset and as a result, the depreciation period in the following periods when it remeasures the respective lease liability as 
described above.

The Company as Lessor

Leases for which the Company is a lessor are classified as financing or operating leases. When the Company is an intermediate lessor, it accounts for the head lease 
and the sublease as separate contracts. The sublease is classified as a financing or operating lease by reference to the head lease’s underlying asset.  

Rental income from operating leases is recognized on a straight-line basis over the term of the relevant lease. Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging 
an operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and depreciated on a straight-line basis over the lease term.  Rental income on leased and subleased 
property to independent dealers and other third-parties is recognized on a straight-line basis based upon the term of the tenant’s lease or sublease.  

New Accounting Pronouncements Adopted During 2021

Simplifying the Accounting for Income Taxes – In December 2019, the FASB issued ASU 2019-12, Simplifying the Accounting for Income Taxes.  The 
amendments in this ASU simplify the accounting for income taxes by removing certain exceptions to the general principles in ASC 740.  The amendments also improve 
consistent application of and simplify GAAP for other areas of ASC 740 by clarifying and amending existing guidance, such as the accounting for a franchise tax (or similar 
tax) that is partially based on income.  This standard is effective January 1, 2021 for the Company. The adoption of this guidance had no material impact on the Company's 
consolidated financial statements.

New Accounting Pronouncements Not Yet Adopted

Reference Rate Reform – In March 2020, the FASB issued ASU 2020-04, Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848) - Facilitation of the Effects of Reference Rate 
Reform on Financial Reporting. This standard included optional guidance for a limited period of time to help ease the burden in accounting for the effects of reference rate 
reform. The new standard is effective for all entities through December 31, 2022. The Company is examining the impact of this standard on its consolidated financial 
statements. 

3. Limited Partnership

Formation of GPMP 

GPMP commenced its operation in January 2016 and from thereafter the following applies:

i.Fuel distribution agreements – GPMP is a party to agreements with fuel suppliers relating to the supply of fuel to GPM and its subsidiaries, and GPM guarantees the 
obligations under certain of such agreements.

ii.Distribution agreement with GPM – GPM and its subsidiaries are engaged with GPMP in an exclusive supply agreement pursuant to which they purchase fuel from 
GPMP at GPMP’s cost of fuel including taxes and transportation plus a fixed margin.  Such supply arrangements have a duration of 10 years from the date they were 
entered into and, with respect to acquired sites, for 10 years from the date of the applicable acquisition.
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Purchase of the minority interests in GPMP 

At December 31, 2021 and 2020, GPM’s (direct and indirect) interest in GPMP was approximately 99.8% and 99.7%, respectively, of the limited partnership interests 
of GPMP.

Just prior to the Merger Transaction, third parties owned approximately 19.3% of the limited partnership interests in GPMP. On December 21, 2020, GPM purchased 
such interests except for units held by the Riiser Seller which represented, at that time, 0.29% of the limited partnership interests in GPMP, for a total consideration of 
approximately $98.0 million, plus consideration for the amount of outstanding distributions not yet distributed, which was funded from GPM’s own sources. Part of the 
proceeds paid by GPM were used to purchase shares of Haymaker in privately negotiated transactions and upon consummation of the Merger Transaction, these shares 
automatically converted into shares of the Company.

The units which the Riiser Seller continues to hold are pledged to GPM to secure certain indemnification and payment obligations granted to GPM by the Riiser Seller. 
GPM has the right to purchase these units for approximately $3.0 million, to be paid by cash or shares as to be determined by GPM and the Riiser Seller has the right to cause 
certain payment obligations to be satisfied by tendering the units to the Company. 

4. Acquisitions 

ExpressStop Acquisition

On May 18, 2021, the Company acquired, in conjunction with two U.S. real estate funds that are unrelated third parties (each a “Real Estate Fund,” collectively the 
“Real Estate Funds”), 60 self-operated convenience stores and gas stations located in the Midwestern U.S. for consideration of approximately $87 million plus the value of 
inventory and cash in stores on the closing date (the “ExpressStop Acquisition”). The Company financed its share of the consideration from its own sources and the Real 
Estate Funds paid the purchase price for the seller’s real estate they acquired as described below.

At the closing of the transaction, (i) the Company purchased and assumed, among other things, certain vendor agreements, fee simple ownership in 10 sites, 
equipment in the sites, inventory and goodwill with regard to the acquired activity; and (ii) in accordance with agreements between the Company and each of the Real Estate 
Funds, in consideration of approximately $78 million, the Real Estate Funds purchased the fee simple ownership in 44 of the sites, which are leased to the Company under 
customary lease terms. One of the Real Estate Funds granted the Company an option to purchase the fee simple ownership in 24 of the sites following an initial four-year 
period for a purchase price agreed upon between the parties. For accounting purposes, the transaction with this Real Estate Fund was treated as a failed sale-leaseback and 
resulted in recording a financial liability of approximately $44.2 million, which included an additional site added to the agreement with the Real Estate Fund in October 2021. 
For accounting purposes, the transaction with the other Real Estate Fund, which purchased 20 of the sites, was treated as a sale-leaseback and the Company 
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recorded right-of-use assets and operating lease liabilities of approximately $30.0 million in connection therewith. The Company’s total net cash outlay was approximately 
$15.9 million.

The details of the business combination were as follows:
  Amount  
  (in thousands)  

Fair value of consideration transferred:    
Cash  $ 16,191  
Consideration provided by the Real Estate Funds   78,496  

Total consideration  $ 94,687  
Assets acquired and liabilities:    

Cash and cash equivalents  $ 258  
Inventory   7,507  
Other assets   326  
Property and equipment   76,550  
Environmental receivables   46  
Deferred tax asset   2,435  
Intangible assets   2,740  

Total assets   89,862  
Other liabilities

  
(213

)
Environmental liabilities   (70 )
Asset retirement obligations   (2,448 )

Total liabilities   (2,731 )
Total identifiable net assets   87,131  
Goodwill  $ 7,556  
    
Consideration paid in cash by the Company  $ 16,191  
Consideration provided by the Real Estate Funds   78,496  
Less: cash and cash equivalent balances acquired   (258 )
Net cash outflow  $ 94,429  

The Company included identifiable tangible and intangible assets and identifiable liabilities at their fair value based on the information available to the Company’s 
management on the acquisition closing date, including, among other things, an evaluation performed by external consultants for this purpose. The useful life of the trade name 
on the date of acquisition was five years. The liquor licenses have indefinite useful lives.

As a result of the ExpressStop Acquisition, the Company recorded goodwill of approximately $7.6 million, all of which was allocated to the GPMP segment and 
attributable to the opportunity to add significant volume to the GPMP segment. None of the goodwill recognized is tax deductible for U.S. income tax purposes.

Acquisition-related costs amounting to approximately $2.5 million have been excluded from the consideration transferred and have been recognized as an expense 
within other expenses, net in the consolidated statement of operations for the year ended December 31, 2021. No acquisition-related costs were recognized for the years ended 
December 31, 2020 and 2019.

Results of operations for the ExpressStop Acquisition for the period subsequent to the acquisition closing date were reflected in the consolidated statement of 
operations for the year ended December 31, 2021. For the period from the acquisition closing date through December 31, 2021, the Company recognized $130.0 million in 
revenues and $2.0 million in net income related to the ExpressStop Acquisition.

Handy Mart Acquisition

On November 9, 2021, the Company acquired the operations and leasehold interest of 36 self-operated convenience stores and gas stations and one development 
parcel, located in North Carolina (the “Handy Mart Acquisition” and together with the ExpressStop Acquisition, the “2021 Acquisitions”). The total consideration for the 
transaction, including the purchase of real estate by Oak Street pursuant to the Program Agreement as described in Note 8, was approximately $112 million plus the value of 
inventory and cash in the stores on the closing date. The Company financed the consideration for the acquired operations from its own sources, and Oak Street agreed to pay 
the remaining consideration for certain of the seller’s sites it has agreed to acquire as described below. 

At the closing of the transaction, the Company purchased and assumed, among other things, certain vendor agreements, equipment, inventory and goodwill with 
regard to the acquired assets and paid approximately $12 million plus the value of inventory and cash in the stores on the closing date. In the fourth quarter of 2021, Oak 
Street purchased the fee simple ownership in 28 of the 
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sites for approximately $93.2 million and in the first quarter of 2022, Oak Street purchased the fee simple ownership in the remaining leased site from the seller for 
approximately $6.7 million. Additionally, at the closing, pursuant to the Program Agreement, the Company entered into a master lease with Oak Street under customary lease 
terms for the sites Oak Street acquired or will acquire in the Handy Mart Acquisition. As of the closing of the transaction, the Company leases one site, the development 
parcel and a maintenance facility from the seller and the remaining six sites from other third parties.

The details of the business combination were as follows:
  Amount  
  (in thousands)  

Fair value of consideration transferred:    
Cash  $ 17,541  
Consideration provided by Oak Street   93,202  

Total consideration
 $ 110,743  

Assets acquired and liabilities:    
Cash and cash equivalents  $ 50  
Inventory   4,914  
Other assets   464  
Property and equipment   105,838  
Right-of-use assets under operating leases   12,047  
Intangible assets   1,290  

Total assets   124,603  
Other liabilities   (425 )
Environmental liabilities   (40 )
Operating leases   (12,047 )
Asset retirement obligations   (1,348 )

Total liabilities   (13,860 )
Total identifiable net assets   110,743  
Goodwill  $ —  
    
Consideration paid in cash by the Company  $ 17,541  
Consideration provided by Oak Street   93,202  
Less: cash and cash equivalent balances acquired   (50 )
Net cash outflow  $ 110,693  

The initial accounting treatment of the Handy Mart Acquisition reflected in these consolidated financial statements is provisional as the Company has not yet finalized 
the initial accounting treatment of the business combination, and in this regard, has not finalized the valuation of some of the assets and liabilities acquired and the goodwill 
resulting from the acquisition, mainly due to the limited period of time between the acquisition closing date and the date of the consolidated financial statements. Therefore, 
some of the financial information presented with respect to the Handy Mart Acquisition presented in these consolidated financial statements remains subject to change.

The Company included identifiable tangible and intangible assets and identifiable liabilities at their preliminary fair value based on the information available to the 
Company’s management on the acquisition closing date, including, among other things, an evaluation performed by external consultants for this purpose. The useful life of 
the trade name on the date of acquisition was five years.

No goodwill was recorded as a result of the Handy Mart Acquisition.

Acquisition-related costs amounting to approximately $0.6 million have been excluded from the consideration transferred and have been recognized as an expense 
within other expenses, net in the consolidated statement of operations for the year ended December 31, 2021. No acquisition-related costs were recognized for the years ended 
December 31, 2020 and 2019.

Results of operations for the Handy Mart Acquisition for the period subsequent to the acquisition closing date were reflected in the consolidated statement of 
operations for the year ended December 31, 2021. For the period from the acquisition closing date through December 31, 2021, the Company recognized $32.7 million in 
revenues and $0.9 million in net income related to the Handy Mart Acquisition.

Empire Acquisition

Following a purchase agreement entered into on December 17, 2019 (the “Purchase Agreement”) with unrelated third-parties (the “Empire Sellers”), on October 6, 
2020 (the “Closing Date”), the acquisition closed for the purchase of (i) the Empire Sellers’ 
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wholesale business of supplying fuel which included 1,453 gas stations independently-operated by others and (ii) 84 self-operated convenience stores and gas stations, all in 
30 states, out of which 10 states in which GPM was not active in prior to the Closing Date and the District of Columbia (the “Empire Acquisition”).

As part of the Empire Acquisition, on the Closing Date, the Empire Sellers: (i) sold to GPMP the rights according to agreements with fuel suppliers and all of the 
rights to supply fuel to 1,537 sites; (ii) sold to a subsidiary of GPM the fee simple ownership rights in 64 sites; (iii) assigned to various of GPM’s subsidiaries leases of 132 
sites (including two vacant parcels and one non-operating site) (the “third party leases”); (iv) leased to certain of GPM’s subsidiaries 34 sites (including one vacant parcel) 
that were valued at approximately $60 million that were owned by the Empire Sellers, at terms as specified below (collectively the “Sellers’ Leases”); and (v) sold and 
assigned to various of GPM’s subsidiaries and GPMP the equipment, inventory, agreements, intangible assets and other rights with regard to the wholesale and retail 
businesses acquired (collectively, the “Acquired Operations”).

The consideration to the Empire Sellers for the Acquired Operations, based on the Purchase Agreement and an amendment dated October 5, 2020, was as follows:

•The net consideration paid to the Empire Sellers totaled approximately $351 million (the “Base Consideration”), including post-closing adjustments, and in addition, 
approximately $10.6 million was paid for the cash and inventory in the stores, net of deposit amounts and other collateral provided by the independent dealers, as of the 
Closing Date (collectively, the “Closing Consideration”) including post-closing adjustments. 

•On each of the first five anniversaries of the Closing Date, the Empire Sellers will be paid an amount of $4.0 million (total of $20.0 million) (the “Additional 
Consideration”). If the Empire Sellers are entitled to amounts on account of the Contingent Consideration (as defined below), these amounts will initially be applied to 
accelerate payments on account of the Additional Consideration. In October 2021, the Company paid the Empire Sellers $4.0 million of Additional Consideration. 

•An amount of up to $45.0 million (the “Contingent Consideration”) will be paid to the Empire Sellers according to mechanisms set forth in the Purchase Agreement, 
with regard to the occurrence of the following events during the five years from the Closing Date (the “Earnout Period”): (i) sale and lease to third parties or transfer to 
self-operation by GPM of sites which leases to third parties expired or are scheduled to expire during the Earnout Period, (ii) renewal of agreements with independent 
dealers at sites not leased or owned by GPM which agreements expired or are scheduled to expire during the Earnout Period, (iii) improvement in the terms of the 
agreements with fuel suppliers (with regard to the Acquired Operations and/or GPM’s sites as of the Closing Date), (iv) improvement in the terms of the agreements with 
transportation companies (with regard to the Acquired Operations and/or GPM’s sites as of the Closing Date), and (v) the closing of additional wholesale transactions 
that the Empire Sellers has engaged in prior to the Closing Date.  The measurement and payment of the Contingent Consideration will be made once a year. 

GPM was granted options to purchase each of the sites during and at the end of the initial five year term and has a right of first refusal to purchase the assets in the 
event of sale of the assets to third parties during such term, all as determined in the lease agreements. Refer to Note 8 for detail on the exercise of these purchase options.

$350 million of the Closing Consideration was paid by use of the Capital One Line of Credit (as defined in Note 12 below). In addition, on the Closing Date, in 
accordance with the Ares Credit Agreement as described in Note 12 below, a term loan in an amount of $63 million was provided to GPM, and was partially used for the 
payment of the balance of the Closing Consideration.
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The details of the business combination were as follows:
 

  Amount  
  (in thousands)  

Fair value of consideration transferred:    
Cash  $ 11,790  
GPMP Capital One Line of Credit   350,000  
Liability resulting from Additional Consideration   17,560  
Liability resulting from Contingent Consideration   7,205  

Total consideration  $
386,555

 

Assets acquired and liabilities:    
Cash and cash equivalents  $ 174  
Inventory   12,464  
Other assets   4,898  
Property and equipment   109,317  
Wholesale fuel supply contracts   194,000  
Option to acquire ownership rights   8,446  
Other intangible assets   750  
Right-of-use assets under operating leases   210,352  
Right-of-use assets under financing leases   15,120  
Environmental receivables   491  
Deferred tax asset   11,459  

Total assets   567,471  
Other liabilities   (4,753 )
Environmental liabilities   (1,278 )
Asset retirement obligations   (15,168 )
Operating leases   (202,500 )
Financing leases   (13,357 )

Total liabilities   (237,056 )
Total identifiable net assets   330,415  
Goodwill  $ 56,140  
    
Consideration paid in cash  $ 361,790  
Less: cash and cash equivalent balances acquired   (174 )
Net cash outflow  $ 361,616  

 
The Company included identifiable tangible and intangible assets and identifiable liabilities at their fair value based on the information available to the Company’s 

management on the Closing Date, including, among other things, an evaluation performed by external consultants for this purpose. Specifically, the valuation of the wholesale 
fuel supply contracts was performed by an external consultant using a combination of the income approach with a weighted average discount rate of 13% and the market 
approach with a multiple of 4.0x EBITDA. The weighted average useful life of the wholesale fuel supply contracts on the date of acquisition was 12 years.  The option to 
acquire ownership rights was valued using a Black-Scholes model.  

In 2021, the Company finalized the accounting treatment of the Empire Acquisition, including the valuation of some of the assets acquired and the goodwill resulting 
from the acquisition. As a result, the Company primarily reduced property and equipment by approximately $16.3 million, reduced the option to acquire ownership rights by 
$2.8 million, increased the deferred tax asset by approximately $3.1 million and reduced consideration by $2.1 million. The adjustments to the assets acquired resulted in an 
increase in goodwill of approximately $16.2 million. These adjustments resulted in a reduction in depreciation and amortization expenses recorded by approximately $2.3 
million, of which approximately $0.8 million related to amounts recorded for the year ended December 31, 2020.

As a result of the business acquisition, the Company recorded goodwill of approximately $56.1 million, all of which was allocated to the GPMP segment and attributable 
to the opportunities to expand into new geographic locations and add a significant amount of volume to the GPMP segment.  None of the goodwill recognized is tax deductible 
for US income tax purposes. 

Acquisition-related costs amounting to approximately $0.3 million, $4.2 million and $1.5 million have been excluded from the consideration transferred and have been 
recognized as an expense within other expenses, net in the consolidated statements of operations for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, respectively.
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Results of operations for the acquisition were reflected in the consolidated statement of operations for the years ended December 31, 2020 for the period subsequent to 
the Closing Date.  For the period from the Closing Date through December 31, 2020, the Company recognized $477.3 million in revenues and $7.7 million in net loss related 
to the Empire Acquisition. 

 
Riiser Acquisition

On December 3, 2019, GPM purchased 64 company-operated sites (the “Purchased Sites” and the “Acquired Activity”) located in Wisconsin (the “Riiser 
Acquisition”) from a third party (the “Riiser Seller”).

At the closing, GPM purchased and assumed, among other things, agreements with suppliers (other than fuel suppliers), lease agreements relating to all the Purchased 
Sites, equipment at the Purchased Sites, franchises and licenses for use of trade names, inventory and goodwill with regard to the Acquired Activity.  In addition, at the 
closing, the Riiser Seller contributed to GPMP all of the Riiser Seller’s rights to existing fuel supply contracts with fuel suppliers and the right to supply fuel to the Purchased 
Sites.

The majority of the Purchased Sites are leased from third parties. The annual rent for the Purchased Sites is approximately $7.6 million, to be increased during the 
terms of the leases as customary.

The cash consideration paid at closing was approximately $27.8 million, as detailed below:

•An amount of $13.2 million was paid by GPM, out of which $6.8 million was paid for cash and inventory at the Purchased Sites on the closing date and other 
adjustments. This was financed with the PNC Line of Credit (as described in Note 12 below).  In accordance with the purchase agreement, because the store level 
EBITDA of the Acquired Activity (as defined by the parties) for 2020 was less than the amount specified in the purchase agreement, the Riiser Seller owed the 
Company  $3.4 million as of December 31, 2021. 

•An amount of approximately $14.6 million was funded by GPMP by use of the Capital One Line of Credit (as described in Note 12 below).

In addition, approximately $15.1 million was paid to the Riiser Seller by way of issuing limited partnership units of GPMP as described above. 
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The details of the business combination were as follows:
 

  Amount  
  (in thousands)  

Fair value of consideration transferred:    
Cash  $ 13,186  
Non-controlling interest in GPMP   13,893  
GPMP Capital One Line of Credit   14,600  
Payable to Riiser Seller   320  
Less:  asset resulting from contingent consideration   (2,088 )

Total consideration  $ 39,911  
Assets acquired and liabilities:    

Cash and cash equivalents  $ 489  
Inventory   6,973  
Other assets   934  
Property and equipment   15,345  
Trade name   1,000  
Right-of-use assets under operating leases   75,171  
Deferred tax assets   3,324  

Total assets   103,236  
Other liabilities   (1,409 )
Environmental liabilities   (153 )
Asset retirement obligations   (4,226 )
Operating leases   (87,458 )

Total liabilities   (93,246 )
Total identifiable net assets   9,990  
Goodwill  $ 29,921  
    
Consideration paid in cash  $ 27,786  
Less: cash and cash equivalent balances acquired   (489 )
Net cash outflow  $ 27,297  

 
The Company included identifiable tangible and intangible assets and identifiable liabilities at their fair value based on the information available to the Company’s 

management on the acquisition closing date, including, among other things, an evaluation performed by external consultants for this purpose. The useful life of the trade name 
on the date of acquisition was five years. 

As a result of the business acquisition, the Company recorded goodwill of approximately $29.9 million, all of which was allocated to the GPMP segment and attributable 
to the opportunities to expand into new geographic locations and add a significant amount of volume to the GPMP segment.  None of the goodwill recognized is tax deductible 
for US income tax purposes. 

Acquisition-related costs amounting to approximately $0.5 million and $0.9 million have been excluded from the consideration transferred and have been recognized as 
an expense within other expenses, net in the consolidated statements of operations for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, respectively.  No acquisition-related costs 
were recognized for the year ended December 31, 2021.

Results of operations for the acquisition were reflected in the consolidated statement of operations for the year ended December 31, 2019 for the period subsequent to the 
closing date.  For the period from the closing date through December 31, 2019, the Company recognized $15.2 million in revenues and an immaterial amount in net income 
(loss) related to the Riiser Acquisition. 

Additional 2019 Acquisitions

Town Star Acquisition – On April 2, 2019, GPM purchased from a third party 18 company-operated convenience stores and gas stations located in Florida, which were 
leased from third parties (the “Town Star Acquisition”). The consideration paid on account of the Town Star Acquisition (including transition service agreement costs of $1.2 
million) was approximately $4.1 million and was primarily financed with the GPMP Capital One Line of Credit (as described in Note 12). At the closing, GPMP purchased 
the right to supply fuel to the acquired sites in exchange for GPM amending its fuel supply agreement with GPMP for 10 years with respect to such acquired sites. The seller 
was in a Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding. 

Cash and Sons Acquisition – On October 16, 2019, GPM purchased from a third party five company-operated convenience stores and gas stations located in Arkansas 
(the “Cash and Sons Acquisition”).  The consideration paid at closing was approximately 
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$3.0 million plus $0.5 million primarily for the value of cash and inventory in the stores on the closing date.  As part of the purchase agreement, GPM leases the stores under a 
master lease from the seller for 15 years, with six additional five year options.  The master lease contains purchase options granting GPM the right to purchase the sites.

The details of these two additional business acquisitions were as follows: 
 

  Amount  
  (in thousands)  
Fair value of consideration transferred:    

Cash  $ 867  
GPMP Capital One Line of Credit   5,500  

Total consideration  $ 6,367  
Assets acquired and liabilities assumed at the
   dates of acquisition:    

Cash and cash equivalents  $ 77  
Inventory   1,623  
Other assets   118  
Environmental receivables   18  
Property and equipment   3,910  
Right-of-use assets under operating leases   20,189  
Options to acquire ownership rights

  1,315  
Total assets   27,250  

Other liabilities   (223 )
Environmental liabilities   (431 )
Asset retirement obligations   (768 )
Operating leases   (19,291 )
Deferred tax liabilities   (29 )

Total liabilities   (20,742 )
Total identifiable net assets   6,508  
Bargain gain recorded on the Town Star Acquisition   (406 )
Goodwill recorded on the Cash and Sons Acquisition  $ 265  
    
Consideration paid in cash  $ 6,367  
Less: cash and cash equivalent balances acquired   (77 )
Net cash outflow on acquisition dates  $ 6,290  

 
The Company included identifiable tangible and intangible assets and identifiable liabilities at their fair value based on the information available to the Company’s 

management on the acquisition closing date, including, among other things, an evaluation performed by external consultants for this purpose. The useful life of the options to 
acquire ownership rights on the date of acquisition was approximately 10 years. 

The Town Star Acquisition resulted in a gain on bargain purchase of approximately $0.4 million which represented the difference between the fair value of the assets 
acquired and liabilities recognized of approximately $3.3 million and the total fair value of the consideration transferred of approximately $2.9 million, and was primarily the 
result of the seller being in bankruptcy. The Company recognized this gain within other expenses, net in the consolidated statement of operations.

As a result of the Cash and Sons Acquisition, the Company recorded goodwill of approximately $0.3 million. The goodwill was fully allocated to the GPMP segment 
and attributable to the opportunities to expand within existing geographic locations and add volume to the GPMP segment. None of the goodwill recognized is tax deductible 
for US income tax purposes. 

Acquisition-related costs amounting to $2.0 million (which include a transition service agreement with the Town Star seller) have been excluded from the 
consideration transferred and have been recognized as an expense within other expenses, net in the consolidated statement of operations for the year ended December 31, 
2019. No acquisition-related costs were recognized for the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020.

Results of operations for the acquisition were reflected in the consolidated statement of operations for the year ended December 31, 2019 for the period subsequent to the 
closing date.  For the period from the closing dates through December 31, 2019, the Company recognized $46.1 million in revenues and $0.7 million in net loss related to these 
acquisitions. 
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Impact of Acquisitions (unaudited)

The unaudited supplemental pro forma financial information was prepared based on the historical information of the Company and the acquired operations and gives 
pro forma effect to the acquisitions using the assumption that the 2021 Acquisitions, the Empire Acquisition, the Riiser Acquisition, the Town Star Acquisition and the Cash and 
Sons Acquisition had occurred on January 1, 2019. The unaudited supplemental pro forma financial information does not give effect to the potential impact of current financial 
conditions, any anticipated synergies, operating efficiencies or cost savings that may result from the acquisitions or any integration costs. The unaudited pro forma financial 
information is not necessarily indicative of what the actual results of operations would have been had the acquisitions occurred on January 1, 2019 nor is it indicative of future 
results.

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (unaudited)  
  (in thousands)  

Total revenue  $ 7,698,401   $ 5,939,151   $ 7,570,278  
Net income (loss)   65,571    52,130    (45,227 )
 

5. Trade Receivables 

Trade receivables consisted of the following: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Credit card receivables  $ 30,113   $ 23,593  
Independent dealers and customer credit accounts receivables, net   32,229    23,347  
Total trade receivables, net  $ 62,342   $ 46,940  

 
An allowance for credit losses is provided based on management’s evaluation of outstanding accounts receivable. The Company had reserved $1.1 million and $0.6 

million for uncollectible independent dealers and customer credit accounts receivables as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively.  

6. Inventory 

Inventory consisted of the following: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Fuel inventory  $ 63,102   $ 38,125  
Merchandise inventory   126,147    118,285  
Lottery inventory   8,587    7,276  
Total inventory  $ 197,836   $ 163,686  

 
Merchandise inventory consisted primarily of cigarettes, other tobacco products, beer, wine, non-alcoholic drinks, candy, snacks, dairy products, prepackaged food 

and other grocery items.
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7. Other Current Assets 

Other current assets consisted of the following: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Vendor receivables  $ 48,833   $ 42,210  
Asset resulting from contingent consideration   3,375    3,375  
Prepaid expenses   13,116    11,152  
Environmental receivables   1,119    1,238  
Income tax receivable   3,340    803  
Due from related parties   2,669    1,673  
Other current assets   19,643    26,904  
Total other current assets  $ 92,095   $ 87,355  

 
8. Property and Equipment 

Property and equipment consisted of the following: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Land  $ 104,492   $ 92,283  
Buildings and leasehold improvements   219,052    183,075  
Equipment   508,000    441,084  
Accumulated depreciation   (282,575 )   (224,929 )
Total property and equipment, net  $ 548,969   $ 491,513  

 

Depreciation expense was $60.2 million, $49.5 million and $40.4 million for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, respectively. 

Standby Real Estate Program

On May 3, 2021, GPM entered into a standby real estate purchase, designation and lease program agreement (the “Program Agreement”) with Oak Street Real Estate 
Capital Net Lease Property Fund, LP (“Oak Street”). Pursuant to the Program Agreement, Oak Street has agreed to purchase, subject to the conditions contained in the 
Program Agreement, up to $1.0 billion of convenience store and gas station real property, including in connection with purchase agreements that GPM or an affiliate thereof, 
may from time to time enter into to acquire convenience stores and gas stations from third parties (each, a “Property”). Pursuant to the Program Agreement, upon any 
acquisition of a Property by Oak Street, or an affiliate thereof, GPM, or an affiliate thereof, would enter into a triple-net lease agreement with Oak Street or such affiliate 
pursuant to which GPM or such affiliate would lease such Property from Oak Street or such affiliate based upon commercial terms contained in the Program Agreement. The 
purchase price for any Property would similarly be subject to commercial terms agreed upon by GPM and Oak Street in the Program Agreement and if in connection with the 
acquisition of convenience stores and gas stations from third parties, consistent with the agreed upon purchase price or designation rights with the seller of the real estate. The 
Program Agreement has a one-year term, during which GPM may not sell or designate any Property pursuant to a sale-leaseback or similar transaction without first offering 
such Property to Oak Street in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Program Agreement. Certain Properties specified by GPM are not subject to the foregoing right 
of first offer, and the Program Agreement does not obligate GPM to sell any Property, or acquire any property from a third party for purposes of its sale, to Oak Street or 
assign the right to acquire the third party’s real estate to Oak Street, unless GPM elects, in its sole discretion, to enter into a sale-leaseback, designation or similar transaction 
governed by the Program Agreement.

In the fourth quarter of 2021, Oak Street purchased from third parties approximately $150 million of convenience store and gas station real property related to sites 
GPM leased as part of the Empire Acquisition in 2020 and the E-Z Mart acquisition in 2018. The Company had options to acquire ownership rights in these sites. 
Simultaneously, GPM entered into three triple-net lease agreements with Oak Street to lease the properties for a term of 20 years, with six five-year renewal options, which 
were classified as operating leases in the consolidated statement of operations for the year ended December 31, 2021. As a result of accounting for these transactions as sale-
leasebacks, the Company recorded a $11.1 million loss on the Empire Acquisition sites and a $11.0 million gain on the E-Z Mart acquisition sites included in other expenses, 
net on the consolidated statement of operations, including the write-off of the remaining value of the unexercised options to acquire ownership rights which expired. In 
addition, as part of these transactions, the Company purchased convenience store and gas station real property for total consideration of approximately $9.0 million.
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9. Goodwill and Intangible Assets 

Goodwill 

The Company reports revenue and operating results for three operating segments: retail, wholesale and GPMP (see Note 22 for a description of these operating 
segments).  The following summarizes the activity in goodwill, by segment: 
 

  Retail   GPMP   Total  
  (in thousands)  

Beginning balance, January 1, 2020  $ 14,861   $ 119,091   $ 133,952  
Goodwill attributable to acquisitions during the year   —    39,985    39,985  
Ending balance, December 31, 2020  $ 14,861   $ 159,076   $ 173,937  
Goodwill attributable to acquisitions during the year   —    7,556    7,556  
Goodwill adjustment – Empire Acquisition   —    16,155    16,155  
Ending balance, December 31, 2021  $ 14,861   $ 182,787   $ 197,648  

 
Intangible Assets 

Intangible assets consisted of the following: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Wholesale fuel supply agreements  $ 198,069   $ 198,069  
Trade names   34,988    32,494  
Options to acquire ownership rights and develop stores   6,372    25,319  
Other intangibles   20,641    18,105  
Accumulated amortization – Wholesale fuel supply agreements   (23,923 )   (7,566 )
Accumulated amortization – Trade names   (29,583 )   (26,127 )
Accumulated amortization – Options to acquire
   ownership rights and develop stores   (3,140 )   (6,376 )
Accumulated amortization – Other intangibles   (17,431 )   (15,786 )
   $ 185,993   $ 218,132  

 
Franchise rights of $0.2 million and $0.3 million as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, were not currently being amortized. Liquor licenses of $2.3 million 

and $0.8 million as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, were not being amortized. Options to acquire ownership rights, which expired in 2021, of $11.3 million as 
of December 31, 2020 were not being amortized. 

As of December 31, 2021, the weighted average remaining amortization period for wholesale fuel supply agreements, trade names, options to acquire ownership rights 
and develop stores, and franchise rights are approximately 11 years, three years, seven years and 15 years, respectively.  Amortization expense related to definite lived 
intangible assets was $23.6 million, $12.2 million and $9.0 million for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, respectively.  

Estimated amortization expense for each of the next five years and thereafter is expected to be as follows: 
 

Future Amortization Expense  Amount  
  (in thousands)  

2022  $ 19,841  
2023   18,146  
2024   17,283  
2025   17,021  
2026   16,811  
Thereafter   94,366  
   $ 183,468  
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10. Other Current Liabilities 

The components of other current liabilities were as follows: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Accrued employee costs  $ 30,935   $ 28,404  
Fuel and other taxes   31,381    29,817  
Accrued insurance liabilities   10,986    8,139  
Accrued expenses   35,672    36,485  
Environmental liabilities   3,459    3,714  
Deferred vendor income   11,654    11,328  
Accrued income taxes payable   —    3,521  
Due to related parties   258    144  
Liabilities resulting from Additional and Contingent Consideration   8,813    9,569  
Other accrued liabilities   4,330    2,516  
Total other current liabilities  $ 137,488   $ 133,637  

 
11. Other Non-current Liabilities 

The components of other non-current liabilities were as follows: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Environmental liabilities  $ 9,394   $ 9,798  
Deferred vendor income   23,872    22,806  
Liabilities resulting from Additional and Contingent Consideration   11,855    15,546  
Ares Put Option   8,904    9,831  
Public Warrants   23,600    18,133  
Private Warrants

  
7,240

   
6,680

 
Deferred Shares   1,563    1,642  
Financial liability   43,647    —  
Other non-current liabilities   6,778    12,185  
Total other non-current liabilities  $ 136,853   $ 96,621  

 
Ares Put Option

On the Merger Closing Date, the Company entered into an arrangement that guarantees Ares (as defined in Note 12 below) a value of $27.3 million at the end of 
February 2023 for the shares of common stock received by Ares pursuant to the GPM Equity Purchase Agreement (as defined in Note 17 below), by way of the Company’s 
purchase of the shares or allotment of additional shares of common stock (the “Ares Put Option”). The embedded derivative recorded for the Ares Put Option has been 
evaluated under ASC 815, Derivatives and Hedging, and has been determined to not be clearly and closely related to the host instrument. The embedded derivative (a put 
option) is classified as liability. For further details, see Note 21 below.

 
Public and Private Warrants

As of the Merger Closing Date, there were 17.3 million warrants to purchase Haymaker common stock outstanding for an exercise price of $11.50 per share, 
consisting of 13.3 million public warrants (the “Public Warrants”) and four million private warrants (the “Private Warrants”). Pursuant to the warrant agreement as amended 
on the Merger Closing Date, each whole warrant to purchase one share of Haymaker common stock became a warrant to purchase one share of the Company’s common stock. 
The warrants will expire five years after the completion of the Merger Transaction, or earlier upon redemption or liquidation. 

The Company may redeem not less than all of the outstanding Public Warrants: 

•in whole and not in part; 

•at a price of $0.01 per warrant; 
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•upon a minimum of 30 days’ prior written notice of redemption (the “30-day redemption period”) to each warrant holder; and 

•if, and only if, the reported last sale price of the common stock equals or exceeds $18.00 per share (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganization, 
recapitalization and the like) for any 20 trading days within a 30-trading day period ending on the third trading day prior to the date on which the Company sends the 
notice of redemption to the warrant holders. 

If the Company calls the Public Warrants for redemption as described above, the Company’s management will have the option to require any holder that wishes to 
exercise its warrant to do so on a “cashless basis.”

The Private Warrants will not be redeemable by the Company so long as they are held by certain of the Haymaker Founders (as defined in Note 17 below) or their 
permitted transferees. Otherwise, the Private Warrants have terms and provisions that are substantially identical to those of the Public Warrants, including as to exercise price, 
exercisability and exercise period. If the Private Warrants are held by holders other than certain of the Haymaker Founders or its permitted transferees, the Private Warrants 
will be redeemable by the Company and exercisable by the holders on the same basis as the Public Warrants.
 
12. Debt 

The components of debt were as follows: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Senior Notes  $ 442,889   $ —  
PNC term loan   32,385    32,354  
M&T debt   43,392    27,898  
Ares term loan   —    215,433  
Capital One line of credit   195,232    394,035  
Bonds (Series C)   —    76,582  
Insurance premium notes   3,111    3,488  
Total debt, net  $ 717,009   $ 749,790  
Less current portion   (40,384 )   (40,988 )
Total long-term debt, net  $ 676,625   $ 708,802  
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Financing Agreements
 

Type of financing
Amount of
financing Financing payment terms Interest rate

Interest
rate as of

December 31,
2021

Amount
financed as

of
December 31,

2021
(in thousands)  

Balance as
of

December 31,
2021

(net of
deferred
financing

costs)
(in thousands)  

ARKO Corp.  
Senior Notes $450 million The full amount of principal is due 

on maturity date of November 15, 
2029.

Fixed rate 5.125% $ 450,000  $ 442,889  

GPM Investments, LLC  
PNC Line of Credit Up to $140 million Maturity date of December 22, 

2022.
LIBOR plus 1.25% to 1.75%

Alternate Base Rate plus 0% to 0.5%

Unused fee - 0.375%

1.36%
None

$130,522 unused based on borrowing base
 None  

M&T Term Loan $35 million The principal is paid in equal 
monthly installments of 
approximately $194 thousand based 
on a 15-year amortization schedule 
with the remaining balance of $23.7 
million due on the maturity date of 
June 10, 2026.

LIBOR plus 3.0% 3.13% $ 34,028  $ 33,355  

M&T Equipment Lines of Credit Up to $20 million Current balance is being paid in 
equal monthly installments of 
approximately $228 thousand 
(principal and interest) with the 
balance due on the maturity dates in 
August and September 2024.

Fixed rate 3.58% to 3.71%
 $7,065

$12,337 unused
 $ 6,907  

Other M&T Term Loans $3.5 million The principal is being paid in equal 
monthly installments including 
interest of approximately $36 
thousand with the remaining balance 
due on the maturity dates ranging 
from December 2023 through 
August 2031.

Fixed rate 3.91% to 5.26% $ 3,162  $ 3,130  

GPMP  
GPMP PNC Term Loan $32.4 million The principal of the loan will be 

repaid in full in one payment on the 
maturity date of December 22, 2022, 
and the interest is paid on a monthly 
basis.  GPMP will repay the GPMP 
PNC Term Loan when the 
obligations owed under the PNC 
Credit Agreement are repaid in full.

LIBOR plus 0.50%

Base rate

0.60%

5.25%

$32,400 with fixed LIBOR rate for 30 days

$16 under base rate

 

$ 32,385  

GPMP Capital One Line of Credit Up to $500 million The full amount of the principal is 
due on the maturity date of July 15, 
2024.

LIBOR plus 2.25% to 3.25%

Base rate plus 1.25% to 2.25%

Unused fee ranges from 0.3% to 0.50%

3.36%

5.50%

$198,300

No borrowings under the Base rate

$301,000 unused

 

$ 195,232  

Total       $ 713,898  
 

(1)Until this loan is fully repaid, approximately 98% of the outstanding principal amount of this loan is secured by investments.

Senior Notes Offering

On October 21, 2021, the Company completed a private offering of $450 million aggregate principal amount of 5.125% Senior Notes due 2029 (the “Senior Notes”), 
pursuant to a note purchase agreement dated October 14, 2021, by and among the Company, certain of the Company’s wholly owned domestic subsidiaries (the 
“Guarantors”), and BofA Securities, Inc., as representative of the several initial purchasers named therein. The Senior Notes are guaranteed, on an unsecured senior basis, by 
all of the Guarantors. 
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The Company used a portion of the net proceeds from the issuance and sale of the Senior Notes to repay in full approximately $223 million of outstanding obligations 
under the Ares Credit Agreement and $200 million of the outstanding obligations under the Capital One Line of Credit. The indenture governing the Senior Notes contains 
customary restrictive covenants that, among other things, generally limit the ability of the Company and substantially all of its subsidiaries to (i) create liens, (ii) pay 
dividends, acquire shares of capital stock and make payments on subordinated debt, (iii) place limitations on distributions from certain subsidiaries, (iv) issue or sell the 
capital stock of certain subsidiaries, (v) sell assets, (vi) enter into transactions with affiliates, (vii) effect mergers and (viii) incur indebtedness.

The Senior Notes and the guarantees rank equally in right of payment with all of the Company’s and the Guarantors’ respective existing and future senior 
unsubordinated indebtedness and are effectively subordinated to all of the Company’s and the Guarantors’ existing and future secured indebtedness to the extent of the value of 
the collateral securing such indebtedness; and are structurally subordinated to any existing and future obligations of subsidiaries of the Company that are not Guarantors.

Ares Credit Agreement

In February 2020, GPM entered into an agreement with Ares Capital Corporation and certain funds managed or controlled by Ares Capital Management (collectively, 
“Ares”) to provide financing (as amended, the “Ares Credit Agreement”), which amounted to a total of $225 million and was secured by a pledge on substantially all of the 
assets of GPM and certain of its wholly owned subsidiaries (the “Ares Term Loan”). The principal of the loan was repaid in four equal quarterly installments in a total amount 
of 1% per annum with the remaining balance due on the maturity date of February 28, 2027. The Ares Term Loan bore interest at ABR plus 3.75% (which was reduced to 
3.50% in March 2021) or LIBOR (not less than 1.5% and not less than 1.0% as amended in March 2021) plus 4.75% (which was reduced to 4.50% in March 2021). On 
October 21, 2021, the Company repaid its full obligation with Ares with a portion of the proceeds from the Senior Notes offering and terminated the Ares Credit Agreement.

Financing Agreements with PNC Bank, National Association (“PNC”)

PNC Credit Agreement

Since November 2011, GPM and certain subsidiaries have had a financing agreement with PNC (the “PNC Credit Agreement”), which has been amended from time to 
time, and currently provides a line of credit for purposes of financing working capital (the “PNC Line of Credit”). The calculation of the availability under the PNC Credit 
Agreement is determined monthly subject to terms and limitations as set forth in the PNC Credit Agreement, taking into account the balances of receivables, inventory and 
letters of credit, among other things. PNC has a first priority lien on receivables, inventory and rights in bank accounts (other than assets that cannot be pledged due to 
regulatory or contractual obligations).

On October 14, 2021, GPM entered into a fifth amendment to the PNC Credit Agreement, which became effective from the closing of the Senior Notes offering. This 
fifth amendment (i) permitted the Company to issue the Senior Notes and GPM and certain of the other guarantors to guarantee the Senior Notes, (ii) modified certain of the 
covenants, including the indebtedness covenant, investment covenant, restricted payments covenant and payment of junior indebtedness covenant, in connection with 
permitting the Senior Notes and the transactions related to the offering, issuance and sale of the Senior Notes, (iii) removed references to the Ares Credit Agreement and (iv) 
limited the collateral granted as security under the PNC Credit Agreement to a first priority lien on only receivables, inventory and deposit accounts. The Company did not 
incur additional debt or receive any proceeds in connection with this fifth amendment. The PNC Line of Credit contains customary restrictive covenants and events of default.

GPMP PNC Term Loan

GPMP has a term loan in the total amount of $32.4 million (the “GPMP PNC Term Loan”). The GPMP PNC Term Loan is secured by US Treasury or other investment 
grade securities equal to at least 98% of the outstanding principal amount of the GPMP PNC Term Loan. GPM executed a guaranty of collection of GPMP’s obligations under 
the GPMP PNC Term Loan, which guaranty is secured by GPM’s assets securing the PNC Facility.

M&T Bank Credit Agreement

On June 24, 2021 (the “M&T Closing Date”), GPM entered into (i) a Second Amended, Restated and Consolidated Credit Agreement, by and among GPM, certain of 
its subsidiaries as co-borrowers and M&T Bank (the “A&R M&T Credit Agreement”) and (ii) a Second Amended and Restated Master Covenant Agreement, by and between 
GPM and M&T Bank (the “A&R M&T Master Covenant Agreement”). 

The A&R M&T Credit Agreement amended and restated in its entirety that certain Amended and Restated Consolidated Credit Agreement, dated December 21, 2016, 
as amended, by and among GPM, M&T Bank and the other parties thereto and (i) added a three-year $20.0 million line of credit for purchases of equipment, which line may 
be borrowed in tranches, as described below, and (ii) increased the aggregate principal amount of real estate loans thereunder to $35.0 million (the “M&T Term Loan”) from 
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approximately $23.2 million outstanding as of the M&T Closing Date. On the M&T Closing Date, GPM refinanced the entirety of the existing $23.2 million of real estate 
loans, of which $20.0 million was due to mature in December 2021, using the proceeds from the M&T Term Loan, which GPM drew in its entirety, resulting in approximately 
$10.7 million in net proceeds to GPM after paying costs and expenses. On the M&T Closing Date, approximately $2.5 million of outstanding equipment loans from M&T 
Bank were converted to become a part of the $20.0 million line of credit, of which approximately $17.5 million was available as of the M&T Closing Date and approximately 
$12.3 million was available as of December 31, 2021.

The Company has pledged the property of 40 sites and certain equipment under the M&T Term Loan. The A&R M&T Credit Agreement provides that each additional 
equipment loan tranche will have a three-year term, payable in level monthly payments of principal plus interest, and will accrue a fixed rate of interest equal to M&T Bank’s 
three-year cost of funds as of the applicable date of such tranche, plus 3.00%. The real estate loans and equipment loans are both secured by the real property and equipment 
acquired with the proceeds of such loans. 

The A&R M&T Master Covenant Agreement amended and restated the covenants contained in the Amended and Restated M&T Master Covenant Agreement dated 
November 5, 2020, as amended, in each case in respect of the loans under the A&R M&T Credit Agreement.

On October 14, 2021, GPM entered into an amendment to each of the A&R M&T Credit Agreement and the A&R M&T Master Covenant Agreement (the “M&T Credit 
Amendments”). The M&T Credit Amendments (i) permitted the Company to issue the Senior Notes and GPM and certain of the other guarantors to guarantee the Senior 
Notes, (ii) modified and introduced certain definitions in connection with permitting the Senior Notes and the transactions related to the offering, issuance and sale of the 
Senior Notes and (iii) removed references to the Ares Credit Agreement.

Financing agreement with a syndicate of banks led by Capital One, National Association

In July 2019, GPMP entered into a credit agreement for a revolving credit facility with a syndicate of banks led by Capital One, National Association (the “Capital One 
Credit Facility”), in an aggregate principal amount, as amended in 2020, of up to $500 million (the “Capital One Line of Credit”). At GPMP’s request, the Capital One Line of 
Credit can be increased up to $700 million, subject to obtaining additional financing commitments from current lenders or from other banks, and subject to certain terms as 
detailed in the Capital One Line of Credit. 

The Capital One Credit Facility is available for general partnership purposes, including working capital, capital expenditures and permitted acquisitions. All borrowings 
and letters of credit under the Capital One Credit Facility are subject to the satisfaction of certain customary conditions, including the absence of any default or event of 
default and the accuracy of representations and warranties. The Capital One Credit Facility is secured by substantially all of GPMP and its subsidiaries' properties and assets, 
and pledges of the equity interests in all present and future subsidiaries (subject to certain exceptions as permitted under the Capital One Credit Facility).

Letters of Credit 
 

Financing Facility  
Annual Cost as of December 31, 

2021  

Amount
available for

letters
of credit  

Letters of
credit issued

as of
December 31,

2021
PNC Line of Credit  1.5%  $40.0 million  $8.0 million

Capital One Credit Facility  1.5%  
$40.0 million

 $0.7 million
 

The letters of credit were issued in connection with certain workers’ compensation and general insurance liabilities and fuel purchases from one supplier.  The letters of credit 
will be drawn upon only if GPM does not comply with the time schedules for the payment of associated liabilities.  

Bonds (Series C)

In 2016 through 2018, Arko Holdings issued bonds (Series C), bearing a fixed annual interest rate of 4.85% (the “Bonds (Series C)”). The gross proceeds amounted to 
a total of approximately $105 million. The principal of the Bonds (Series C) was payable in annual installments through 2024 and the interest on the Bonds (Series C) was 
payable in semi-annual installments.

On March 30, 2021, Arko Holdings exercised its right to fully redeem the Bonds (Series C). The total amount paid to holders of the Bonds (Series C) in connection 
with the redemption (including additional interest for the early redemption and accrued and unpaid interest thereon to the redemption date) was approximately NIS 264 million 
(approximately $79 million).
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Insurance Premium Notes

During the ordinary course of business, the Company finances insurance premiums with notes payable. These notes are generally entered into for a term of 18 months 
or less. 

Total scheduled future principal payments required and amortization of deferred financing costs and debt discount under these debt agreements were as follows as of 
December 31, 2021:

 
  Amount  
  (in thousands)  
2022  $ 40,679  
2023   5,571  
2024   203,247  
2025   2,549  
2026   25,457  
Thereafter   450,579  
   728,082  
Deferred financing costs and debt discount   (11,073 )
 Total debt  $ 717,009  

 

Deferred Financing Costs

Deferred financing costs of $8.3 million and $11.9 million were incurred in the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively.  At December 31, 2021 and 
2020, the gross value of deferred financing costs of $14.6 million and $14.1 million, respectively, and accumulated amortization of $3.3 million and $1.7 million, 
respectively, were recorded as a direct reduction from the carrying amount of the associated debt liabilities, with the exception of $0.2 million and $0.5 million which were 
recorded as a prepaid asset related to the unused PNC Line of Credit, respectively.  Amortization of deferred financing costs, debt discount and premium, including the write-
off of deferred financing costs due to the early repayment of debt, was $9.3 million, $2.2 million and $0.5 million for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019, 
respectively.  Such amounts were classified as a component of interest and other financing expenses in the consolidated statements of operations.

Financial Covenants

As part of the PNC Credit Agreement, increased reporting requirements were set in cases where the usage of the PNC Line of Credit exceeds certain thresholds, and also 
it is required that the undrawn availability of the PNC Line of Credit will equal to or be greater than 10%, subject to exceptions included in the PNC Credit Agreement. 

The A&R M&T Master Covenant Agreement requires GPM to maintain a leverage ratio and a debt service coverage ratio.  

The GPMP PNC Term Loan and the Capital One Credit Facility require GPMP to maintain certain financial covenants, including a leverage ratio and an interest 
coverage expense ratio.  

As of December 31, 2021, the Company was in compliance with all of the obligations and financial covenants under the terms and provisions of its loans with financial 
institutions.

13. Commitments and Contingencies 

Environmental Liabilities and Contingencies 

The Company is responsible for certain environmental costs and legal expenses arising in the ordinary course of business. See Note 15 for further discussion. 

Asset Retirement Obligations 

As part of the fuel operations at its operated convenience stores, at most of the other owned and leased locations leased to independent dealers, and certain other 
independent dealer locations, there are underground storage tanks for which the Company is responsible. The future cost to remove an underground storage tank is recognized 
over the estimated remaining useful life of the underground storage tank or the termination of applicable lease. A liability for the fair value of an asset retirement obligation 
with a corresponding increase to the carrying value of the related long-lived asset is recorded at the time an underground storage tank is installed. The amount added to 
equipment or right-of-use asset is amortized and accretion expense is recognized in connection with the discounted liability over the remaining life of the respective 
underground storage tanks. The accretion of the asset retirement obligation is recorded in interest and other financing expenses in the consolidated statements of operations. 
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The estimated liability is based upon historical experience in removing underground storage tanks, estimated tank useful lives, external estimates as to the cost to 
remove the tanks in the future and current and anticipated federal and state regulatory requirements governing the removal of tanks, and discounted.  The asset retirement 
obligations are re-evaluated annually and revisions to the liability could occur due to changes in estimates of tank removal costs or timing, tank useful lives or whether federal 
or state regulators enact new guidance on the removal of such tanks. The non-current portion of the asset retirement obligation is included in non-current liabilities in the 
consolidated balance sheets. 

A reconciliation and roll forward of the liability for the removal of its underground storage tanks was as follows: 
 

  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  
Beginning Balance as of January 1,  $ 53,235   $ 37,224  
Additions   —    196  
Acquisitions in year   3,796    15,168  
Accretion expense   1,705    1,359  
Adjustments   (178 )   (319 )
Retirement of tanks   (130 )   (393 )
Ending Balance as of December 31, (*)  $ 58,428   $ 53,235  

 
(*) $407 thousand and $271 thousand were recorded to other current liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets at December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively. 

Fuel Vendor Agreements 

GPMP enters into fuel supply contracts with various major fuel suppliers.  These fuel supply contracts have expiration dates at various times through June 2031.  In 
connection with certain of these fuel supply and related incentive agreements, upfront payments and other vendor assistance payments for rebranding costs and other 
incentives were received.  If GPMP defaults under the terms of any contract, including not purchasing committed fuel purchase volume, or terminates any supply agreement 
prior to the end of the applicable term, GPMP must refund and reimburse the respective fuel supplier for the unearned unamortized portion of the payments received to date, 
based on the amortization schedule outlined in each respective agreement and refund other benefits from each supplier subject to the terms that were set in the incentive 
agreement, as well as pay a penalty with regard to the early termination if applicable.  The payments are amortized and recognized as a reduction to fuel costs using the 
straight-line method based on the term of each agreement or based on fuel volume purchased.  The amount of the unamortized liability was $27.5 million and $26.6 million as 
of December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, which were recorded in other current and non-current liabilities on the consolidated balance sheets. The legal liability period in 
these fuel supply agreements can extend beyond the amortization period, and differ in the amortization schedule, used for book purposes. As of December 31, 2021, the 
Company was in compliance with its principal fuel vendor agreements. 

Purchase Commitments 

In the ordinary course of business, the Company has entered into agreements with suppliers to purchase inventories for varying periods of time. The fuel vendor 
agreements with suppliers require minimum volume purchase commitments of branded gasoline, which vary throughout the period of supply agreements and distillates 
annually. The future minimum volume purchase requirements under the existing supply agreements are based on gallons, with a purchase price at prevailing market rates for 
wholesale distributions. If the Company fails to purchase the required minimum volume during a contract year, the underlying supplier’s exclusive remedies (depending on 
the magnitude of the failure) are either termination of the supply agreement and/or an agreed monetary compensation. Based upon GPMP’s current and future expected 
purchases, the Company does not anticipate incurring penalties for volume shortfalls with isolated de minimis exceptions. 

In 2021 and 2020, in light of the reduction in the number of gallons sold due to COVID-19, the Company’s principal fuel suppliers have temporarily suspended (for 
periods that vary among the different suppliers) the requirements under their agreements to purchase minimum quantities of gallons, including such requirements under the 
incentive agreements from such suppliers. As of December 31, 2021, the reduction in gallons sold did not affect the Company’s compliance with its commitments under the 
agreements with its principal suppliers.
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The total future minimum gallon volume purchase requirements from fuel vendors were as follows: 
 

  Gallons  
  (in thousands)  
2022   664,954  
2023   529,691  
2024   412,947  
2025   327,638  
2026   192,904  
Thereafter   353,500  
Total   2,481,634  

 
Merchandise Vendor Agreements 

The Company enters into various merchandise product supply agreements with major merchandise vendors. The Company receives incentives for agreeing to 
exclusive distribution rights for the suppliers of certain supplies. As of December 31, 2021, the Company was in compliance with all of its principal merchandise vendor 
agreements. 

Legal Matters 

The Company is a party to various legal actions, as both plaintiff and defendant, in the ordinary course of business. The Company’s management believes, based on 
estimations with support from legal counsel for these matters, that these legal actions are routine in nature and incidental to the operation of the Company’s business and that it 
is not reasonably possible that the ultimate resolution of these matters will have a material adverse impact on the Company’s business, financial condition, results of 
operations and cash flows.

14. Leases 

Lessee

As of December 31, 2021, the Company leases 1,150 of the convenience stores that it operates, 161 independent dealer locations and certain office spaces used as its 
headquarters in the US, including land and buildings in certain cases. Most of the lease agreements are for long-term periods, ranging from 15 to 20 years, and generally 
include several renewal options for extension periods for five to 25 years each.  Additionally, the Company leases certain store equipment, office equipment, automatic tank 
gauges, store lighting and fuel dispensers. 

As of December 31, 2021, there are approximately 720 sites which are leased under 37 separate master lease agreements.  Master leases with 10 lessors encompass a 
total of approximately 670 sites.  Master leases with the same landlord contain cross-default provisions, in most cases.  In most instances of leases of multiple stores from one 
landlord, each one under a separate lease agreement, the lease agreements contain cross-default provisions between all or some of the other lease agreements with the same 
landlord. 

The lease agreements include lease payments that are set at the beginning of the lease, but which may increase by a specified increment or pursuant to a formula both 
during the course of the initial period and any additional option periods.  

Some of the lease agreements include escalation clauses based on the consumer price index, and some of the lease agreements include an increase in the consumer 
price index coupled with a multiplier and a percentage increase cap effectively assures the cap will be reached each year.  Lease payments determined as in-substance fixed 
payments are included in the lease payments used for the measurement of the lease liabilities.  Some of the lease agreements include lease payments which are contingent 
upon petroleum and merchandise sales (these amounts were not material during the above periods). In some of the lease agreements, the right of first refusal to purchase the 
sites from the lessor is given and in some of the lease agreements an option to purchase the sites from the lessor is given.

The leases are typically triple net leases whereby the lessor is responsible for the repair and maintenance at the site, insurance and property taxes in addition to 
environmental compliance.
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The components of lease cost recorded on the consolidated statements of operations were as follows:
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Finance lease cost:       
Depreciation of right-of-use assets  $ 13,393   $ 12,743  
Interest on lease liabilities   17,515    17,391  

Operating lease costs included in store
   operating expenses   131,106    112,541  
Operating lease costs included in general and
   administrative expenses   1,652    1,404  
Lease cost related to variable lease payments,
   short-term leases and leases of low value
   assets   2,037    1,153  
Right-of-use asset impairment charges   1,799    2,352  

Total lease costs  $ 167,502   $ 147,584  
 

In 2021 and 2020, the total cash outflows for leases amounted to approximately $128.4 million and $106.3 million for operating leases, respectively, and $25.0 million 
and $24.7 million for financing leases, respectively.

Supplemental balance sheet data related to leases was as follows:
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  
Operating leases       
Assets       
Right-of-use assets under operating leases  $ 1,064,982   $ 961,561  
Liabilities       

Operating leases, current portion   51,261    48,878  
Operating leases   1,076,905    973,695  

Total operating leases   1,128,166    1,022,573  
Weighted average remaining lease term
   (in years)   14.1    13.4  
Weighted average discount rate   7.3 %   7.7 %
Financing leases       
Assets       

Right-of-use assets  $ 236,963   $ 237,740  
Accumulated amortization   (44,585 )   (39,423 )

Right-of-use assets under financing leases, net   192,378    198,317  
Liabilities       

Financing leases, current portion   6,383    7,834  
Financing leases   229,215    226,440  

Total financing leases   235,598    234,274  
Weighted average remaining lease term
   (in years)   23.8    23.7  
Weighted average discount rate   7.3 %   7.7 %

 
As of December 31, 2021, maturities of lease liabilities for operating lease obligations and finance lease obligations having an initial or remaining non-cancellable 

lease terms in excess of one year were as follows. The minimum lease payments presented below 
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include periods where an option is reasonably certain to be exercised and do not take into consideration any future consumer price index adjustments for these agreements.  
 

  Operating   Financing  
  (in thousands)  

2022  $ 130,841   $ 23,388  
2023   131,437    21,833  
2024   132,293    20,778  
2025   132,759    20,896  
2026   131,829    20,522  
Thereafter   1,185,934    447,743  

Gross lease payments  $ 1,845,093   $ 555,160  
Less: imputed interest   (716,927 )   (319,562 )

Total lease liabilities  $ 1,128,166   $ 235,598  
 

Lessor

The Company leases and subleases owned and leased properties to independent dealers and other tenants and subtenants which are accounted for as operating 
subleases.  These leases and subleases are generally for periods of up to 10 years, which may be a fixed period or a shorter period with an option or series of renewal options, 
and in certain cases with additional renewal options past such 10-year period.  Some of the lease agreements include lease payments which are based upon such tenant’s or 
subtenants’ sales subject to fixed minimum lease payments.  At the time that an agreement is entered into, the independent dealers and other tenants and subtenants often post 
a security deposit as collateral.  Total operating sublease income was approximately $20.7 million, $11.8 million and $8.5 million for the years ended December 31, 2021, 
2020 and 2019, respectively.  Sublease income is included in other revenues, net in the consolidated statements of operations.  

As of December 31, 2021, the future minimum cash payments to be received under these operating subleases that have initial or remaining non-cancelable terms in 
excess of one year were as follows: 
 

  Amount  
  (in thousands)  
2022  $ 19,001  
2023   12,847  
2024   10,525  
2025   9,394  
2026   8,061  
Thereafter   21,668  
  $ 81,496  

 
15. Environmental Liabilities

The Company is subject to certain federal and state environmental laws and regulations associated with convenience store sites where it stores and sells fuel and other 
fuel products. 

Costs incurred to comply with federal and state environmental regulations are accounted for as follows: 

•Annual payments for registration of underground storage tanks are recorded as prepaid expenses when paid and expensed throughout the year. 

•Environmental compliance testing costs of underground storage tanks are expensed as incurred. 

•Payments for upgrading and installing corrosion protection for tank systems and installation of leak detectors and overfill/spill devices are capitalized and depreciated 
over the expected remaining useful life of the relevant UST or the lease period of the relevant site in which the UST is installed, whichever is shorter. Leak detectors 
installed are capitalized and depreciated over the expected remaining useful life of the equipment.

•Costs for removal of underground storage tanks located at the convenience stores and selected independent dealer locations are classified under the asset retirement 
obligation section as described in Note 13. 

•A liability for future remediation costs of contaminated sites related to underground storage tanks as well as other exposures, is established when such losses are 
probable and reasonably estimable. Reimbursement for these expenses from 
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government funds or from insurance companies is recognized as a receivable. The liabilities and receivables are not discounted to their present value. The net change 
in the reimbursement asset and liability for future remediation costs is recorded in store operating expenses in the consolidated statements of operations. The adequacy 
of the reimbursement asset and liability is evaluated by a third party at least twice annually and adjustments are made based on past experience, changing 
environmental conditions and changes in government policy. 

As of December 31, 2021 and 2020, environmental obligations totaled $12.9 million and $13.5 million, respectively. These amounts were recorded as other current 
and non-current liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets. Environmental reserves have been established on an undiscounted basis based upon internal and external 
estimates in regard to each site. It is reasonably possible that these amounts will be adjusted in the future due to changes in estimates of environmental remediation costs, the 
timing of the payments or whether the federal and/or state regulations in which the Company operates, and which deal with the environment, will be amended. 

The Company maintains certain environmental insurance policies and participates in various state underground storage tank funds that entitle it to be reimbursed for 
environmental loss mitigation.  Estimated amounts that will be recovered from its insurance policies and various state funds for the exposures totaled $5.1 million and $5.6 
million as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively, and were recorded as other current and non-current assets in the consolidated balance sheets. 

The undiscounted amounts of future estimated payments and anticipated recoveries from insurance policies and various state funds as of December 31, 2021 were as 
follows: 
 

 
 Payments   Recoveries   

Net
Obligations  

  (in thousands)  
2022  $ 3,459   $ 1,119   $ 2,340  
2023   3,938    1,722    2,216  
2024   2,365    1,153    1,212  
2025   728    257    471  
2026   533    180    353  
Thereafter   1,830    683    1,147  
Total Future Payments and Recoveries  $ 12,853   $ 5,114   $ 7,739  

 
16.  Income Taxes

The Company and its subsidiaries file federal, state, local and foreign income tax returns in jurisdictions with varying statutes of limitation.  The Company’s 
subsidiary, GPM, is taxed as a partnership for US federal and certain state jurisdictions for income tax purposes. Certain of the Company’s other US subsidiaries are taxed as 
corporations for US federal and state income tax purposes. 

The Company has income tax net operating losses (“NOL”) and tax credit carryforwards related to both domestic and international operations.  As of December 31, 
2021, the Company has recorded a deferred tax asset of $11.9 million reflecting the benefit of $59.7 million in loss carryforwards and $12.0 million in tax credits.  The 
deferred tax assets expire as follows:
 

  Amount   Expiration Date
  (in thousands)    
Domestic federal NOL  $ 12,871   Indefinite life
Domestic state NOL   12,997   2032 - Indefinite
Domestic tax credits   5,458   2028 - 2036
Foreign NOL   33,868   Indefinite life
Foreign capital loss   3,349   Indefinite life
Foreign tax credits   6,512   2021 - 2026

 
At each balance sheet date, the Company’s management assesses available positive and negative evidence to estimate if sufficient future taxable income will be 

generated to use the existing deferred tax assets.  This assessment is performed tax jurisdiction by tax jurisdiction.  On the basis of this assessment, a valuation allowance has 
been recorded to reflect the portion of the deferred tax asset that is more likely than not to be realized.  

 
The valuation allowance recorded related to US jurisdictions as of December 31, 2021 and 2020 was $0 and $5.5 million, respectively.  In 2021, the Company 

released the valuation allowance in one tax jurisdiction which resulted in a $5.5 million benefit to the current rate.  The release of the prior valuation allowance was based on 
the Company’s current earnings and anticipated future earnings. The Company has recorded a 100% valuation allowance against its foreign subsidiaries’ deferred tax assets in 
the amount of 
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$13.4 million to recognize that the deferred tax asset will not be realized based on the more likely than not standard. A significant piece of objective negative evidence 
evaluated was the cumulative loss incurred over the respective three-year period in this jurisdiction.  Such objective evidence limits the ability to consider other subjective 
evidence such as the Company’s projections for future growth.

The benefits of tax positions are not recorded unless it is more likely than not the tax position would be sustained upon challenge by the appropriate tax authorities. As 
of December 31, 2021 and 2020, the Company and its subsidiaries have recorded $0.6 million for unrecognized tax benefits related to state exposures. A reconciliation of the 
beginning and ending balances of uncertain tax positions included in other current liabilities on the consolidated balance sheets was as follows: 

  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  
Beginning balance as of January 1,  $ 600   $ —  
Additions for tax positions taken in prior years   931    600  
Reductions of tax positions taken in prior years   —    —  
Reductions for settlements on tax positions of prior years   (931 )   —  
Ending balance as of December 31,  $ 600   $ 600  

Each of the Company’s subsidiaries is subject to examination in their respective filing jurisdiction.  For the Company’s US subsidiaries, tax years ending after 
December 31, 2017 remain open. The Company’s foreign subsidiaries’ tax returns up to and including tax year 2016 are considered closed due to the statute of limitations.

Earnings before income taxes were as follows:
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  
Domestic (US)  $ 73,338   $ 38,762   $ (39,907 )
Foreign (Israel)   (2,277 )   (9,622 )   (1,088 )
Total  $ 71,061   $ 29,140   $ (40,995 )

 
The components of the income tax provision were as follows:

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  

Current:          
Domestic federal  $ 1,535   $ 690   $ 1,140  
Domestic state and local   5,251    2,558    728  

Total current   6,786    3,248    1,868  
Deferred:          
Domestic federal   7,550    (3,399 )   4,311  
Domestic state and local   (2,702 )   (1,348 )   (12 )

Total deferred   4,848    (4,747 )   4,299  
Total income tax expense (benefit)  $ 11,634   $ (1,499 )  $ 6,167  
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The reconciliation of significant differences between income tax expense applying the US statutory rate and the actual income tax expense (benefit) at the effective 

rate were as follows:
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  

Income tax expense (benefit) at the statutory rate  $ 14,923    21.0 %  $ 6,119    21.0 %  $ (8,609 )   21.0 %
Increases (decreases):                   

Non-controlling interest in partnership   (48 )   (0.1 )%   (3,412 )   (11.7 )%   (179 )   0.4 %
State income taxes, net of federal income tax benefit   3,444    4.8 %   2,188    7.5 %   (512 )   1.2 %
International rate differential   (425 )   (0.6 )%   262    0.9 %   1,140    (2.8 )%
Non-deductible expenses   1,941    2.7 %   470    1.6 %   354    (0.9 )%
Investment in partnership   —    0.0 %   850    2.9 %   —    0.0 %
Valuation allowance   (3,892 )   (5.5 )%   (7,550 )   (25.9 )%   16,109    (39.3 )%
Credits   (1,880 )   (2.6 )%   (1,066 )   (3.7 )%   (2,601 )   6.3 %
Other rate differentials   (2,429 )   (3.4 )%   640    2.3 %   465    (1.1 )%

Total  $ 11,634    16.3 %  $ (1,499 )   (5.1 )%  $ 6,167    (15.2 )%
 

The above components reflect that for the three years ended December 31, 2021, the registrant filer was the Company, a US (domestic) entity.  Refer to Note 1 for 
details regarding the Merger Transaction.

 
Significant components of deferred income tax assets and liabilities consisted of the following:

 
  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Deferred tax assets:       
Asset retirement obligation  $ 1,616   $ 1,526  
Inventory

  221    302  
Lease obligations   72,944    72,308  
Accrued expenses   213    226  
Deferred income   1,024    1,304  
Environmental liabilities   168    171  
Transaction costs   2,273    2,478  
Investment in partnership   33,332    29,046  
Share-based compensation   224    —  
Net operating loss carryforwards   11,922    16,629  
Credits   11,971    14,686  
Other   1,169    1,728  

Total deferred tax assets   137,077    140,404  
Valuation allowance   (13,416 )   (17,841 )

Total deferred tax assets, net   123,661    122,563  
Deferred tax liabilities:       
Property and equipment   (10,540 )   (10,075 )
Intangible assets   (1,214 )   (1,304 )
Right-of-use assets   (66,097 )   (67,261 )
Prepaid expenses   (580 )   (709 )
Translation adjustments   (2,097 )   (2,097 )
Other   (4,632 )   (3,278 )

Total deferred tax liabilities   (85,160 )   (84,724 )
Net deferred tax asset  $ 38,501   $ 37,839  

 

17. Equity and Temporary Equity

Rights Offering

In April and May 2020, rights were exercised for the purchase of 5,749,458 common shares of Arko Holdings offered by way of a rights offering, according to a shelf 
offering report published by Arko Holdings in April 2020, in exchange for a gross amount of 
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$11.4 million. The Company adjusted the basic and diluted earnings per share retroactively for the bonus element for all periods presented.

Series A Redeemable Preferred Stock

On November 18, 2020, the Company entered into a subscription agreement with certain investors (the “Subscription Agreement”) for the purchase by such investors 
of 700,000 shares of the Company’s Series A convertible preferred stock, par value $0.0001 per share (the “Series A Stock”) at the Merger Closing Date and up to an 
aggregate of additional 300,000 shares of the Company’s Series A Stock if, and to the extent the Company exercises its right to sell such additional shares (which the 
Company exercised on December 14, 2020) so that on the Merger Closing Date, 1,000,000 shares of Series A Stock were issued.  The shares of the Series A Stock were 
issued at a price per share of $100. 

The key terms of the Series A Stock are as follows:

•Conversion: Each share of Series A Stock is convertible into shares of the Company at the holder’s option at any time after the date of issuance of such share for 
a conversion price equal to $12.00 per share of Series A Stock, adjusted for customary recapitalization events (the “Conversion Rate”). Holders are entitled to up to 
a total of 1.2 million additional shares of the Company’s common stock (the “Bonus Shares”) upon any optional conversion of Series A Stock by the holder for 
which notice of conversion is provided after June 1, 2027, but prior to August 31, 2027. The specific number of Bonus Shares will be determined according to the 
Company’s volume weighted average price (the “VWAP”) for the 30 trading days prior to June 1, 2027, adjusted for customary recapitalization events. 
Commencing from the 18 month anniversary of the Merger Closing Date, each share of Series A Stock will automatically convert into fully paid and 
nonassessable shares of the Company’s common stock at the then-applicable Conversion Rate, if, at any time during target periods as set forth in the amended and 
restated Certificate of Incorporation of the Company (the “Charter”), the VWAP of the Company’s common stock equals or exceeds the applicable target price as 
agreed in the Charter for that period (ranging between $15.50 to $18 per share for the period until March 31, 2025 and $18 thereafter, adjusted for any customary 
recapitalization events), provided that the average daily trading volume for the Company’s common stock is at least $7.5 million. 

•Dividends: Holders are entitled to receive, when, if, and as declared by the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Board”), cumulative dividends at the annual rate 
of 5.75% of the then-applicable Liquidation Preference (as defined below) per share of Series A Stock, paid or accrued quarterly in arrears (the “Dividend Rate”). 
If the Company fails to pay a dividend for any quarter at the then-prevailing Dividend Rate, then for purposes of calculating the accrual of unpaid dividends for 
such quarter then ended, dividends will be calculated to have accrued at the then-prevailing Dividend Rate plus 3% on an annual basis provided that the Dividend 
Rate will, in no event, exceed an annual rate of 14.50%, and will revert to 5.75% upon the Company paying in cash all then-accrued and unpaid dividends on the 
Series A Stock. If the Company breaches any of the protective provisions set forth below or fails to redeem the Series A Stock upon the proper exercise of any 
redemption right by the holders, the Dividend Rate will increase to an annual rate of 15% for so long as such breach or failure to redeem remains in effect. 

•Redemption: At any time on or after August 31, 2027, holders of at least a majority of the then outstanding shares of the Series A Stock or the Company may 
deliver written notice requesting or notifying of redemption of all or a portion of shares of the Series A Stock at a price equal to the Liquidation Preference (as 
defined below).  

In addition, if the Company undergoes a change of control (as defined in the Charter), each holder, at such holder’s election, may require the Company to 
purchase all or a portion of such holder’s shares of Series A Stock that have not been converted, at a purchase price per share of Series A Stock, payable in 
cash, equal to the greater of (A) the sum of (x) the product of 101% multiplied by $100.00 per share of Series A Stock, adjusted for any customary 
recapitalization events, plus (y) all accrued but unpaid dividends in respect of such share as of the effective date of the change of control or (B) the amount 
payable in respect of such share in such change of control if such share of Series A Stock had been converted into common stock immediately prior to such 
change of control. In the event that a holder shall be entitled to redemption or a payment under this section and such payment is prohibited by Delaware law, 
then the Dividend Rate will be raised as set forth above to 15%.

•Voting Rights: Except as required by Delaware law or with regard to matters relating to their rights, holders are not entitled to vote on any matter presented to 
the holders of the Company’s common stock for their action or consideration. Provided that at any time, the holders of a majority of the outstanding shares of 
Series A Stock are entitled to provide written notification to the Company that such holders are electing, on behalf of all holders, to activate their voting rights so 
that holders and holders of the Company’s common stock will vote as a single class in an as converted basis. Holders will be and continue to be entitled to vote 
their shares of Series A Stock unless and until 
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holders of at least a majority of the outstanding shares of Series A Stock provide further written notice to the Company that they are electing to deactivate their 
voting rights. 

•Liquidation Preference: Upon the occurrence of the liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company, either voluntary or involuntary, or a change of 
control of the Company (a “Liquidation Event”), holders of Series A Stock will be entitled to receive, prior and in preference to any distribution of any of the 
Company’s assets to the holders of the Company’s common stock, an amount equal to the greater of (x) $100 per share of Series A Stock, plus all accrued and 
unpaid dividends thereon, if any (the “Liquidation Preference”), for such holders’ shares of Series A Stock or (y) the amount such holder would have received if 
such holder had converted such holders’ shares of Series A Stock into the Company’s common stock immediately prior to such Liquidation Event. 

•Protective Rights: As long as the Series A Stock is outstanding, the Company will not be permitted without the consent of the holders of a majority of the then 
outstanding shares of such Series A Stock to: (i) incur indebtedness if the incurrence of such indebtedness results in the leverage ratio (as defined in the Ares 
Credit Agreement) being greater than 7:00:1:00, (ii) change or amend or waive the Charter or the Company’s by laws if that will result in the rights, preference or 
privileges with respect to the Series A Stock being changed or diminish in a material way, and (iii) issuance or undertaking to issue any new class of equity rights 
that are entitled to dividends or payments upon liquidation senior to or pari passu with the Series A Stock.

•Transfer Restrictions: Holders may not transfer shares of Series A Stock for three years following the initial issue date of the Series A Stock without the prior 
written consent of the Company (not to be unreasonably withheld). After such date, shares of Series A Stock may be transferred without the prior written consent 
of the Company. 

•Short Position: Each holder undertook that it and certain of its affiliates are not be permitted to hold a “put equivalent position” (as defined under the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) or other short position in the Company’s common stock at periods specified in the Charter.  

•Registration Rights and Lock Up: The investors joined the Registration and Lock Up Agreement as signed by some of the Company’s common shareholders.

Classification of Convertible Preferred Stock – The Series A Stock is considered contingently redeemable based on events that are not solely within the Company’s 
control. Accordingly, the Series A Stock is presented outside of permanent equity in the temporary equity section of the consolidated balance sheets.  As of December 31, 
2021 and 2020, the Series A Stock was accreted to its full redemption value.

Consideration for the Merger Transaction

 On the Merger Closing Date, the equity holders of Arko Holdings received an aggregate of 65,208,698 shares of common stock and approximately $55.4 million in 
cash. In addition, each holder of Arko Holdings ordinary shares received a pro rata cash payment, in the form of additional merger consideration in total of approximately 
$58.7 million.

In accordance with the agreement with the GPM Minority (the “GPM Equity Purchase Agreement”), the GPM Minority received 33,772,660 shares of common stock. 
In addition, on the Merger Closing Date, the Company issued to Ares 1.1 million New Ares Warrants as defined below, and granted the Ares Put Option as defined in Note 11 
above. 

According to the Merger Agreement, at the Merger Closing Date, the Haymaker’s founders (the “Haymaker Founders”) were entitled to 4.8 million common shares 
and 3.55 million warrants in the Company entitling the warrant holders to 3.55 million shares for an exercise price of $11.50 per share. An additional 2.0 million common 
shares will be issued subject to the share price of the Company’s common shares reaching $13.00 or higher within five years from the Merger Closing Date; an additional 2.0 
million common shares will be issued subject to the share price of the Company’s common shares reaching $15.00 or higher within seven years from the Merger Closing Date 
and additional up to 200 thousand common shares of the Company (the “Deferred Shares”) will be issued subject to the number of Bonus Shares as defined above issued to 
the holders of Series A Stock not being higher than an amount determined.
  
New Ares Warrants
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Pursuant to the agreement with the GPM Minority, on the Merger Closing Date, certain entities affiliated with Ares exchanged their warrants to acquire membership 
interests in GPM for warrants (the “New Ares Warrants”) to purchase 1.1 million shares of the Company’s common stock (the “New Ares Warrant Shares”). Each New Ares 
Warrant may be exercised to purchase one share of common stock at an exercise price of $10.00 per share, subject to adjustment as described below (the “New Ares Warrants 
Price”). Each New Ares Warrant may be exercised until the five year anniversary of the Merger Closing Date.

The New Ares Warrants Price and the number of New Ares Warrant Shares for which each New Ares Warrant remains exercisable will each be proportionally 
adjusted on an equitable basis in the event of a stock split, reverse stock split or similar recapitalization event.

A New Ares Warrant and all rights thereunder may not be transferred by the holder thereof, in whole or in part, without the written consent of the Company, which 
written consent may be withheld or given in the Company’s sole discretion; provided, however, no such written consent of the Company shall be required with respect to a 
transfer of such warrant by such holder to an affiliate thereof.

Nomura Equity Transaction

On August 1, 2020, Haymaker and Nomura Securities International, Inc. (“Nomura”) entered into an engagement letter, pursuant to which Nomura agreed to act as a 
placement agent in connection with the Company’s issuance of the Series A Stock, and on September 8, 2020, Haymaker and Nomura entered into an engagement letter, 
pursuant to which Nomura agreed to act as a financial and capital markets advisor in connection with the Merger Transaction. On January 19, 2021, the Company, Haymaker 
and Nomura entered into a letter agreement, amending the engagement letters to provide that all of the placement fee and the transaction fee, in each case at Haymaker’s 
option, may be paid to Nomura in the form of 296,150 shares of common stock. On January 21, 2021, the Company issued 296,150 shares of common stock to Nomura in a 
private placement in satisfaction of such fees.

18. Share-Based Compensation

At the special meeting of Haymaker stockholders held on December 8, 2020, Haymaker stockholders considered and approved the ARKO Corp. 2020 Incentive 
Compensation Plan (the “Plan”). The total number of shares of common stock authorized for issuance under the Plan is 12.4 million. Stock options granted under the Plan 
expire no later than ten years from the date of grant and the exercise price may not be less than the fair market value of the shares on the date of grant. Vesting periods are 
assigned to stock options and restricted share units on a grant-by-grant basis at the discretion of the Board. The Company issues new shares of common stock upon exercise of 
stock options and vesting of RSUs.

In March 2021, the Compensation Committee of the Board approved the grant of nonqualified stock options and restricted stock units (“RSUs”) to certain employees, 
non-employees and members of the Board under the Plan. 

Additionally, a non-employee director may receive RSUs in lieu of up to 100% of his or her cash fees, which RSUs will be settled in common stock upon the 
director’s departure from the Board or an earlier change in control. There were 89,570 RSUs issued to non-employee directors with a fair value of $0.9 million outstanding at 
December 31, 2021. 

The following table summarizes share activity related to stock options and restricted stock units:
  Stock Options   Restricted Stock Units  
  (in thousands)  
Options Outstanding/Nonvested RSUs, January 1, 2021   —    —  
Granted   126    1,600  
Options Exercised/RSUs released   —    (90 )
Forfeited   —    (10 )
Performance-based share adjustment   —    106  
Options Outstanding/Nonvested RSUs, December 31, 2021   126    1,606  

The following table summarizes the stock options granted in 2021:
Weighted average fair value  $ 3.73  
Weighted average exercise price  $ 10.00  
Remaining average contractual term (years)   9.2  

The fair value of each stock option award is estimated by management on the date of the grant using the Black-Scholes option pricing model. The following table 
summarizes the assumptions utilized in the valuation of the stock option awards granted in 2021:

Expected dividend rate   0.0 %
Expected stock price volatility   28.8 %
Risk-free interest rate   1.6 %
Expected term of options (years)   10.0  
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The expected stock price volatility is based on the historical volatility of the Company’s peer group’s stock price. The volatilities are estimated for a period of time 
equal to the expected term of the related option. The risk-free interest rate is based on the implied yield of U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with an equivalent remaining 
term. The expected term of the options represents the estimated period of time until exercise and is determined by considering the contractual terms, vesting schedule and 
expectations of future employee behavior. All of the stock option awards were out of the money as of December 31, 2021.

The weighted average grant date fair value of time-vested RSUs granted in March 2021 was $9.60 with a grant date fair value of $8.3 million and vesting over 2.0 
years as of December 31, 2021. 

In the first quarter of 2021, the Company granted a target of 644,867 performance-based RSUs with a weighted average grant date fair value of $9.60 and a grant date 
fair value of $6.2 million. The 2021 performance-based RSUs were awarded to certain members of senior management in connection with the achievement of a specific 
annual financial metric measured annually during a three-year period and cliff vest at the end of such three-year period. The number of 2021 performance-based RSUs that 
will ultimately vest is contingent upon the achievement of the applicable financial metric by the end of year three. The Company assesses the probability of achieving these 
metrics on a quarterly basis, and as of December 31, 2021, the grant date fair value of these awards was adjusted for the probability of achieving these metrics to $7.2 million. 
For these awards, the Company recognizes the fair value expense ratably over the performance and vesting period. There were 3,333 performance-based RSUs forfeited 
during 2021. Performance-based awards grants and forfeitures are included above in the Nonvested RSUs totals.

 In connection with the consummation of the Merger Transaction, approximately 96 thousand unvested RSUs which were previously granted to officers and other 
employees of Arko Holdings became fully vested and were exercised into ordinary shares of Arko Holdings. In December 2020, Arko Holdings granted approximately 200 
thousand ordinary shares to officers of Arko Holdings. The shares, following the Merger Transaction, are governed by the Israel Appendix to the Plan. The shares are subject 
to the following terms: (a) approximately 133 thousand shares were granted with no vesting period; (b) approximately 67 thousand shares vest over a two year period from the 
grant date, subject to the grantees being employed by Arko Holdings; and (c) the fair value of the total Arko Holdings’ shares granted, based on the market value of Arko 
Holdings’ shares at the time of grant, was $1.8 million. 

 Total compensation cost recorded for employees, non-employees and members of the Board for the years ended December 31, 2021, 2020 and 2019 was $5.8 million, 
$1.9 million and $0.5 million, respectively, and included in general and administrative expenses on the consolidated statements of operations. As of December 31, 2021, total 
unrecognized compensation cost related to unvested shares, stock options and RSUs granted was approximately $11.6 million, which is expected to be recognized over a 
weighted average period of approximately 2.0 years.

19. Related Party Transactions 

Balances outstanding with related parties as of December 31, 2021 and 2020 were as follows: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
  (in thousands)  

Current assets:       
Due from equity investment  $ 126   $ 122  
Loan to equity investment   1,008    951  
Due from related parties   1,535    600  

Current liabilities:       
Due to KMG Realty LLC   —    (640 )
Due to related parties   (258 )   (144 )

 

Mr. Kotler

Effective as of the Merger Closing Date, Mr. Kotler is the Chief Executive Officer of the Company and his compensation for such services (including his services as 
President and Chairman of the Board) are set forth and pursuant to an employment agreement, dated September 8, 2020. 

Prior to the Merger Closing Date. Mr. Kotler was one of Arko Holdings’ controlling shareholders and his services as Chief Executive Officer of GPM were provided to 
GPM through KMG Realty LLC (“KMG”), an entity wholly owned by Mr. Kotler, in exchange for management fees, pursuant to a management services agreement between 
GPM and KMG (the “GPM Management Services Agreement”). In addition, KMG was also party to a profits participation agreement with the members of GPM (the “Profits 
Participation Agreement”) pursuant to which KMG was entitled to receive annual net profit participation amounts from GPM. 
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Additionally, prior to October 31, 2020, the services of Mr. Kotler as Chairman of Arko Holdings were provided to Arko Holdings through KMG in exchange for 
management fees, pursuant to a management services agreement between Arko Holdings and KMG (the “Arko Management Services Agreement”). Each of the GPM 
Management Services Agreement, the Profits Participation Agreement and the Arko Holdings Management Services Agreement has been terminated, as described below.  

GPM Management Services Agreement

Under the GPM Management Services Agreement, for the period January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2019, KMG was entitled to a management fee in the amount 
of $60,000 per month. In addition, KMG was entitled to receive an annual bonus in accordance with GPM’s corporate incentive plan which could not exceed six monthly 
management fee payments. Based on GPM’s financial performance, for the years 2018 and 2019, KMG did not receive a bonus under the Corporate Incentive Plan. The GPM 
Management Services Agreement also required GPM to reimburse KMG for all out of pocket expenses related to the activity of GPM.

On January 1, 2020, GPM and KMG entered into a Second Amended and Restated Management Services Agreement which extended the term of the GPM 
Management Services Agreement from January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2022 and increased the management fee to $90,000 per month and amended the bonus plan 
terms. Upon the closing of the Merger Transaction, the GPM Management Services Agreement was terminated. KMG continued to be entitled to receive the bonus of 
$540,000 for 2020.

Profits Participation Agreement

Pursuant to the Profits Participation Agreement, KMG was entitled to an annual net profit participation amount of up to $280,000. Based on GPM’s financial 
performance in 2019, KMG was not entitled to an annual profits participation amount for 2019. For the years 2020 through 2022, the annual net profit participation amount 
was to be up to an annual maximum amount of $400,000. Based on GPM’s financial performance in 2020, KMG was entitled to an annual net profit participation amount of 
$400,000 for 2020. The Profits Participation Agreement was terminated upon the termination of the GPM Management Services Agreement, other than the right to receive the 
profit participation amount for 2020.

Arko Holdings Management Services Agreement

Under the Arko Management Services Agreement, KMG was entitled to a monthly management fee of approximately $5,000, linked to the Israeli Consumer Price 
Index, and to a reimbursement for reasonable expenses incurred by KMG in connection with the provision of management services. The Arko Management Services 
Agreement remained in effect until October 31, 2020. 

Mr. Willner

Mr. Morris Willner, a director and beneficial owner in the Company, one of Arko Holdings’ controlling shareholders until the Merger Closing Date, served as 
chairman of the board of managers of GPM. The terms of the management services agreement (the “Willner Management Agreement”) effective between January 1, 2018 to 
December 31, 2020 between GPM and an entity owned and controlled by Mr. Willner (the “Willner Management Company”) entitled the Willner Management Company to 
receive from GPM monthly management fees in the amount of $24,000.  

In addition, during the period of providing the management services and for the purpose of providing these services, the Willner Management Company was entitled to 
reimbursement for all reasonable expenses incurred in providing the management services. Total amounts paid to Mr. Willner in accordance with the Willner Management 
Agreement, recorded in general and administrative expenses, were approximately $0.3 million in each of the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019.

The Willner Management Company was entitled to receive an annual payment based on GPM’s bonus plan, provided that in any case the payment will not exceed six 
monthly management fee payments. Based on GPM’s results for the years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, the Willner Management Company was eligible for $0.1 
million and $0, respectively, for the annual bonus, which was recorded in other current liabilities at December 31, 2020.

At the Merger Closing Date, the Willner Management Agreement terminated. Mr. Willner continued to be entitled to the annual bonus for 2020.
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20. Earnings per Share

The following table sets forth the computation of basic and diluted net income per share of common stock:
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  

Net income (loss) available to common stockholders  $ 53,463   $ 10,433   $ (43,539 )
Change in fair value of Ares Put Option   (927 )   —    —  
Net income (loss) available to common stockholders after 
  assumed conversions  $ 52,536   $ 10,433   $ (43,539 )
          
Weighted average common shares outstanding — Basic (*)   124,412    71,074    66,701  
Effect of dilutive securities:          
Restricted share units   259    —    —  
Ares Put Option

  
766

   —    —  
Weighted average common shares outstanding — Diluted   125,437    71,074    66,701  
Net income (loss) per share available to
   common stockholders — Basic  $ 0.43   $ 0.15   $ (0.65 )
Net income (loss) per share available to
   common stockholders — Diluted  $ 0.42   $ 0.15   $ (0.65 )

 
(*) adjusted to reflect the right offering completed in 2020, as detailed in Note 17 above. 

The following potential shares of common stock have been excluded from the computation of diluted earnings per share because their effect would be antidilutive: 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  

Ares Warrants   1,100    1,100    —  
Public and private warrants   17,333    17,333    —  
Ares Put Option   —   *    —  
Series A redeemable preferred stock   8,333    8,333    —  
Stock options   126    —    —  
Restricted share units   —    —    184  
Convertible bonds (par value)   —    —    86  

 
(*) Refer to description of this instrument in Note 11 above.

21. Fair Value Measurements and Financial Instruments 

The Company utilizes fair value measurement guidance prescribed by accounting standards to value its financial instruments. The guidance specifies a three-level 
hierarchy that is used when measuring and disclosing fair value. The fair value hierarchy gives the highest priority to quoted prices available in active markets (i.e. observable 
inputs) and the lowest priority to data lacking transparency (i.e. unobservable inputs). An instrument’s categorization within the fair value hierarchy is based on the lowest 
level of significant input to its valuation. The following is a description of the three hierarchy levels. 

Level 1: Inputs to the valuation methodology are unadjusted quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities in active markets. 

Level 2: Inputs to the valuation methodology include quoted market prices for similar assets and liabilities in active markets, quoted prices for identical or 
similar assets or liabilities in inactive markets, and inputs that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly, for substantially the full term of the 
financial instrument. 

Level 3: Inputs to the valuation methodology are unobservable and significant to the fair value adjustment. 
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The fair value of cash and cash equivalents, restricted cash and investments, and restricted cash with respect to bonds, trade receivables, accounts payable and other 
current liabilities approximated their carrying values as of December 31, 2021 and 2020 primarily due to the short-term maturity of these instruments. Based on market trades 
of the Senior Notes close to December 31, 2021 (Level 1 fair value measurement), the fair value of the Senior Notes was estimated at approximately $436 million compared to 
a gross carrying value of $450 million at December 31, 2021. The fair value of the other long-term debt approximated their carrying values as of December 31, 2021 and 
2020 due to the frequency with which interest rates are reset based on changes in prevailing interest rates.

The Bonds (Series C) were presented in the consolidated balance sheets at amortized cost. The fair value of the Bonds (Series C) was $80.6 million as of December 31, 
2020.  The fair value measurements were classified as Level 1. 

The Contingent Consideration from the Empire Acquisition (as defined in Note 4) is measured at fair value at the end of each reporting period and amounted to $6.2 
million and $7.4 million as of December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively. The fair value methodology for the Contingent Consideration liability is categorized as Level 3 
because inputs to the valuation methodology are unobservable and significant to the fair value adjustment. Approximately $1.7 million and $0 million, respectively, of income 
was recorded as a component of other expenses, net in the consolidated statements of operations and approximately $0.5 million and $0.2 million, respectively, was recorded 
as a component of interest and other financing expenses in the consolidated statements of operations for the change in the fair value of the Contingent Consideration for the 
years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020.

The Public Warrants (as defined in Note 11) are measured at fair value at the end of each reporting period and amounted to $23.6 million and $18.1 million as of 
December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively. The fair value methodology for the Public Warrants is categorized as Level 1.  Approximately $5.5 million was recorded as a 
component of interest and other financial expenses in the consolidated statement of operations for the change in the fair value of the Public Warrants for the year ended 
December 31, 2021. Approximately $0.3 million was recorded as a component of interest and other financial income in the consolidated statement of operations for the 
change in the fair value of the Public Warrants for the year ended December 31, 2020.

The Private Warrants (as defined in Note 11) are measured at fair value at the end of each reporting period and amounted to $7.2 million and $6.7 million as of 
December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively. The fair value methodology for the Private Warrants is categorized as Level 2 because certain inputs to the valuation methodology 
are unobservable and significant to the fair value adjustment.  The Private Warrants have been recorded at fair value based on a Black-Scholes option pricing model with the 
following material assumptions based on observable and unobservable inputs:

 
  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
       

Expected term (in years)   4.0    5.0  
Volatility   36.3 %   30.1 %
Risk-free interest rate   1.1 %   0.4 %
Strike price  $ 11.50   $ 11.50  

Approximately $0.6 million was recorded as a component of interest and other financial expenses in the consolidated statement of operations for the change in the fair 
value of the Private Warrants for the year ended December 31, 2021. Approximately $0.2 million was recorded as a component of interest and other financial income in the 
consolidated statement of operations for the change in the fair value of the Private Warrants for the year ended December 31, 2020.

The Deferred Shares (as defined in Note 11) are measured at fair value at the end of each reporting period and amounted to $1.6 million as of December 31, 2021 and 
2020. The fair value methodology for the Deferred Shares categorized as Level 3 because inputs to the valuation methodology are unobservable and significant to the fair 
value adjustment.  The Deferred Shares have been recorded at fair value based on a Monte Carlo pricing model with the following material assumptions based on observable 
and unobservable inputs:

 
  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
       

Expected term (in years)   5.4    6.4  
Volatility   35.9 %   37.4 %
Risk-free interest rate   1.3 %   0.6 %
Stock price  $ 8.77   $ 9.00  
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Approximately $0.1 million was recorded as a component of interest and other financial income in the consolidated statements of operations for the change in the fair 
value of the Deferred Shares for each of the years ended December 31, 2021 and 2020.

The Ares Put Option (as defined in Note 11) is measured at fair value at the end of each reporting period and amounted to $8.9 million and $9.8 million as of 
December 31, 2021 and 2020, respectively. The fair value methodology for the Ares Put Option is categorized as Level 3 because inputs to the valuation methodology are 
unobservable and significant to the fair value adjustment.  The Ares Put Option has been recorded at its fair value based on a Monte Carlo pricing model with the following 
material assumptions based on observable and unobservable inputs:

 
  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  
       

Expected term (in years)   1.2    2.2  
Volatility   30.1 %   35.6 %
Risk-free interest rate   0.4 %   0.1 %
Strike price  $ 12.935   $ 12.935  

Approximately $0.9 million was recorded as a component of interest and other financing income in the consolidated statement of operations for the change in the fair 
value of the Ares Put Option for the year ended December 31, 2021. Approximately $0.6 million was recorded as a component of interest and other financing expenses in the 
consolidated statement of operations for the change in the fair value of the Ares Put Option for the year ended December 31, 2020. 

 
22. Segment Reporting 

The reportable segments were determined based on information reviewed by the chief operating decision maker for operational decision-making purposes and the 
segment information is prepared on the same basis that our chief operating decision maker reviews such financial information. The Company’s reporting segments are the 
retail segment, the wholesale segment and the GPMP segment. The Company defines segment earnings as operating income. 

The retail segment includes the operation of a chain of retail stores, which includes convenience stores selling fuel products and other merchandise to retail customers. 
At its Company operated convenience stores, the Company owns the merchandise and fuel inventory and employs personnel to manage the store. 

The wholesale segment supplies fuel to independent dealers, sub-wholesalers and bulk purchasers, on either a cost plus or consignment basis. For consignment 
arrangements, the Company retains ownership of the fuel inventory at the site, is responsible for the pricing of the fuel to the end consumer, and shares the gross profit with 
the independent dealers. 

The GPMP segment includes GPMP and primarily includes the sale and supply of fuel to GPM and its subsidiaries that sell fuel (both in the retail and wholesale 
segments) at GPMP’s cost of fuel (currently including taxes and certain transportation costs) plus a fixed margin (4.5 cents per gallon prior to October 1, 2020 and 5.0 cents 
per gallon thereafter) and the supply of fuel to a small number of independent dealers and bulk and spot purchasers. 

The “All Other” segment includes the results of non-reportable segments which do not meet both quantitative and qualitive criteria as defined under ASC 280, 
Segment Reporting.

The majority of general and administrative expenses, depreciation and amortization, net other expenses, net interest and other financial expenses and income taxes are 
not allocated to the segments, as well as minor other income items including intercompany operating leases.

With the exception of goodwill as described in Note 9 above, assets and liabilities relevant to the reportable segments are not assigned to any particular segment, but 
rather, managed at the consolidated level. All reportable segment revenues were generated from sites within the US and substantially all of the Company’s assets were within 
the US.  No external customer represented more than 10% of revenues.   
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Inter-segment transactions primarily included the distribution of fuel by GPMP to GPM and its subsidiaries that sell fuel (both in the retail and wholesale segments).  
The effect of these inter-segment transactions was eliminated in the consolidated financial statements.
 
Year Ended December 31, 2021  Retail   Wholesale   GPMP   All Other   Total  

  (in thousands)  
Revenues                
Fuel revenue  $ 3,048,893   $ 2,659,706   $ 5,734   $ —   $ 5,714,333  
Merchandise revenue   1,616,404    —    —    —    1,616,404  
Other revenues, net   63,271    22,298    1,092    —    86,661  
Total revenues from external customers   4,728,568    2,682,004    6,826    —    7,417,398  
Inter-segment   —    —    4,384,227    1,264    4,385,491  
Total revenues from reportable segments   4,728,568    2,682,004    4,391,053    1,264    11,802,889  
Operating income   240,233    21,998    91,619    1,264    355,114  
Interest and financial expenses, net         (14,363 )   —    (14,363 )
Income tax expense            (221 )   (221 )
Income from equity investment            186    186  
Net income from reportable segments              $ 340,716  
 
Year Ended December 31, 2020  Retail   Wholesale   GPMP   All Other   Total  

  (in thousands)  
Revenues                
Fuel revenue  $ 1,940,303   $ 508,175   $ 3,923   $ —   $ 2,452,401  
Merchandise revenue   1,494,342    —    —    —    1,494,342  
Other revenues, net   53,424    9,335    897    —    63,656  
Total revenues from external customers   3,488,069    517,510    4,820    —    4,010,399  
Inter-segment   —    —    1,706,233    3,041    1,709,274  
Total revenues from reportable segments   3,488,069    517,510    1,711,053    3,041    5,719,673  
Operating income   200,000    3,523    47,036    3,041    253,600  
Interest and financial expenses, net         (6,277 )   (1,817 )   (8,094 )
Income tax expense            (303 )   (303 )
Loss from equity investment            (1,269 )   (1,269 )
Net income from reportable segments              $ 243,934  
 
Year Ended December 31, 2019  Retail   Wholesale   GPMP   All Other   Total  

  (in thousands)  
Revenues                
Fuel revenue  $ 2,537,455   $ 159,597   $ 6,388   $ —   $ 2,703,440  
Merchandise revenue   1,375,438    —    —    —    1,375,438  
Other revenues, net   43,882    5,264    784    —    49,930  
Total revenues from external customers   3,956,775    164,861    7,172    —    4,128,808  
Inter-segment   —    —    2,042,714    6,394    2,049,108  
Total revenues from reportable segments   3,956,775    164,861    2,049,886    6,394    6,177,916  
Operating income   90,454    52    43,500    6,394    140,400  
Interest and other financial expenses, net         (2,484 )   (677 )   (3,161 )
Income tax expense            (1,038 )   (1,038 )
Loss from equity investment            (507 )   (507 )
Net income from reportable segments              $ 135,694  
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A reconciliation of total revenues from reportable segments to total revenues on the consolidated statements of operations was as follows: 

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  

Total revenues from reportable segments  $ 11,802,889   $ 5,719,673   $ 6,177,916  
Other revenues, net   —    (167 )   (118 )
Elimination of inter-segment revenues   (4,385,491 )   (1,709,274 )   (2,049,108 )
Total revenues  $ 7,417,398   $ 4,010,232   $ 4,128,690  

 
A reconciliation of net income from reportable segments to net income (loss) on the consolidated statements of operations was as follows: 

 
  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  

Net income from reportable segments  $ 340,716   $ 243,934   $ 135,694  
Amounts not allocated to segments:          
Other revenues, net   —    (167 )   (118 )
Store operating expenses   3,287    (2,380 )   (4,116 )
General and administrative expenses   (121,697 )   (91,447 )   (66,743 )
Depreciation and amortization   (89,822 )   (67,023 )   (58,031 )
Other expenses, net   (3,536 )   (9,228 )   (3,674 )
Interest and other financial expenses, net   (58,108 )   (44,852 )   (45,045 )
Income tax (expense) benefit   (11,413 )   1,802    (5,129 )
Net income (loss)  $ 59,427   $ 30,639   $ (47,162 )

 
23. Revisions of Previously Issued Financial Statements 

The Company has adjusted its consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2020 in order to reflect its Public Warrants, Private Warrants and Deferred Shares as 
liability instruments measured at fair value rather than as equity instruments. The Company has also adjusted its consolidated statement of operations for the year ended 
December 31, 2020 to record certain excise taxes related to non-consignment sites within the wholesale segment on a gross basis. The Company has evaluated the materiality 
of these adjustments and concluded they were not material to any of the prior periods presented and has elected to revise the previously issued financial statements contained 
within these consolidated financial statements for the periods impacted to correct the effect of these immaterial adjustments. 

The consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2020 included as comparative figures within these consolidated financial statements was revised as follows:

 
  As of December 31, 2020  

  
As Previously 

Reported   Adjustment   As Revised  
Selected Consolidated Balance Sheet Data:  (in thousands)  
Other non-current liabilities  $ 70,166   $ 26,455   $ 96,621  
Total liabilities   2,421,934    26,455    2,448,389  
Additional paid-in capital   239,081    (26,978 )   212,103  
Accumulated deficit   (30,176 )   523    (29,653 )
Total equity   217,875    (26,455 )   191,420  

The consolidated statement of operations and comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2020 included as comparative figures within these 
consolidated financial statements was revised as follows:
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  For the year ended December 31, 2020  

  
As Previously 

Reported   Adjustment   As Revised  
Selected Consolidated Statement of Operations Data:  (in thousands)  
Fuel revenue  $ 2,352,884   $ 99,517   $ 2,452,401  
Total revenues   3,910,715    99,517    4,010,232  
Fuel costs   2,031,899    99,517    2,131,416  
Total operating expenses   3,821,173    99,517    3,920,690  
Interest and other financial income   1,245    523    1,768  
Income before income taxes   29,886    523    30,409  
Net income   30,116    523    30,639  
Net income per share attributable to common shareholders - basic  $ 0.14   $ 0.01   $ 0.15  
Net income per share attributable to common shareholders - diluted   0.14    0.01    0.15  

 
  For the year ended December 31, 2020  

  
As Previously 

Reported   Adjustment   As Revised  
Selected Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income Data:  (in thousands)  
Net income  $ 30,116   $ 523   $ 30,639  
Comprehensive income   34,791    523    35,314  

The consolidated statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2020 included as comparative figures within these consolidated financial statements was 
revised as follows:

 
  For the year ended December 31, 2020  

  
As Previously 

Reported   Adjustment   As Revised  
Selected Consolidated Statement of Cash Flow Data:  (in thousands)  
Net income  $ 30,116   $ 523   $ 30,639  
Fair value adjustment of financial assets and liabilities   (491 )   (523 )   (1,014 )
 
24. Store Operating Expenses 

Store operating expenses consisted of the following: 
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  

Salaries and wages  $ 242,692   $ 217,121   $ 206,946  
Rent   133,143    113,694    100,856  
Credit card fees   83,757    57,644    61,079  
Utilities, upkeep, and taxes   57,497    51,811    48,499  
Repairs and maintenance   37,345    28,469    28,311  
Insurance   20,537    18,956    17,549  
Other store operating expenses   55,547    44,727    43,284  
Total store operating expenses  $ 630,518   $ 532,422   $ 506,524  
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25. General and Administrative Expenses 

General and administrative expenses consisted of the following: 
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  
  (in thousands)  

Salaries and wages  $ 82,181   $ 64,246   $ 40,515  
Legal, audit, professional and management fees
   expenses   8,264    7,251    4,678  
Rent   1,652    1,404    1,259  
Insurance   11,969    6,247    5,598  
Other general and administrative expenses   20,601    15,276    17,261  
Total general and administrative expenses  $ 124,667   $ 94,424   $ 69,311  

 
26. Subsequent Events 

Potential Acquisition

On February 18, 2022, the Company entered into a purchase agreement with Quarles Petroleum Inc. (“Quarles”), pursuant to which Quarles has agreed to sell to the 
Company certain assets, including:

•121 proprietary Quarles-branded cardlock sites and management of 64 third party cardlock sites for fleet fueling operations; and

•49 independent dealer locations, including certain lessee-dealer sites.  

The total consideration for the transaction as set forth in the purchase agreement is approximately $170 million plus the value of inventory on the closing date. The 
Company intends to finance from its own sources approximately $40 million of the purchase price plus the value of inventory on the closing date and Oak Street, pursuant to 
the Program Agreement (as described in Note 8 above), has agreed to pay the remaining consideration for the fee simple ownership in 39 sites. At the closing, pursuant to the 
Program Agreement, the Company plans to amend one of its master leases with Oak Street to add the sites Oak Street has agreed to acquire in the transaction under customary 
lease terms. 

The closing of the transaction is subject to fulfillment of customary conditions precedent and the completion of various transition planning matters. The Company 
currently expects the closing to occur during the second quarter of 2022. There is no certainty that the transaction will close. 

Dividend and Share Repurchase Plan

On February 21, 2022, the Company’s Board declared a quarterly dividend of $0.02 per share of common stock, to be paid on March 29, 2022 to stockholders of 
record as of March 15, 2022, totaling approximately $2.5 million. The Board has also authorized a share repurchase program for up to an aggregate amount of $50 million of 
outstanding shares of common stock. The share repurchase program does not have a stated expiration date. The amount and timing of dividends payable on the common stock 
are within the sole discretion of the Board, which will evaluate dividend payments within the context of the Company’s overall capital allocation strategy on an ongoing basis, 
giving consideration to its current and forecast earnings, financial condition, cash requirements and other factors.
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SCHEDULE I

ARKO Corp. (Parent Company Only)
Condensed Balance Sheets 

(in thousands) 
 
 

  As of December 31,  
  2021   2020  

Assets       
Current assets:       

Cash and cash equivalents  $ 88,508   $ 117,179  
Short-term loans to subsidiaries   40,119    40,035  
Other current assets   10,110    2,147  

Total current assets   138,737    159,361  
Non-current assets:       

Investment in subsidiaries   255,444    178,948  
Loans to subsidiaries   450,000    —  
Deferred tax asset   2,403    2,922  

Total assets  $ 846,584   $ 341,231  
Liabilities       
Current liabilities:       

Long-term debt, current portion  $ 1,500   $ 1,752  
Other current liabilities   7,436    11,612  

Total current liabilities   8,936    13,364  
Non-current liabilities:       

Long-term debt, net   442,889    —  
Other non-current liabilities   41,307    36,286  
Total liabilities  $ 493,132   $ 49,650  
        

Series A redeemable preferred stock   100,000    100,000  
        
Shareholders' equity   253,452    191,581  
Total liabilities, redeemable preferred stock and shareholders' equity  $ 846,584   $ 341,231  
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the condensed financial statements.
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SCHEDULE I

ARKO Corp. (Parent Company Only)
Condensed Statements of Operations 

(in thousands) 
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  

Income:          
Income from loans to subsidiaries and other investee  $ 6,016   $ 3,960   $ 6,992  
Other income   —    597    712  

    6,016    4,557    7,704  
Expenses:          

General and administrative   6,152    4,562    2,471  
Expenses related to loans to subsidiaries and other investee   —    2,692    1,281  

    6,152    7,254    3,752  
(Loss) income before interest and financing income (expenses)   (136 )   (2,697 )   3,952  

Interest and other financial income   1,005    1,093    299  
Interest and other financial expenses   (10,855 )   (8,225 )   (4,832 )

Loss before income taxes   (9,986 )   (9,829 )   (581 )
Income tax expense   (2,771 )   (324 )   (1,140 )
Equity income (loss) from subsidiaries   71,955    23,863    (41,818 )

Net income (loss)  $ 59,198   $ 13,710   $ (43,539 )
Accretion of redeemable preferred stock   —    (3,120 )   —  
Series A redeemable preferred stock dividends   (5,735 )   (157 )   —  
Net income (loss) attributable to common shareholders  $ 53,463   $ 10,433   $ (43,539 )
 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the condensed financial statements.
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SCHEDULE I

ARKO Corp. (Parent Company Only)
Condensed Statements of Comprehensive Income (Loss) 

(in thousands) 
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  

Net income (loss)  $ 59,198   $ 13,710   $ (43,539 )
Other comprehensive income:          

Foreign currency translation adjustments   —    4,675    4,520  
Total other comprehensive income   —    4,675    4,520  
Comprehensive income (loss)  $ 59,198   $ 18,385   $ (39,019 )
 
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the condensed financial statements.
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SCHEDULE I

ARKO Corp. (Parent Company Only)
Condensed Statements of Cash Flows 

(in thousands) 
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  

Cash flows from operating activities:          
Net income (loss)  $ 59,198   $ 13,710   $ (43,539 )
Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net cash used in operating activities:          

Equity (income) loss from subsidiaries   (71,955 )   (23,863 )   41,818  
Deferred income taxes   519    (130 )   —  
Amortization of debt discount and premium   152    (331 )   (409 )
Depreciation and amortization   —    8    11  
Foreign currency (gain) loss and interest related to intercompany loans   (4,656 )   4,703    1,645  
Share-based compensation   868    1,891    516  
Fair value adjustment related to financial liabilities   5,021    107    —  
Other operating activities, net   —    (38 )   —  
Changes in assets and liabilities:          

(Increase) decrease in other current assets   (1,586 )   490    (707 )
Increase in other current liabilities   3,713    942    15  

Net cash used in operating activities  $ (8,726 )  $ (2,511 )  $ (650 )
Cash flows from investing activities:          
Loans to investees  $ (450,000 )  $ (68,939 )  $ (174 )
Repayments of loans to subsidiaries and other investees   —    109,946    14,133  
Investment in subsidiary   —    (107,299 )   —  
Other   —    —    (3 )
Net cash (used in) provided by investing activities   (450,000 )   (66,292 )   13,956  
Cash flows from financing activities:          
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt, net   442,737    —    —  
Issuance of shares in Merger Transaction   —    60,318    —  
Payment of Merger Transaction issuance costs   (4,773 )   —    —  
Issuance of redeemable preferred stock, net   —    96,880    —  
Dividends paid on redeemable preferred stock   (5,892 )   —    —  
Repayment of long-term debt   (2,017 )   (10,953 )   (10,861 )
Buyback of long-term debt   —    (1,995 )   —  
Proceeds from issuance of rights, net   —    11,332    —  
Other   —    —    (18 )
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities   430,055    155,582    (10,879 )
Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash   (28,671 )   86,779    2,427  
Effect of exchange rate on cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash   —    2,875    1,263  
Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash, beginning of year   117,179    27,525    23,835  
Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash, end of year  $ 88,508   $ 117,179   $ 27,525  
Reconciliation of cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash          
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year   117,179    21,302    17,925  
Restricted cash with respect to bonds, beginning of year   —    6,223    5,910  
Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash, beginning of year  $ 117,179   $ 27,525   $ 23,835  
Cash and cash equivalents, end of year   88,508    117,179    21,302  
Restricted cash with respect to bonds, end of year   —    —    6,223  
Cash and cash equivalents and restricted cash, end of year  $ 88,508   $ 117,179   $ 27,525  
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the condensed financial statements.
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SCHEDULE I

ARKO Corp. (Parent Company Only)
Condensed Statements of Cash Flows (cont’d)

(in thousands)
 

  For the Year Ended December 31,  
  2021   2020   2019  

Supplementary cash flow information:          
Cash received for interest  $ 1,404   $ 2,340   $ 6,714  
Cash paid for interest   14    3,840    4,266  
Cash paid for taxes   6,175    305    1,123  
Supplementary noncash activities:          
Prepaid insurance premiums financed through notes payable   1,765    2,190    —  
Issuance of shares   3,000    —    —  
Ares Put Option   —    9,201    —  
Purchase of property and equipment under operating leases   —    —    49  
 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the condensed financial statements.
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ARKO Corp. (Parent Company Only)

Notes to Condensed Financial Statements 

1. General 

The condensed financial statements represent the financial information required by SEC Regulation S-X Rule 5-04 for ARKO Corp. (the “Company”), which requires 
the inclusion of parent company only financial statements if the restricted net assets of consolidated subsidiaries exceed 25% of total consolidated net assets as of the last day 
of its most recent fiscal year. As of December 31, 2021, the Company’s restricted net assets of its consolidated subsidiary, GPM Investments, LLC (“GPM”), were 
approximately $713.5 million and exceeded 25% of the Company’s total consolidated net assets.  The primary restrictions as of December 31, 2021 were driven by GPM’s 
financing agreements with PNC which restrict the transfer of non-cash assets from GPM to the Company. These financing agreements also include restrictions on distributions 
according to which, among other things, GPM’s ability to distribute is subject to certain conditions as defined in the underlying agreements. For more information about 
GPM’s financing agreements with PNC, refer to Note 12 to the consolidated financial statements.

The Merger Transaction was accounted for as a reverse recapitalization. Under this method of accounting, Haymaker was treated as the “acquired” company and Arko 
Holdings was considered the accounting acquirer for accounting purposes.  The Merger Transaction was treated as the equivalent of Arko Holdings issuing stock in exchange 
for the net assets of Haymaker, accompanied by a recapitalization.  Because Arko Holdings was deemed the accounting acquirer, upon the consummation of the Merger 
Transaction, the historical financial statements of Arko Holdings became the historical financial statements of the combined company. As a result, the financial statements 
included in these parent only financial statements reflect the historical operating results of Arko Holdings prior to the Merger Closing Date.  

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 

The accompanying condensed financial statements have been prepared to present the financial position, results of operations and cash flows of the Company on a 
stand-alone basis as a holding company. Investments in subsidiaries are accounted for using the equity method. The condensed parent company only financial statements 
should be read in conjunction with the Company's consolidated financial statements.

3. Long-Term Debt

Senior Notes Offering

On October 21, 2021, the Company completed a private offering of $450 million aggregate principal amount of 5.125% Senior Notes due 2029 (the “Senior Notes”), 
pursuant to a note purchase agreement dated October 14, 2021, by and among the Company, certain of the Company’s wholly owned domestic subsidiaries (the 
“Guarantors”), and BofA Securities, Inc., as representative of the several initial purchasers named therein. The Senior Notes are guaranteed, on an unsecured senior basis, by 
all of the Guarantors. Refer to Note 12 to the consolidated financial statements for further details.  

4. Revisions of Previously Issued Financial Statements

The Company has adjusted its consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2020 in order to reflect its Public Warrants, Private Warrants and Deferred Shares as 
liability instruments measured at fair value rather than as equity instruments. The Company has evaluated the materiality of these adjustments and concluded they were not 
material to any of the prior periods presented and has elected to revise the previously issued financial statements contained within these consolidated financial statements for 
the periods impacted to correct the effect of these immaterial adjustments.

As a result, the parent only condensed balance sheet as of December 31, 2020 included as comparative figures within these financial statements was revised as 
follows:
  As of December 31, 2020  

  As Previously Reported   Adjustment   As Revised  
Selected Condensed Balance Sheet Data:  (in thousands)  
Other non-current liabilities  $ 9,831   $ 26,455   $ 36,286  
Total liabilities   23,195    26,455    49,650  
Total shareholders' equity   218,036    (26,455 )   191,581  

As a result, the parent only condensed statement of operations and comprehensive income for the year ended December 31, 2020 included as comparative figures 
within these financial statements was revised as follows:
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  For the year ended December 31, 2020  

  
As Previously 

Reported   Adjustment   As Revised  
Selected Condensed Statement of Operations Data:  (in thousands)  
Interest and other financial income   570    523    1,093  
Loss before income taxes   (10,352 )   523    (9,829 )
Net income   13,187    523    13,710  

 
  For the year ended December 31, 2020  

  As Previously Reported   Adjustment   As Revised  
Selected Condensed Statement of Comprehensive Income 
  Data:  (in thousands)  
Net income  $ 13,187   $ 523   $ 13,710  
Comprehensive income   17,862    523    18,385  

As a result, the condensed statement of cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2020 included as comparative figures within these financial statements was revised 
as follows:
  For the year ended December 31, 2020  

  As Previously Reported   Adjustment   As Revised  
Selected Condensed Statement of Cash Flow Data:  (in thousands)  
Net income  $ 13,187   $ 523   $ 13,710  
Fair value adjustment related to financial liabilities   630    (523 )   107  
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Exhibit 10.28

AMENDED AND RESTATED EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is made and entered into as of January 1, 
2020 (the “Effective Date”) by and between Eyal Nuchamovitz (the “Executive”) and GPM INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company (the “Company”).

WHEREAS, the Executive has been employed by the Company as Executive Vice President pursuant to the terms and provisions of 
that certain Executive Employment Agreement between the Company and the Executive, dated as of March 6, 2017.

WHEREAS, the Company and the Executive desire to amend and restate the Executive’s terms of employment by the Company on 
the terms and conditions set forth herein; and

WHEREAS, the Executive desires to continue his employment by the Company on such terms and conditions.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, promises, and obligations set forth herein, the parties agree as 

follows:

1.Term. The Executive's employment hereunder shall be effective on the Effective Date and shall continue until the fifth anniversary 
thereof, unless terminated earlier pursuant to Section 5 of this Agreement. The period during which the Executive is employed by the Company 
hereunder is hereinafter referred to as the “Employment Term.”  Executive's employment under this Agreement shall be extended 
automatically for one (1) additional year as of the expiration of the initial five-year Employment Term and as of each subsequent anniversary 
thereafter, unless at least ninety (90) days prior to the expiration of the initial five-year Employment Term or any one-year renewal thereafter, 
as the case may be, the Company or Executive gives written notice to the other party hereto that the Employment Term shall not be so 
extended.

2.Position and Duties.

a.Position. During the Employment Term, the Executive shall continue to serve as the Executive Vice President of the Company, 
reporting to the Company’s Chief Executive Officer (the “CEO”).  Executive shall be responsible for maintaining, improving, developing, 
and servicing the Company’s customers, vendors, financing sources and finders of acquisition targets, creating unique and valuable 
relationships therewith and sourcing and negotiating new acquisitions and expansion of the Company.  In such position, the Executive 
shall have such duties, authority, and responsibilities as determined from time to time by the CEO.  Executive is also currently serving on 
the Board of Managers of the Company.  Such appointment is at the sole discretion of Arko Convenience Stores, LLC, a member of the 
Company and is not governed or restricted by this Agreement.  Executive agrees that he shall receive no additional compensation for such 
role nor shall Executive’s compensation be reduced if at any time he is removed from the Board of Managers of the Company.
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b.Duties. During the Employment Term, the Executive shall devote substantially all of his business time and attention to the 

performance of the Executive's duties hereunder and will not engage in any other business, profession, or occupation for compensation or 
otherwise which would conflict or interfere with the performance of such services either directly or indirectly without the prior written 
consent of the CEO, which will not be unreasonably withheld; provided that the foregoing shall not prevent the Executive from the 
following so long as the following do not interfere with Executive devoting his business time and attention to the performance of the 
Executive's duties hereunder: (i)  participating in charitable, civic, educational, professional, community or industry affairs, and (ii) 
managing the Executive’s personal investments and personal and legal affairs.

3.Place of Employment. The principal place of the Executive's employment shall be the Company's principal executive office currently 
located in Aventura, Florida at an office space chosen mutually by Executive and the Company; it being understood that the Executive will be 
required to travel frequently on Company business during the Employment Term.

4.Compensation.

a.Base Salary. The Company shall pay the Executive an annual rate of base salary of no less than $555,000 (the “Base Salary”) in 
periodic installments in accordance with the Company's customary payroll practices and applicable wage payment laws.  A performance 
and compensation review will be conducted annually and the Base Salary shall be subject to discretionary review by the CEO for increase 
(but not decrease).  The Executive's annual base salary, as in effect from time to time, is hereinafter referred to as “Base Salary.”

b.Signing Bonus.  The Company shall pay the Executive a lump sum cash signing bonus of $100,000 (the “Signing Bonus”) within 
thirty (30) days following the Effective Date; provided that, the Executive shall repay a pro rata portion of the Signing Bonus if, prior to 
the 3rd anniversary of the Effective Date, the Executive terminates Executive’s employment without Good Reason (as defined below) or is 
terminated by the Company for Cause (as defined below); such proration to be calculated monthly on a straight-line basis over three years.; 
provided that if the transaction under the Asset Purchase Agreement signed with Empire Petroleum Partners, LLC in December 2019 (as 
such Asset Purchase Agreement may be amended) closes, Executive’s obligation to repay any portion of the Signing Bonus shall cease as 
of the date such transaction closes. 

c.Car Allowance.  Subject to Executive’s signing of an Acknowledgement of the Company’s Car Allowance Policy (or such 
signature already being on file), Executive shall receive a car allowance of $600.00 per month in accordance with GPM’s car allowance 
policy, subject to all withholdings and deductions as required by law.  Except to the extent reimbursed as part of business travel expenses, 
gas must be purchased at a GPM operated or supplied store using a GPM-provided fleet card or, to the extent GPM’s fleet card cannot be 
used at such store, a receipt must be submitted on a monthly expense report.   

d.Phone Expenses.  Executive shall be entitled to participate in GPM’s cellphone program or to receive reimbursement for the cost 
of Executive’s personal cellphone.
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e.D&O Insurance.  The Company agrees to include Executive as a covered officer on all of the Company’s D&O policies.  So long 

as Executive serves as a manager or board member of the Company or any of the Company’s subsidiaries, the Company agrees to include 
Executive as a covered director on all of the Company’s D&O policies.

f.Other Bonus Plans. In addition to the Base Salary, the Executive shall be entitled to participate in the bonus plan generally made 
available to other senior salaried corporate employees of the Company.  It is understood that the Company may amend or terminate its 
general bonus plans at any time in accordance with the terms thereof, provided, however that the level of general bonus provided to 
Executive in the aggregate is no less favorable than the best benefits to senior executives of the Company.  For 2020, the current bonus 
target for the Executive Bonus is 25% of Base Salary, assuming the Company meets its budget for 2020.

g.IPO.  In the event the Company completes an IPO (as defined below), then the Executive will receive equity (or equity-
equivalents, such as options) as part of a customary plan for executives which is created as part of such IPO and subject to the vesting 
requirements of such plan.  Any award shall be governed by the terms and conditions of the applicable plan and the applicable award 
agreements and any standstill agreements generally applicable to other executives of the Company.  The Executive shall have no rights as a 
member of the Company or any of its affiliates as a result of this Section 4.7. 

h.Payment Upon Sale of the Company. In the event a sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the Company, or a sale of all of 
the equity of the Company (each, a “Sale of the Company”) prior to the termination of Executive’s employment with the Company or, a 
Sale of the Company occurs under a fully executed agreement entered into within one hundred eighty (180) days following termination of 
the Executive's employment without Cause or the Executive's resignation with Good Reason, and so long as Executive is otherwise in 
compliance with Sections 7 through 9 hereof and executes a release of claims in favor of the Company, its affiliates and their respective 
officers and directors in a form provided by the Company, the Company shall pay to Executive an amount as part of a customary plan for 
executives which is created as part of such Sale of the Company (the “SoC Payment”).  Payment of the SoC Payment shall be made within 
sixty (60) days following consummation of the Sale of the Company.  This Section 4.8 and all amounts payable on a Sale of the Company 
shall terminate, and no longer be payable, upon an IPO.

i.Discretionary Bonus. In addition to the Base Salary, and the equity and bonus opportunities referred to in Sections 4.6-4.8, the 
Executive shall be eligible to receive discretionary bonuses as determined by the CEO or the Board of Directors of the Company (the 
“Board”).  The payment of such discretionary bonuses shall not create an entitlement to any discretionary bonus in the future. 

j.Paid Time-Off.  During the Employment Term, the Executive shall receive paid time-off in accordance with the Company’s 
policies for salaried employees as such policies may exist from time to time, but in no event less than twenty-three (23)  calendar days of 
paid time off days per calendar year, in addition to Company-recognized paid holidays.
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k.Employee Benefits. During the Employment Term, in addition to the other compensation and benefits described herein, the 

Executive shall be entitled to participate in all employee benefit plans, practices, and programs maintained by the Company, as in effect 
from time to time, including the Company’s Non-Qualified Deferred Compensation Plan (collectively, “Employee Benefit Plans”). The 
Company reserves the right to amend or terminate any Employee Benefit Plans at any time in its sole discretion, subject to the terms of 
such Employee Benefit Plan and applicable law. 

l.Business Expenses. The Executive shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable and necessary out-of-pocket business, 
entertainment, and travel expenses incurred by the Executive in connection with the performance of the Executive's duties hereunder in 
accordance with the Company’s then-current expense reimbursement policies and procedures.

m.Definitions.  As used in this Agreement, the following terms have the following definitions:

i.“Cause” means (i) reasonable determination of the Board of Directors of the Company (the “Board”) that there has been 
misconduct by Executive that is materially injurious to the Company or that results in Executive's inability to substantially perform 
his duties for the Company, (ii) the Board's reasonable determination that Executive failed to carry out or comply with any lawful 
and reasonable directive of the Board or CEO consistent with the terms of this Agreement, (iii) Executive's conviction, plea of no 
contest, plea of nolo contendere, or imposition of unadjudicated probation for any felony or crime involving moral turpitude, (iv) 
the Board's reasonable determination of Executive's unlawful use (including being under the influence) or possession of illegal 
drugs on the Company's (or any affiliate's) premises or while performing Executive's duties and responsibilities under this 
Agreement, (v) Executive's commission of an act of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation, willful misconduct, or breach of 
fiduciary duty against the Company or any of its affiliates other than inadvertent actions such as accidental personal use of a 
Company credit card or accidental errors in mileage reimbursement or actions that are not materially injurious to the Company, (vi) 
Executive's material violation of any provision of this Agreement, any other written agreement between the Company and 
Executive, or any material Company policy, (vii) Executive's willful and prolonged, and unexcused absence from work (other than 
by reason of disability due to physical or mental illness), or (viii) the Board's reasonable determination of any unlawful act or 
breach of Company policy discrimination or harassment against another employee of the Company or any affiliated or related 
company of the Company.  Except in the case of an event described in section (iii) of the definition of Cause, in the event that the 
Company has determined that there is Cause, the Company shall provide Executive with a written notification indicating the 
grounds for which the Company believes there is Cause, and the Executive shall have thirty (30) days to either cure such grounds 
or to provide evidence that no such Cause exists.  If such grounds are not cured, or if the Company still in good faith believes that 
Cause does exist as of the end of such thirty (30) day period, then the Company shall be able to terminate for Cause 
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following such thirty (30) day period.  The Company shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to suspend Executive with pay 
during such thirty (30) day period.

ii.“Good Reason” means, if such event occurs without the Executive's consent in writing, (i) a material diminution in the 
nature or scope of the Executive's responsibilities, authorities, title or duties, (ii) a material reduction in the Executive's annual Base 
Salary from the annual Base Salary in effect in the immediately prior year, (iii) the Company materially violating any of its 
material obligations to Executive under this Agreement, or (iv) the Company requiring the Executive to permanently relocate from 
Aventura Florida.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Executive will not be deemed to have “Good Reason” to terminate this 
employment hereunder unless (i) the Executive provides the Board with a written notice detailing the specific circumstances 
alleged to constitute Good Reason within thirty (30) days after the first occurrence of such circumstances, (ii) the Company is 
given a period of thirty (30) days following receipt of such written notice to cure the applicable Good Reason condition, if 
susceptible to cure, and (iii) the Executive actually terminates employment within ninety (90) days following the expiration of the 
Company's thirty (30)-day cure period described above.  If the Executive does not so terminate, any claim of such circumstances of 
“Good Reason” shall be deemed irrevocably waived by the Executive.

iii.“IPO” means (i) an initial public offering and sale of any securities of the Company pursuant to an effective 
registration statement under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), the issuer of which, immediately before 
the registration, was not subject to the reporting requirements of Sections 13 or 15(d) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, 
as amended (the “Exchange Act”), (ii) a transaction pursuant to which the Company merges with or into a direct or indirect 
subsidiary of, or effects a share exchange with, an issuer subject to the reporting requirements of Sections 13 or 15(d) of the 
Exchange Act (including, without limitation, a transaction with a  special purpose acquisition company), following which, holders 
of the securities of the Company prior to such transaction receive as consideration therefor equity securities of such issuer, (iii) the 
registration of any securities of the Company under Section 12 of the Exchange Act (whether pursuant to the filing of a Form 10 or 
Form 8-A under the Exchange Act, any successor forms thereto, or otherwise).

n.No Trust or Fund Created.  Neither this Agreement shall create or be construed to create a trust or separate fund of any kind or a 
fiduciary relationship between the Company and the Executive.  The bonus and other payment obligations under this Agreement represents 
only the Company’s unfunded and unsecured promise to pay an amount to the Executive in the future.  To the extent that the Executive or 
any other person acquires a right to receive payments from the Company pursuant to this Agreement, that right shall be no greater than the 
right of any unsecured general creditor of the Company.

5.Termination of Employment. 
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a.General Termination Provisions.  The Employment Term and the Executive's employment hereunder may be terminated (a) by 

either the Company or the Executive at any time and for any reason on at least ninety (90) days advance written notice to the other party, 
(b) automatically upon the Executive's death, (c) by the Company in the event of the Executive's disability (as reasonably determined by 
the Company), (d) by the Executive for Good Reason, or (e) by the Company for Cause.  Upon termination of the Executive's 
employment, the Executive shall be entitled to the compensation and benefits described in this Section 5 and shall have no further rights to 
any compensation or any other benefits from the Company under this Agreement. 

b.Payments in Case of all Terminations.  If Executive's employment with the Company is terminated for any reason, then 
Executive shall be entitled to payment for all accrued and unpaid Base Salary through the termination date and all unreimbursed 
documented business expenses and other amounts payable under this Agreement, incurred through the termination date in accordance with 
the policies and procedures adopted by the Board for reimbursement of such expenses, and payment and/or provision of all vested benefits 
to which Executive may be entitled through the termination date in accordance with the terms of applicable benefit or incentive 
compensation plans, policies or programs.  Except as otherwise specifically set forth in this Agreement, Executive shall not be entitled to 
any other salary, compensation or benefits after the termination date, except as specifically provided for in the Company's Employee 
Benefit Plans or as otherwise expressly required by applicable law.  

c.Payments in Case of Termination for Good Reason or Without Cause.  In addition to the payments in Section 5.2, so long as 
Executive is otherwise in compliance with Sections 7 through 9 hereof and executes a release of claims in favor of the Company, its 
affiliates and their respective officers and directors in a form provided by the Company, if Executive's employment with the Company is 
terminated during the five year period from the Effective Date by the Company without Cause or by the Executive for Good Reason and a 
SoC Payment is not payable in connection with such termination, then in addition to the payments set forth in Section 5.2, Executive shall 
be entitled to: (A) payment of a prorated portion of the Company’s general bonus program (if any is due in accordance with the Company's 
general bonus program), in each case, based on actual Company performance and the number of days Executive was employed in the 
calendar year in which Executive's employment was terminated, payable on the Payment Date and (B) payment of Base Salary for the 
period commencing on the termination date and ending on the date that is six (6) months from the termination date (the “Severance 
Period”).  

d.Equity, If any.  The treatment of outstanding equity awards, if any, shall, upon termination of the Executive's employment 
hereunder, be determined in accordance with the terms of the applicable plan and the applicable award agreements.

e.Automatic Resignation.  Upon termination of the Executive's employment hereunder for any reason, the Executive shall be 
deemed to have resigned from all positions (including as an officer or member of the Board (or a committee thereof), if applicable) that the 
Executive holds with the Company and any of its affiliates.  Upon such termination, the Company will use commercially reasonable efforts 
to promptly amend its regulatory filings 
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which list Executive as an officer of the Company (such as those related to alcohol, gaming, and lottery) to remove Executive as a listed 
officer; but in no case shall the Company fail to remove Executive from all such applications within one year from the Termination Date.

f.Section 280G. 

i.If any of the payments or benefits received or to be received by the Executive (all such payments collectively referred 
to herein as the “280G Payments”) constitute "parachute payments" within the meaning of Section 280G of the Code and would, 
but for this Section 5.5, be subject to the excise tax imposed under Section 4999 of the Code (the “Excise Tax”), then such 280G 
Payments shall be reduced in a manner determined by the Company (by the minimum possible amounts) that is consistent with the 
requirements of Section 409A until no amount payable to the Executive will be subject to the Excise Tax. If two economically 
equivalent amounts are subject to reduction but are payable at different times, the amounts shall be reduced (but not below zero) on 
a pro rata basis.  

ii.All calculations and determinations under this Section 5.6 shall be made by an independent accounting firm or 
independent tax counsel appointed by the Company (the “Tax Counsel”) whose determinations shall be conclusive and binding on 
the Company and the Executive for all purposes. For purposes of making the calculations and determinations required by this 
Section 5.6, the Tax Counsel may rely on reasonable, good faith assumptions and approximations concerning the application of 
Section 280G and Section 4999 of the Code. The Company and the Executive shall furnish the Tax Counsel with such information 
and documents as the Tax Counsel may reasonably request in order to make its determinations under this Section 5.6. The 
Company shall bear all costs the Tax Counsel may reasonably incur in connection with its services. 

6.Cooperation. The parties agree that certain matters in which the Executive will be involved during the Employment Term may 
necessitate the Executive's cooperation in the future. Accordingly, following the termination of the Executive's employment for any reason, to 
the extent reasonably requested by the CEO, the Executive shall cooperate with the Company in connection with matters arising out of the 
Executive's service to the Company; provided that, the Company shall make reasonable efforts to minimize disruption of the Executive's other 
activities. The Company shall reimburse the Executive for reasonable expenses incurred in connection with such cooperation and for 
Executive’s time, to the extent that the Executive is required to spend substantial time on such matters.

7.Confidential Information. The Executive acknowledges that the information, observations and data (including trade secrets) obtained 
by him while employed by the Company concerning the business or affairs of the Company or any subsidiary (collectively, the “Confidential 
Information”) are the property of the Company or such subsidiary.  Executive agrees that he shall not disclose to any person, other than within 
Executive's good faith interpretation of the scope of his duties as Executive Vice President, or use for his own purposes any Confidential 
Information or any confidential or proprietary information of other Persons in the possession of the Company and/or its subsidiaries (“Third 
Party Information”), without the 
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prior written consent of the Board or CEO, unless and to the extent that the (i) Confidential Information or Third Party Information becomes 
generally known to and available for use by the public, other than as a result of Executive's acts or omissions or (ii) the disclosure of such 
Confidential Information is required by law, in which case Executive shall give notice to and the opportunity to the Company to comment on 
the form of the disclosure and only the portion of Confidential Information that is required to be disclosed by law shall be disclosed.  The 
Executive shall deliver to the Company on his termination date, or at any other time the Company may request, all memoranda, notes, plans, 
records, reports, computer files, disks and tapes, printouts and software and other documents and data (and copies thereof) embodying or 
relating to Third Party Information, Confidential Information, or the business of the Company or any or its subsidiaries which he may then 
possess or have under his control.

8.Proprietary Rights.

a.Work Product.  The Executive acknowledges and agrees that all right, title, and interest in and to all writings, works of 
authorship, technology, inventions, discoveries, processes, techniques, methods, ideas, concepts, research, proposals, materials, and all 
other work product of any nature whatsoever, that are created, prepared, produced, authored, edited, amended, conceived, or reduced to 
practice by the Executive individually or jointly with others during the period of his employment by the Company and relate in any way to 
the business or contemplated business, products, activities, research, or development of the Company or result from any work performed 
by the Executive for the Company (in each case, regardless of when or where prepared or whose equipment or other resources is used in 
preparing the same), all rights and claims related to the foregoing, and all printed, physical and electronic copies, and other tangible 
embodiments thereof (collectively, “Work Product”), as well as any and all rights in and to U.S. and foreign (i) patents, patent disclosures 
and inventions (whether patentable or not), (ii) trademarks, service marks, trade dress, trade names, logos, corporate names, and domain 
names, and other similar designations of source or origin, together with the goodwill symbolized by any of the foregoing, (iii) copyrights 
and copyrightable works (including computer programs), and rights in data and databases, (iv) trade secrets, know-how, and other 
confidential information, and (v) all other intellectual property rights, in each case whether registered or unregistered and including all 
registrations and applications for, and renewals and extensions of, such rights, all improvements thereto and all similar or equivalent rights 
or forms of protection in any part of the world (collectively, “Intellectual Property Rights”), shall be the sole and exclusive property of the 
Company.

b.Work Made for Hire; Assignment.  The Executive acknowledges that, by reason of being employed by the Company at the 
relevant times, to the extent permitted by law, all of the Work Product consisting of copyrightable subject matter is "work made for hire" as 
defined in 17 U.S.C. § 101 and such copyrights are therefore owned by the Company.  To the extent that the foregoing does not apply, the 
Executive hereby irrevocably assigns to the Company, for no additional consideration, the Executive's entire right, title, and interest in and 
to all Work Product and Intellectual Property Rights therein, including the right to sue, counterclaim, and recover for all past, present, and 
future infringement, misappropriation, or dilution thereof, and all rights corresponding thereto throughout the world.  Nothing contained in 
this Agreement shall be construed to reduce or limit the Company's rights, title, 
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or interest in any Work Product or Intellectual Property Rights so as to be less in any respect than that the Company would have had in the 
absence of this Agreement. 

c.Further Assurances; Power of Attorney. During and after his employment, the Executive agrees to reasonably cooperate with the 
Company to (a) apply for, obtain, perfect, and transfer to the Company the Work Product as well as any and all Intellectual Property Rights 
in the Work Product in any jurisdiction in the world; and (b) maintain, protect and enforce the same, including, without limitation, giving 
testimony and executing and delivering to the Company any and all applications, oaths, declarations, affidavits, waivers, assignments, and 
other documents and instruments as shall be requested by the Company. The Executive hereby irrevocably grants the Company power of 
attorney to execute and deliver any such documents on the Executive's behalf in his name and to do all other lawfully permitted acts to 
transfer the Work Product to the Company and further the transfer, prosecution, issuance, and maintenance of all Intellectual Property 
Rights therein, to the full extent permitted by law, if the Executive does not promptly cooperate with the Company's request (without 
limiting the rights the Company shall have in such circumstances by operation of law). The power of attorney is coupled with an interest 
and shall not be affected by the Executive's subsequent incapacity.

9.Non-Compete, Non-Solicitation, Non-Disparagement.

a.Non-Competition. In further consideration of the compensation to be paid to Executive hereunder, Executive acknowledges that 
during the course of his employment with the Company and/or its subsidiaries he will become familiar with the Company's trade secrets 
and with other Confidential Information concerning the Company and that his services will be of special, unique and extraordinary value to 
the Company and its subsidiaries, and therefore, the Executive agrees that during the Non-Compete Period he shall not engage in 
Competition with the Company.  As used herein, “Non-Compete Period” means during the Employment Term and for a period of (i) if 
Executive’s employment is terminated for Cause or resigned without Good Reason: twelve (12) months following the last day of 
Executive’s employment or (ii) if Executive’s employment is terminated without Cause or Executive resigns with Good Reason: the 
Severance Period.  As used herein, “Competition” means to directly or indirectly, in a competitive capacity, own any interest in, manage, 
operate, control, invest or acquire an interest in, participate in, consult with, render services for, operate or in any manner engage, in a 
competitive capacity, in any Competitive Business (including any division, group or franchise of a larger organization which is a 
Competitive Business), whether as a proprietor, owner, member, partner, stockholder, director, manager, officer, executive, consultant, 
joint venture, investor, sales representative or other participant, that competes with the Company or any of its subsidiaries, in any of the 
states in which the Company or any of its subsidiaries operates on the date in question (if during the Employment Term) or on the last day 
of Executive's employment (if on or following the employment termination date).  Nothing herein shall prohibit the Executive from being 
a passive owner of not more than three percent (3%) of the outstanding stock of any class of a corporation which is publicly traded, so long 
as the Executive has no active participation in the business of such corporation.  As used herein, “Competitive Business” means a business 
that operates any of the following: (i) retail convenience stores (with or without fuel), (ii) gas stations (whether or not attached to a 
convenience store), and (iii) 
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dollar stores.  With respect to “convenience stores,” such term means any business listed on the “Top 202 Convenience Stores” published 
by CSP News, or such successor publication.  If no such publication exists, it shall mean the convenience stores on such list as of the last 
date such list was published.  

b.Non-Solicitation of Employees. During the Employment Term and for a period of twelve (12) months following the last day of 
his employment (“Non-Solicit Period”), the Executive shall not directly or indirectly or through another Person (i) induce or attempt to 
induce any executive or consultant of the Company or any subsidiary of the Company to leave the employ of the Company or such 
subsidiary, or in any way interfere with the relationship between the Company or any subsidiary and any executive thereof; or (ii) hire any 
Person who was an executive of the Company or any subsidiary of the Company at any time during the twelve (12) month period 
immediately preceding the last day of the Executive's employment. 

c.Non-Solicitation of Customers and Suppliers. The Executive further agrees that during the Non-Solicit Period, he will not 
directly or indirectly induce or attempt to induce any customer, supplier, licensee, licensor, franchisee or other business relation of the 
Company or any subsidiary of the Company to cease doing business with the Company or such subsidiary, or in any way interfere with the 
relationship between any such customer, supplier, licensee or business relation and the Company or any subsidiary.

d.Non-Disparagement. The Executive shall not make any disparaging statements or communications regarding the Company, its 
subsidiaries, and/or their officers, managers, executives, agents, or products; provided, however, that such restriction shall not prohibit or 
constrain truthful testimony compelled by valid legal process or valid dispute resolution process.  Company agrees to direct its directors, 
managers, officers and executives to refrain from making disparaging statements or communications regarding the Executive, provided, 
however, that Company shall have no liability for any such disparaging statements or communications that its directors, managers, 
executives or officers may make notwithstanding such direction.

10.Enforcement.  If, at the time of enforcement of Section 9 of this Agreement, a court holds that the restrictions stated herein are 
unreasonable under circumstances then existing, the parties hereto agree that the maximum time period, scope or geographical area reasonable 
under such circumstances shall be substituted for the stated time period, scope or area and that the court shall be allowed to revise the 
restrictions contained herein to cover the maximum time period, scope and/or area permitted by law.  Because the Executive's services are 
unique and because the Executive has access to Confidential Information, the parties hereto agree that the Company would suffer irreparable 
harm from a breach of Sections 7, 8 or 9 by the Executive and that money damages would not be an adequate remedy for any such breach of 
this Agreement.  Therefore, in the event a breach or threatened breach of this Agreement, the Company or its successors or assigns, in addition 
to other rights and remedies existing in their favor, shall be entitled to specific performance and/or injunctive or other equitable relief from a 
court of competent jurisdiction in order to enforce, or prevent any violations of, the provisions hereof (without posting a bond or other 
security).  In addition, in the event of a breach or violation by Executive of Section 9.1, 9.2, or 9.3, the Non-Compete Period and Non-Solicit 
Period shall be 
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automatically extended by the amount of time between the initial occurrence of the breach or violation and when such breach or violation has 
been duly cured.  Executive acknowledges that the restrictions contained in Sections 7-9 are reasonable.  

11.Arbitration. Any dispute, controversy, or claim arising out of or related to this Agreement or any breach of this Agreement shall be 
submitted to and decided by binding arbitration to be held in Richmond, Virginia.  The Company shall pay all arbitration related fees and costs, 
but not attorney’s fees subject to the provision below. Arbitration shall be administered exclusively by the American Arbitration Association 
and shall be conducted consistent with the rules, regulations, and requirements thereof as well as any requirements imposed by state law. Any 
arbitral award determination shall be final and binding upon the parties.  The parties further agree that if the arbitral award concludes that 
either party is in violation, breach or nonperformance of any of the terms of this Agreement, the non-prevailing party shall pay the reasonable 
attorneys' fees of the prevailing party.

12.Governing Law: Jurisdiction and Venue. This Agreement, for all purposes, shall be construed in accordance with the laws of Virginia 
without regard to conflicts of law principles. Subject to Section 11, any action or proceeding by either of the parties to enforce this Agreement 
shall be brought only in a state or federal court located in the Commonwealth of Virginia, county of Henrico or City of Richmond. The parties 
hereby irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts and waive the defense of inconvenient forum to the maintenance of any 
such action or proceeding in such venue.  EACH PARTY WAIVES ALL RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER 
BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE) ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR THE 
EXECUTIVE'S EMPLOYMENT BY THE COMPANY OR ANY AFFILIATE OF THE COMPANY, OR THE EXECUTIVE'S OR THE 
COMPANY'S PERFORMANCE UNDER, OR THE ENFORCEMENT OF THIS AGREEMENT.

13.Entire Agreement. Unless specifically provided herein, this Agreement and GPM’s Employee Handbook and policies applicable to all 
employees from time to time, contains all of the understandings and representations between the Executive and the Company pertaining to the 
subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior and contemporaneous understandings, agreements, representations and warranties, both written 
and oral, with respect to such subject matter, including, without limitation, the Executive Employment Agreement dated March 6, 2017 (the 
“Prior Agreement”).  The parties mutually agree that the Agreement can be specifically enforced in court and can be cited as evidence in legal 
proceedings alleging breach of the Agreement. 

14.Mutual Release Under Prior Agreement.

a.The Executive, on behalf of the Executive’s family, heirs, executors, administrators, legal representatives and their respective 
successors and assigns, does hereby release and forever discharge the Company, its parents, subsidiaries, affiliated companies, successors 
and assigns, and its current or former directors, officers, employees, shareholders or agents in such capacities (collectively with the 
Company, the “Released Parties”) from any and all actions, causes of action, suits, controversies, claims and demands whatsoever, for or 
by reason of any matter, cause or thing whatsoever, whether known or unknown including, but not limited to, all claims under any 
applicable laws arising under or in 
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connection with the Executive’s employment, whether for tort or breach of the Prior Agreement.  

b.The Company does hereby release and forever discharge the Executive from any and all actions, causes of action, suits, 
controversies, claims and demands whatsoever, for or by reason of any matter, cause or thing whatsoever, whether known or unknown 
including, but not limited to, all claims under any applicable laws arising under or in connection with the Executive’s employment, whether 
for tort or breach of the Prior Agreement.

c.The mutual releases in this Section 14 shall not apply to (i) any rights or claims that may arise as a result of events occurring after 
the Effective Date, (ii) any indemnification rights the Executive may have as a current or former officer of the Company or its subsidiaries 
or affiliated companies under the limited liability company agreement of the Company, as the same may be amended from time to time, or 
any other agreement or statute, (iii) any claims for benefits under any directors’ and officers’ liability policy maintained by the Company 
or its subsidiaries or affiliated companies in accordance with the terms of such policy, or (iv) any claims under the Age Discrimination in 
Employment Act, or which otherwise cannot be released under law.

15.Modification and Waiver. No provision of this Agreement may be amended or modified unless such amendment or modification is 
agreed to in writing and signed by (a) the Executive, on the one hand, and (b) by (i) the CEO and (ii) either (x) General Counsel, (y) Chief 
Financial Officer, or (z) SVP of Human Resources of the Company, on the other hand. No waiver by either of the parties of any breach by the 
other party hereto of any condition or provision of this Agreement to be performed by the other party hereto shall be deemed a waiver of any 
similar or dissimilar provision or condition at the same or any prior or subsequent time, nor shall the failure of or delay by either of the parties 
in exercising any right, power, or privilege hereunder operate as a waiver thereof to preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the 
exercise of any other such right, power, or privilege.

16.Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be enforceable only if modified, or if 
any portion of this Agreement shall be held as unenforceable and thus stricken, such holding shall not affect the validity of the remainder of 
this Agreement, the balance of which shall continue to be binding upon the parties with any such modification to become a part hereof and 
treated as though originally set forth in this Agreement. 

The parties further agree that any such court is expressly authorized to modify any such unenforceable provision of this 
Agreement in lieu of severing such unenforceable provision from this Agreement in its entirety, whether by rewriting the offending provision, 
deleting any or all of the offending provision, adding additional language to this Agreement, or by making such other modifications as it deems 
warranted to carry out the intent and agreement of the parties as embodied herein to the maximum extent permitted by law. 

The parties expressly agree that this Agreement as so modified by the court shall be binding upon and enforceable against each of 
them. In any event, should one or more of the provisions of this Agreement be held to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable in any respect, such 
invalidity, illegality, or unenforceability shall not affect any other provisions hereof, and if such 
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provision or provisions are not modified as provided above, this Agreement shall be construed as if such invalid, illegal, or unenforceable 
provisions had not been set forth herein.

17.Captions. Captions and headings of the sections and paragraphs of this Agreement are intended solely for convenience and no 
provision of this Agreement is to be construed by reference to the caption or heading of any section or paragraph.

18.Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in separate counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which 
taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument.

19.Section 409A.

a.General Compliance. This Agreement is intended to comply with Section 409A or an exemption thereunder and shall be 
construed and administered in accordance with Section 409A. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, payments provided 
under this Agreement may only be made upon an event and in a manner that complies with Section 409A or an applicable exemption. Any 
payments under this Agreement that may be excluded from Section 409A either as separation pay due to an involuntary separation from 
service or as a short-term deferral shall be excluded from Section 409A to the maximum extent possible. For purposes of Section 409A, 
each installment payment provided under this Agreement shall be treated as a separate payment. Any payments to be made under this 
Agreement upon a termination of employment shall only be made upon a "separation from service" under Section 409A. Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, the Company makes no representations that the payments and benefits provided under this Agreement comply with Section 
409A, and in no event shall the Company be liable for all or any portion of any taxes, penalties, interest, or other expenses that may be 
incurred by the Executive on account of non-compliance with Section 409A.

b.Specified Employees. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, if any payment or benefit provided to the 
Executive in connection with his termination of employment is determined to constitute "nonqualified deferred compensation" within the 
meaning of Section 409A and the Executive is determined to be a "specified employee" as defined in Section 409A(a)(2)(b)(i), then such 
payment or benefit shall not be paid until the first payroll date to occur following the six-month anniversary of the termination date or, if 
earlier, on the Executive's death (the “Specified Employee Payment Date”). The aggregate of any payments that would otherwise have 
been paid before the Specified Employee Payment Date shall be paid to the Executive in a lump sum on the Specified Employee Payment 
Date and thereafter, any remaining payments shall be paid without delay in accordance with their original schedule.

c.Reimbursements. To the extent required by Section 409A, each reimbursement or in-kind benefit provided under this Agreement 
shall be provided in accordance with the following:
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i.the amount of expenses eligible for reimbursement, or in-kind benefits provided, during each calendar year cannot 

affect the expenses eligible for reimbursement, or in-kind benefits to be provided, in any other calendar year;

ii.any reimbursement of an eligible expense shall be paid to the Executive on or before the last day of the calendar year 
following the calendar year in which the expense was incurred; and

iii.any right to reimbursements or in-kind benefits under this Agreement shall not be subject to liquidation or exchange 
for another benefit.

d.Tax Gross-ups. Any tax gross-up payments provided under this Agreement shall be paid to the Executive on or before December 
31 of the calendar year immediately following the calendar year in which the Executive remits the related taxes.

20.Notification to Subsequent Employer. When the Executive's employment with the Company terminates, the Executive agrees to notify 
any subsequent employer of the restrictive covenants sections contained in this Agreement. The Executive will also deliver a copy of such 
notice to the Company before the Executive commences employment with any subsequent employer. In addition, the Executive authorizes the 
Company to provide a copy of the restrictive covenants sections of this Agreement to third parties, including but not limited to, the Executive's 
subsequent, anticipated, or possible future employer.

21.Successors and Assigns. This Agreement is personal to the Executive and shall not be assigned by the Executive. Any purported 
assignment by the Executive shall be null and void from the initial date of the purported assignment. The Company may assign this Agreement 
to any successor or assign (whether direct or indirect, by purchase, merger, consolidation, or otherwise) to all or substantially all of the business 
or assets of the Company. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of the Company and permitted successors and assigns.

22.Notice. Notices and all other communications provided for in this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be delivered personally or 
sent by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, or by overnight carrier to the parties at the addresses set forth below (or such other 
addresses as specified by the parties by like notice):

If to the Company:
GPM Investments, LLC
8565 Magellan Parkway, Suite 400
Richmond, VA 23227
Attn: General Counsel
If to the Executive:

Eyal Nuchamovitz
3284 NE 211 terrace

23.Aventura, FL, 33180Representations of the Executive. The Executive represents and warrants to the Company that: (i) he Executive's 
acceptance of employment with the Company 
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and the performance of his duties hereunder will not conflict with or result in a violation of, a breach of, or a default under any contract, 
agreement, or understanding to which he is a party or is otherwise bound; and (ii) the Executive's acceptance of employment with the Company 
and the performance of his duties hereunder will not violate any non-solicitation, non-competition, or other similar covenant or agreement of a 
prior employer.

24.Withholding. The Company shall have the right to withhold from any amount payable hereunder any Federal, state, and local taxes in 
order for the Company to satisfy any withholding tax obligation it may have under any applicable law or regulation.

25.Survival. Upon the expiration or other termination of this Agreement, the respective rights and obligations of the parties hereto shall 
survive such expiration or other termination to the extent necessary to carry out the intentions of the parties under this Agreement.

26.Acknowledgement of Full Understanding. THE EXECUTIVE ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT HE HAS FULLY READ, 
UNDERSTANDS AND VOLUNTARILY ENTERS INTO THIS AGREEMENT. THE EXECUTIVE ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES 
THAT HE HAS HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO ASK QUESTIONS AND CONSULT WITH AN ATTORNEY OF HIS CHOICE BEFORE 
SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT. 

[signature page follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date first above written.

 GPM INVESTMENTS, LLC
  

By: /s/ Arie Kotler
Name: Arie Kotler
Title: CEO 
 
By: /s/ Maury Bricks
Name: Maury Bricks
Title: General Counsel

  
/s/ Eyal Nuchamovitz
EYAL NUCHAMOVITZ
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Exhibit 21.1
 

Subsidiaries of ARKO Corp.
 
 
Name Jurisdiction of Organization 
A.C.S. Stores, Ltd. Israel
Admiral Petroleum Company Michigan
Admiral Petroleum II, LLC Delaware
Admiral Real Estate I, LLC Delaware
Arko 21, LLC Delaware
Arko Convenience Stores, LLC Delaware
ARKO HOLDINGS LTD Israel
Arko Properties (Israel) Limited Partnership Israel
ARKO Real Estate (Israel) LTD Israel
Broyles Hospitality, LLC Tennessee
Colonial Pantry Holdings, LLC Delaware
E Cig Licensing, LLC Delaware
Florida Convenience Stores, LLC Delaware
GPM1, LLC Delaware
GPM2, LLC Delaware
GPM3, LLC Delaware
GPM4, LLC Delaware
GPM5, LLC Delaware
GPM6, LLC Delaware
GPM7, LLC Delaware
GPM8, LLC Delaware
GPM9, LLC Delaware
GPM Apple, LLC Delaware

GPM Gas Mart Realty Co, LLC Delaware
GPM Empire, LLC Delaware
GPM Holdings, Inc. Delaware
GPM Investments, LLC Delaware
GPM Midwest, LLC Delaware
GPM Midwest 18, LLC Delaware
GPM Petroleum GP, LLC Delaware
GPM Petroleum LP Delaware
GPM Petroleum, LLC Delaware
GPM RE, LLC Delaware
GPM Southeast, LLC Delaware
GPM WOC Holdco, LLC Delaware
Haymaker Acquisition Corp. II Delaware
Ligad Investments and Building LTD. Israel 
Marsh Village Pantries, LLC Indiana
Mountain Empire Oil Company Tennessee

 



Mundy Realty, LLC Indiana
Next Door Group LLC Delaware
Next Door Operations, LLC Delaware
Next Door RE Property, LLC Delaware
Pantry Property, LLC Indiana
Village Pantries Merger Sub, LLC Delaware
Village Pantry Specialty Holding LLC Delaware
Village Pantry, LLC Indiana
Viva Pantry and Petro Operations, LLC Delaware
Village Variety Store Operations, LLC Delaware
WOC Southeast Holding Corp. Delaware

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





Exhibit 23.1
 
Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

 
We have issued our reports dated February 25, 2022 with respect to the consolidated financial statements and internal control over financial reporting included in the Annual 
Report of ARKO Corp. on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021. We consent to the incorporation by reference of said reports in the Registration Statement of 
ARKO Corp. on Form S-8 (File No. 333-261642).
  
 
GRANT THORNTON LLP
  
Charlotte, North Carolina
February 25, 2022
 
 





 

Exhibit 31.1
CERTIFICATION

I, Arie Kotler, certify that:

 
(1)I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K of ARKO Corp.;
 
(2)Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light 
of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

 
(3)Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, 
results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

 
(4)The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-
15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

 
(a)Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material 
information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which 
this report is being prepared;

 
(b)Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide 
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles;

 
(c)Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure 
controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

 
(d)Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the 
registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control 
over financial reporting; and

 
(5)The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors 
and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):

 
(a)All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely 
affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

 
(b)Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control over financial 
reporting.

 
 



      
  
 /s/ Arie Kotler
Date: February 25, 2022 Arie Kotler
 Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer 
 
 





 
Exhibit 31.2

CERTIFICATION
I, Donald Bassell, certify that:
 

(1)I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K of ARKO Corp.;
 

(2)Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light 
of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;

 
(3)Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, 
results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

 
(4)The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-
15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

 
(a)Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material 
information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which 
this report is being prepared;

 
(b)Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide 
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles;

 
(c)Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure 
controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

 
(d)Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the 
registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control 
over financial reporting; and

 
(5)The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors 
and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
 

(a)All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely 
affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

 
(b)Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control over financial 
reporting.

 
 
 
 



      
Date: February 25, 2022 /s/ Donald Bassell
 Donald Bassell
 Chief Financial Officer
 





 
Exhibit 32.1

Certification Pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
(Subsections (a) and (b) of Section 1350, Chapter 63 of Title 18, United States Code)

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, I, Arie Kotler, Chief Executive Officer of ARKO Corp. (the 
“Company”), hereby certify that:

The Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021 (the “Form 10-K”) of the Company fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and the information contained in the Form 10-K fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of 
the Company. 

      
Date: February 25, 2022 /s/ Arie Kotler
 Arie Kotler
 Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer
 
 





 
Exhibit 32.2

Certification Pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
(Subsections (a) and (b) of Section 1350, Chapter 63 of Title 18, United States Code)

Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, I, Donald Bassell, Chief Financial Officer of ARKO Corp. (the 
“Company”), hereby certify that:

The Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021 (the “Form 10-K”) of the Company fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and the information contained in the Form 10-K fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of 
the Company. 

      
Date: February 25, 2022 /s/ Donald Bassell
 Donald Bassell
 Chief Financial Officer
 
 
 




